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Lteh dger & Times
Ammons Bond Revoked;
Efforts Are Begun To
Lift Medical License
Bons' was revoked Thursday for
another complaint against Dr. Ammons
The juvenile was treated , and
Murray • phyclan Dr. James Ray
based en his conviction in federal- released 'Several hours later at the
Ammons,and state authorities say they
court."
Murray-Calloway County Hospital. A
will'file papers to revoke his medical
When the beard issues the complaint, -.federal court official said Thursday she
' license.
• he said, Arrimons Will have 30 days to. was treated for a possible overdose-ofFederal judge Charles Allenteevoired
respond. If a hearing is requested, the
the PCP drug.
-bond for Ammons in U.S..District Cniirt
boardwill have 30 days to schedule it.
The first witness called in the hearirig
ursday, follotving the local
The board will base its decision on the -Thursday was Larry Lakin, a special
trest Wednesday for thethird time on
hearing officer's recornmendation and
investigator for the Drug Enforcement
itruirelated-charges. Dr. Ammons is
• Administration.
_
.
transcripts of the hearing.
sow being_ held in the Paducah City
If the board takes away Ammons'
Lakin said_ he was contacted early
.
Jail.
license, Briscoe said, "that doesn't 'Wednesday morning by Kentucky State
mean he mill appeal it, to the circuit
Police Detective Joe Cohoon,- who said
y Bill Schmidt, assistant secretary frit'
-the-State-Bacd-roic.
clll'eff-U ensure,
• court, the Codrt of Appeals, and the • he had obtained two signed Statements
Kentucky.Supreme-dotal It might be a
saltL "The board is proceeding in
from Chadwick and the juvenile
_yeas before it's official"
concerning the alleged sale to them of
issuing a complaint againsthiS, UMW._
"Grolinds for revocation- •4nclude - Minions will be licerrised to practice
the PCP by Ammons.
conviction of a felony nvolving'ffloral
medicine in Kentucky in the meantime,
According to Lakin, the two said that
turpitude," Schmidt continued.
Briscoe iaid, but since he has lost his
they, had gone to tbe doctor's home
-N
Danielfiriscbe of Louisville,attotneY' federal certification to prescribe drugs,
between 9 and 11 p. m.. Tuesday.
for the state board, said the"complaint
for all practical purposes he has been
Atcording to statements obtained from
be will prepare this week is actually a ,stñped of his ability to practice."
the two lay- COhnon,-the juvenile and
In Feeral court' _Thursday, Dan
Chadwick went to Ammons' home
formallty.Be said Aprnonsisso longer
Anderson nd Tosun Irtruk, both of
about nine p. in. Chadwick and the
certified b, federal narcotics
e found guilty and, juvenile took some of the PCP provided
_ - Murray,
authorities to prescribe'dengs.
'-Ammons lost that certification,
sentenced- to jhheg years in. prison on
by Ammons, accpraing to the
charges of conspirlicy to possess with
Briscoe said, when he was coairted in
statements,and then Chadwick took the
U. S. District Court in Paducah on the ' Abe intent- tp dist:Haile marijuana. The _ juven* home. Later,after a telephone,Atiarges.Of conspiring to purchase and. two were named in one indictment as _ call from the juvenile's family,.
Chadwicklvent to the juvenile's home
distribute marijuana and distribution 'Nco-defendants with Ammons. The three
were indicted last January by a federal
of drugs to a juvenile. .
and the two went to the hospital..
Then, on Monday; ArrUnons pleaded
grabs( jury in connection with an
Lakin used the signed statements. of
no contest on charges filed in 'alleged- scheme to obtain between- Chadwick and the jilvenile to obtain a
search and arrest warrant for
connection with the crash of an airplane—:$10,000 anll $20,000 forth of marijuana
loaded with marijuana in Texas last
frorn
Amu
-fiats.
.
year.
Ammons was in federal Court again
According to Harold W. Brown,
Thursday--for a hearipg to determine
special'-- agent with the Drug
The third arrest came Wednesday
whether a $4,000 appeatsbunil that has
Enforcement ,Administration,'several
when he was charged with "knowingly
and intentionally possessiag with the . allowed him to remain free should be
items were recovered from Dr.,
,
-'
--Amnions
intent to distribute, and distributing, a ;evoked.
esday,including:
--- home
. That hearing was.initiated after the
Onebottle labe'led Apomorphine,a
quantity of Phencyclidine(PC'P).-,"to
doctor was arrested for the third time
Schedule H narcotic 'substance. The
two Murray residents.
Wednesday.That arrest was made on • bottle contained five tab14,-- ,•
-Briscoe said he prepared a eomplaint
- One bottle lalieleCi Tebeate with
the basis of signed _ statements from
*against Ammonsfor the board and filed
it in Calloway amity Circuit Court - Sammy Chacrwrick,19,and a 14-year-61d feyeral white tabletsinside.Thedrug is
classified as a Schedule IV non-narcotic
juvenile. The two told Murray and
several months ago, but delayed
proceedings on that complaiAt, "to let • Kentucky State Police authorities that _substance.
A/14110113 had'sold • them PCP at the
the federalcourt proceed."
See AMMONS. •
doctor's homeTuesdayevening.
Now, sairBriscoe, "V will issue
Page 14,Column 7

aoctor'j

As public
tNJOY THE,OUTDOORS-Tranquil scenes Of forests await visitors to land Between the (akes,
demonst!atien area in West Kentucky and Tennessee. Many other scenes such as this as well as artie*siconcerning
ouIdner activities-am included in a special, 24-page, Outdoor Section published as plirt of today's Murray Ledger &
Times.

Local Transit Service Stops
Thursday As Funds Depleted

7----enere mint_eaierwmeopeenee-raerreepesematided that-werwere not 3 IL MAI
pia up- a phone-,- -cati-a--bus.
enough to describe their efforts,'Tor
over 11,060 elderly, handicapped and
where and when they wanted to and not
they had not only given of their time, -ha-ye to depend on anyone. .
other people have come-toil halt.
but of themselves. Blaosteip said he felt - Blaustein again pointed out the fact
announcement was made by
that it was-not fair to the employes to
that over 11,060 trips ip and, around
Alan Blaustein, executive director for
keep the bus system going if they were
Calloway County have been provided to
Calloway Count}, Senior Citizens, at a
not going to receive pay, or were not
press eonferehce held yesterday atCity
the elderly and handicapped, and that
positive that the system would be
these people haire been mobilized at
funded again. .
their Own discretion.
Blaustein reviewed' the 21,2-year
Blaustein said that he was not
The bus system was net 41 waste,."
history ..of the trenspertatioirsystem.
• According tq'Blaustein, in January of T. giving up yet." Committee members . he said,"and we have proven that tiler;
are $ill meeting with Purhcase Area - is a need for our services."
1975; - Rev. Stephen Davenport,
children -.along wittha grant from his
-sizeable role in drawing up the next
FRANKFORT, Ky. ( AP) - Goy.
Transportation and /Aging officials
. -George,
In an interview with Dick
shairman.of the Sehior Citizens Board,
_awn-contingency-fund. '
Julian Carroll will distribute $1.9 ; biennial budget.. seeking ether, possible avenues of. TransEpitation chairman',following the .
organized a transportation committee
The
most 'that can . be raised to
Carroll's plan to provide $6 million to
million to local school,districts around
funding.,.
study the -possibilities of acquiring
press conference-, he _stated that he
through this means is about $2 million,
schools, whose fuel costs escalated
Kentucky to help them'pay the extra
Jennie Gordon, Transportation
hoped that the buses would be running
transportthe elderly
vehicles
to
needed
he said.
during the past bitter winter was dealt
fuel costs ...generated by last winter's
Committee secretary, thanked Judge
and handicapped of Calloway County.
again soon: He added that for the bus Orr the horse park-matter, Carroll
a blow when the attorney general's
severe cold.
Robert 0. Miller and the liscal court for • system to operate for fiscal year 1978,
From the results of the data gathered,
said-Nichols had asked to,be-come the
- He made the • announcement
office said Wednesday it was illegal.
their help and support for$5,000 used ip
approximately $41,000 must be
the COmmittee decided to apply for five
coordinator and-will take over July 18.
Thursday, hours after saying he4
"I was not totally.surprised at the
a oei:Opriateol _for , salaries and
min-buses in March of 1975. Two buses, r. - matching,fupds. She noted that Judge
.-Iiiobots-maite000-0 yeav-avid*its-•apinienei-hesaith-7-maintaince. George reported that at
hydraulic -Miller iniffatedas CET-A-crew FOW
equipped
with
salary will continue at that level.
mehey after, the original method was
The hitch.was that under the -state's
approved by_lhe • the transportation officials in seeing
this time no contracts have been signed
wheelchair
were
lifts,
"John (also) will continue to be with
minimum foundation program the,
held to be illegal in an opinion from the
that the buses were properly'inspected
Senior
with ariy .agencies, but all- possible
the governor's ,office, Carrell said state and purchased by the
General Assembly last year had
. attorney general's offite.
and in working order before
matching fund.
sources of .revenue were being
25-75
Citizens
through
a
allotted specific amounts to a fund the • without elaboration.
The distribution amounts to an
transporting- passengers. The CETA
In January of 1976,a Title I CETA,grant
explored. . •
He , said he is namig.'
William.
governor wanted to tap for the extra
allotment of $3 per pupil in average
crew.was also providedwhen the radios
w'as also approved to hire the personnel
Bradford, assistant - to Nichols, as
money.
daily attendance at-public schools.
were installed in the Lases and the
to operate the system.
acting press . secretary for • an
Carroll 'recalled that he could
. In a 'wide-ranging news conference
antenna was erectedo,n City Hall•
In July of 1976, the twe-new. buses
Carroll also disclosed .that his press
have had wider lattitude to get , the' - -unspecified period.
Judge Miller also sent a staff meniber
were brought to Murray; and along
Nichols has been with the Owensboro
secretary, John. Nichols, is tkirig
money had he not "surrendered".-the
with the bus NI innIy used-. by -the • to the transportation office to help with Messenger-Inquirer and Television
•
power to do so to the legislature in 1976.
leave-of'
-absence to coordinate
office work for the pagrweek•
'Citizens, the
station -WAVE at Louisville, where he ' Calloway , County Senior
Now, he indicated, he will try to draw
equestrian events at the new Kentucky
Gordon also,thanked Mayer John Ed
began
system
transportation
covered • Frankfort before becoinin .
money - from sources outside 'the
• horse park at Lexington.
Scott and the __city council for their
Rock-A-Thon
functioning
.the
during
minimum foundation system - fends 'press secretary when Carotill - took
And he told reporters he has every
Sponsored by the (Mita Crub last-, continued support of the operation anit
office in 1975.
for school lunches and exceptional
intention- of giving the legislature a
Mrs. Dennis (Betsy
•
the $2,700 given toward matching funds.
.Clark,
August.
•
Bradford !ormerly was a Frankfort
daughter of Betty Riley and the late
Gordon mentioned that without
from that faoint
that
Itlaustein
stated
newsman with the Associated Pre_s_s_•
V er
- Aturr•ay- -ha's -• been
committee Members, Dick George,Sue
untirioday, over-11,060 rides have been
bureau.
named as the third place winner in the
Outland, Paul Mansfield, Phil Deaver,transportation system.
Curinshed
by
the
The governor said_he againis
tuitional- "Jayeette• Speak Up" contest
Pam Garland, Hatel Locke, Lloyd
Two Sections -38 Pages
the majority of the passengers being
emphasizing that the General
held ,at the national convention of the
ArnolirMadie Vaughn and Ann-Kelly
elderly
or
handicapped.
_
Assembly
-won't be shunted aside .in
ormu mg
s es u gs_or. •e
The forrrier-Murrayan was presented
hav,e never become a reality.
grant was to be in effect...only until
campground at dawn. Wednesday, has been _found, safe
next tOlo fiscal years.
Orman Price, who has been acting
certificateand plaque in reeognition
that after
But
year.
December
,last
and sound. The story is on Pag,e'14 of today's issue
of
Traditionally the ell/endive, branch
of her winning third place. She
administrator of the transportation
decided
was
review
it
.ot
budget,
the
draws up the budget while the
represented the Sate of Tennessee--at
systeM for the past two months, stated
that the system would be able to
legislature approves it.
the national meeting and was from the
that, "It is heartbreaking that the
past month
this
of
functioe
end
until
the
'Carroll said 'he plans -a 'State
Kingston, Tn., Jaycees Club,
(June), and the trartworthern systeTn • system has been temporarily halted overnmen Day" here , within( two
Mrs. Clark's speech. was. entitled
The -individuals who will be suffering
funds.
was
of
its
'extension
granted
an
Church Page
5
months to which every lawmaker will
most
will
the
pot
"Frer\
To Be" which .dealt . with the
be
•-•
the
system
bus
have
funds
the
However, at this date;
Classified Ads
cleudy tonight. Mostly 11,12& 13"
be invited, including candidateefor the
staff, but rather the elderly•who have . handicapped people-- who have been
Mrthe
'and
dwindled
$40
down
to
tonight
Comics
Lows
Saturday.
on
clear
1978 assembly, and also taking in eit's
successful. She is a graduate of
dependent , upon
the
service Must be called to a halt; become
Crosswofd
11
in the-mid 60s. HighsSaturday in
local officials throughout the state.
•
Calloway Courity -High School, attended
transpertatibn."
.
Blaustein
Dear Abby
added.
2
the low 80s. Winds westerly to 15
He said the., eight ,state cabinet
.
Murray State University, and 'is now
citizens_______Prire
said
that
he
that
a
had
observed
the
sie'or
Blieuttein
thaWed
Deaths& Funeras
14 _
miles an hourtonight.
• secretaries will -make -budgetlaboratory assistant _ and graphics
large .number...ef• those who used the
past ten
who
for'
-the
have
used
the
buses
Horoscope
2
presentations at that time and the,data
coordinator for the Carbide Chemical
buses were elderly Widows Who hadlold .
months and added that they were
Local Seene 2,3
be condensed into a one-half hour
Company at .
. Oak Ridge, Th. Her
with ,himitiatthey have traveled more in the'
extremely
cooperatiVe
Opinion Page
4
, presentation to be distributed to
husband. Dennis Clark, on of Mr. and
in adjusting to last 10 months tRan.they--liad traveled
'officials
transportation
Sports
68.7
the public through civic oiganizations.
the system's schedule. Appreciatien ,since their husbands passed away. He . Mrs. Larrie Clark, alio of Murray, is
TV Page.
10
'"Then we'll get the citizen response
also employed with the same company
was also directed ,to employes1.4hat added that the senior citizens had
for the next legislature," hesaid.
',
at Oak Ridge.
- gained independence by being able in
stayed on until the "bitter end"
StOf
4
fbeOPMIALLVOW

rig

-or.

Former Murrayan

Third Place Winner
In Speech Contest
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Your Individual
Horoscope

HOSPITAL 110TES)

Frown Drake

"Dean.AU*.

FOR SATURDAY, JULY 2, IE.
What kind of day ,will
tomorrow be' To find out what
the stars say. read the forecast
given for your birth Sign

to this task. Then you can feel
freer to • go on to more
stimulating interests.

By Abigail Van Buren

06-24-77

ADULTS 118
NURSERY 10
CAPRICORN
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
( Dec. 22 to Jan. 20) //lillIk(
Mrs.
,Cynthia G. Newport
ARIM
Some tension indicated. Avoid
.and Baby Girl, Rt.-2, Benton,
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 201 ir
i-A
highly strung or neurotic
Mrs. Louise Gore and Baby
A first-rate period for in- persons, and keep out
of
Boy,
ventiveness and "bruiging out situations
Rt. 7, Mayfield, .Mrs;
which
could
dormant talei.ts. Put your
Linda S. Mitcheson and Baby
needlessly involve you in
_
-e4rengt14- -behind -unusual others- prOblerris:
tirI RU3, Cbcriz,-Mrs-.--Peggy
DEAR ABBY: I w a* recently wed to a wonderful man in
projects, but on!y if they are
all respests except-one, He insists on keeping the pictures . J. Thorpe and Baby Girl, Rt. 1,
truly worthwhile.
AQUARIUS
Farmington.
of all his previous girlfriends,lind he has had quite a few.
TAURUS
I Jan. 21 to Feb. is)
DISMISSALS
Apr. 21 to May 21) be"a;Y"
Mixed influences. You may r He has them all neatly mounted in a large pictareeilbum,
which he inaists on leaving on our coffee table, along with
Mrs. Virginia Todd, Rt. 5,
An original idea could be
encounter some frustrating
developed, eventually turned to
our wedding ''''''
5ituations during the a.m., but.
Murray, Mrs. Donna • F.
profit. Along these lines, ICS a
When we have friends over, to be sure they don't miss it,
the tide will turn in your favor
Hughes, Riviera Ct. Box 95,
_good period for pushing your
he starts going through'the albums, bragging about all the
later in the day.
Murray; Mrs. Brenda Kay
luck.
chicks he's had.
Sirls, Rt. 7, Benton, Mrs.
PISCES
GEMINI
I voluntarily destroyed all the pictures I had of myself
Feb. 20 to Mar. 20)
Katherine M. Goodwin, 1509
May 22 to June 21)
and previous acquaintances.-and I think he should do the
Some new trends in the
Clayshire pt., Murray, Mrs.
Careful exploration of ofsame.
making. Study carefully and be
ferings and 'soundly directed
He knows how I feel because I've mentioned it several .Sue Cunningham, 135 Riviera
sure to check all propositions
imagination needed now. Don't
Ct., Murray, Mrs. Dorothy S.
times., He says I am being childish -that there is nothing
bejore
accepting.
Romance
and
mix business and personal
wrong-with. recalling a few memories.
Browder, 272 Royal St., Dyer,
travel
favored:
affairs.
His keeping and showing that album hurts me deeply.
To., Mrs. Euple E. Ward, 212
CANCER
How can I get him to stop. Abby? Should I destroy them
YOU BORN TODAY are
N. 8th St., Murray, Mrs.
(June M to July 23)
myself and put an end to it?
Cynthia M._ Uzzle, 1301 Dub
You can take giant steps endowed with many talents
through which you could
HURT
toward advancement now -- if
St., Benton,John F.Shendock,
achieve a happy, successful life.
you have the ambition and
Box 372, Hazel, Cecil D.
but -7 and tha IS
DEAR HURT No. but tell him that his recalling those
BIGbut,
know-how. Don't launch into
Pierce, 102 Patterson, Paris,
indeed
you
memories
often
hurts
fail
to
deeply
reach
you
and
to
please
put them out of
uncharted seas, however.
Tn., Mrs. Sandra B. Murdock,
your highest potentials because
sight. A married man who needs to brag about the "chicks"
LEO
•
() ot,,
P. 0. Box 124, Lynnville,
you
have
tendency
a
toward
he's had is an insecure little boy whose "manhood" needs
1July 24 to Aug. 23) vOlV`A
lethargy, lack of ambition and
William M. Gentry, Rt. 4 Box
constant reassuring. He also has a touch of cruelty.
Others are observing, some
177-A, Murray, Mrs. Pat J.
following your example. Your such a feeling of "what's the
use'" that you eventually drift
DEAR ABBY: A -neighbor boy and I are pretty good
best foot forward! Stress vital
Eagle, 720;1 Sycamore St.,
into
moods
chronic
of
points, but.no exaggerating or
friends, but he's never asked me for a date. He's 19 and I'm
Murray, Mrs. Josephine
discouragem
ent.
All
this
can
be
cutting corners too close'
IS. He is quite handsome and by no means shy, but he
Darnell, 1627 Catalina St.,
avoided,
however,
if
you
will
VIRGO
•
hasn't dated much. I'm a little bit overweight, but have
Murray,_Mrs. Dora-Mae Bucy,
learn to discipline yourself in
Aug. 24 to Sept. 23)
been fold that I have a pretty face and good Personality.
your
625 S. 4th St., Murray, Mrs.
early
years
con-'
and
Excessive spending could
The
other
night we were sitting on my front porch, and
Opal N. Galloway, Box 32,
-- prove disastrous , now. Don't centrate on developing your
he asked Me to get him a date with a good-looking girl. He
very best traits and realize that
speculate or indulge in exKirksey, Mrs. Nancy D.
said
he
could
•
movies,
the
1
to
holdshar
hand
you
have a very real mission in
and
travagant whims, and watch
Taylor, Rt. 3, Paris, Tn., Mrs.
s
talk
to
as
her
well
as
any
other
boy.
life. On the better side of your
the budget even when making
Eula B. Lovett, Rt. 4, BentOn,
Now,•here's what! want to ahk you. If! were to tell him
nature, there is beauty, rhythm
minor purchases.
William A. Taylor, Rt. 3 Box
that I could he takon to the movies, my hand could be held,
and a humanitarianism which
LIBRA
and -I would enjoy swee, talk more than stane good-looking
146, Murray, Mrs. Mary' Lee
should not be denied. Properly
Sept. 24 to Oct. 23) -"p
girl who hears it eery Friday night. would he get the
Walker, Box 140, Dexter, Ms.
Don't let your curiosity get sdeveloped,you could become an
outstanding teacher, physician
wrong idea?
Jarjie C. Windsor, Rt. 7,
the better of-you - especially in
or nurse; could excel in music,
CINDY
a romantic situation. Too many
- Murray, Mrs. Caner DI Henry,
designing or dancing. Curb that
questions will only yield eeasive
RL 2,_ Puryear, Tn., Mrs.
_
tendencrtoward inertia and theDEA-Ft-eP613it:
- No.-briflortrablyzet the RIGHT idea:answers.
'Gladys Raspberry, Hazel,
-world can be yours. Birthdate
SCORPIO
Hubert L. Hardy, 402 2nd St.,
of: Olav V. Norwegian king.
". DEAR ABBY: How does one forget someone he loves? I
(Oct. 24 to Nov. 221 171.,
Fulton, Halford B. Lassiter
can't seem to" get over her. ft's not true that time heals.
A day of mixed influences. Be
CHEST NEEDED careful in your- approaches.
(expired), loop Fairlane Dr..
The pain seems ti) be getting worse as the days and weeks
Take a foam chest or an go by.
Others may read more into your
Murray.
words and actions than you insulated one in the back of
I base even thought about moyin_to_another city, but
intend
your car when you go shop- no Matter Where I go I'll see the kind of car she drives, and
06-25-77
ping
on hot days. It's easy. to every time I turn on the radio I'll hear the songs we both
SAGITTARIL'S
RI
still
think
10'
of
her
when
I
see
her
favorite
perishable
the
put
color,
or
foods, like
i Nov. 23 to Dec. 21)
aractor, or television program. he is on my mind constantly,
ADULTS 114
ong-pending domestic dairy products, into the chest
even
though
there
NURSERY 7
isyto
hope of reviving the relationship.
problem can be solved now, so to keep'.cold until you reach
I know it would be best to forget her, but as long as
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
devote the early part of the day home.
there is still love land there is, as much now as ever), is it
Mrs. Nita L Smith and
possible to forget? Can you kill love? If so, tell me how.
Baby Girl, Rt. 2, Wingo, Mrs.
PIECES
:Arida G. Stanley and Baby
DEAR PIECES: You can't "kill" love, but you can let it. 3oy, 1616 Patriot Ave., Paris,
die quietly from malnutrition. Don't permit yourself to
FOR
dwell on thoughts of her. The moment they come into your
DISMISSALS
mind, drive them out with another thought about
Mrs.
Betty
Garland,
something else. The less you allow "her" to live in your
General Delivery, KirkseY,
memory, the sooner you'll get over her.
Miss Bethany P. Call'; Rt. 2

Keeps Old Conquests
Mounted And Framed _

na0-'

,OCC.

rir%

Box 259; Murray, Mrs. Joanne
McCoy and Baby Girl, Rt. 3
Box .235-K, Murray, Mrs.
Cathy J. Atkins and Baby Girl,
Rt. 7, Benton, Mrs. Nancy H.
Brandon, Rt. 1, Sedalia, Mrs.
Patricia L. Mathis and Baby
Boy, Rt. 1, Benton, Mrs.
Edythe H. Hill, Rt. 1,Box 482,
Tn.-.Dewey
Ragsdale, 1100 Sycamore,
Murray, Charles T. Shroat,
302 S. 13th St., c-o Jack Shroat,
Murray, G. P. Paschall, Rt. 1,
Hazel, Mrs. Lydia, V. Foster,
Rt. 1, Hazel, Mrs. Rose. W.
Outland, Box 26, Hazel, Mrs.
Alma E. Kell, Rt. 5 Box 482-N,
Murray, Mrs. Florence R.
Dunaway, Rt. 1, Farmington,
Ms. Elizabeth Holcomb,
Murray Manor, Murray,
Augiatus W. Russell, P. 0.
Box 349, Murray, Mrs. Cappie
Moline 'Haley, Rt. 1, Almo,
Nathaniel B. Parker (expired), Rt. 6, Murray, Baby
Boy Perry.

cNecte ede,m8
Reception Planned On
Meredith-A' nniversary
and Mrs.'Hodge Meredith will celebrate their 50th wedding anniversary on Wednesday, July 6, with reception on
the lawnof their home on the Unity Church Road near Aurora.
All friends and relatives are invited to call between the hours
of two to 4:30 p. m.
The couple, was married July 6, 1927, by the Rev. Lonnie
Smith. Their attendants were the late Robert Cook and Mrs.
Ellie Higgins. Mrs. Meredith, the former Iva Earl Brandon. is
the daughter of the late Mr. and Mrs. Smith Lee Brandon. Mr.
Meredith who is now retired is the son of the late Mr.and Mrs.
Sam Meredith.
.Mr.and Mrs. Meredith have six living children who are Mrs.
Frances Bailey, Peoria, M., Sam Meredith, John Meredith,
and Mrs. Pearl Mayes, all of Paducah, and Mrs. Florence
Todd and Smith Meredith of Murray. Three children are
deceased. They have thirteen grandchildren and tw9 great
grandsons.

GRAND OPENING
SALE
Lemon sole, the fish, has
nothing to do with lemons
bul it may get its name from
the Latin word, limos, meaning mud, since it's a fish that
stays at the bottom of the
water.

25% OFF
.Tops
'Pont,

YOUR
PHOTO

WATCH OUT

CORN-AUSTIN'S

STORE-WIDE CLEARANCE SALE

SUMMER
MERCHANDISE
•Swirnwoor

•scarvips

*Dresses

•J•weiry

Faded Glory
Trolley Car

•Bogs
•!Wits

The Breach
Tito lips
Country Set
Nappy Lout

Malaga's
Sweet Baby Jim

Outrageous

49c

IC:72v

Per Pose In Living

.*
4(
00*

I

Color
For Each Original Print
Minimum 10 For $4.90
'No Limit *All Ages
*Groups Okay

*
*1
*

FREE
T-Shirt

I

with
$20 Purchase

ArtCraft Studios
The Professionals
118 S. 12th 753-0935
Free Peeking In Rear

011P

Store Hours:
10-9 Mon.-Sat
1-6 Sunday

*

PARIS,TENN.

Lakeway Village Shopping Center
Next to Uncle Leer - Hwy. 79.E.
*******.********** sr.************

STARTING 9 AM,JULY 5

Blood liiver Acteens
Home-town answers Meet, Cherry Corner
to new-town
uestions
You won't feel so new or need that citymuch
aTfange for.a WELCOME WAGON call.
longer It
As your Hostess; I can give you personal. home-Idiiii
answers to lots of your new-town questions. About shopping,
sights-to-see, and other helpful ccimmunity information.
Plus a basket of useful gifts for your home.
Put the map away and-reach for the telephone.

1{-ek-omaftqk
!Cathryn Outland

753-3079

The Acteens of the Blood
River Baptist Association met
Monday, June 13, at seven po.
m. at the -Cherry Corner
--rifirr"M"rvith the
presItte-fit, Sherry Requarth,
presiding and Debbie Bell
giving the devotion.
Reports were given by each
of the missions leaders. Each
Acteen group was asked to
called articles for teen age
girls-to be sent to the Orphans
, home.

IT 051,11•14.1,,M

ft

- Ifs Going To Be A Tough Decision!

ii
MI MURRAY TH141111,

• Slides were shown-taken at
the State Acteens convention
Jield in April. Guest speaker
Was_g_Legjiarton of gnu__
Corner.

Thru 7/14
Sun-2:30,7:00,10:00
--Merricitturs7110, Fri. & Sat. 7:00, 10:00

r

The next meeting will be
held Monday, August '15, at
seven p. m. at the Kirksey
Church. •For information
concerning Acteens or upcoming events persons may
contact Debbie Bell at 7539840.

Thru THURS.
7:20,9:15 &
2'30 Sat .Sun

THE INCREDIBLE SPECTACLE
OF MEN AND WAR!

WALT DISNEY
PRODUCTIONS'

Los&pli

GOES TO MONTE CARLO
Depn JONES Don KNOTTS

I l%1114.

A IlltilX;E.
'11(X)FAlt

TECHNICOtOlk'

Pt; Wilted Artists

Late Show Fri. & Sat 11:40
"FEMALE CHAUVINIST"(X)
18 or Over Only

Levi

MATINEES AT 2:30
SATURDAY & SUNDAY
CAPRI & CHERI

LI 1\/

1P

A BRIJ
I(X)I AK 1)irk Rogan& lames( aan
Michael(„vane ise:toi( ohne! I chiactl lit%
I 'haw((kink] (Knit: lackmain Allilb011 I kvpkiiis
Iamb lk Howl- 1 ..E11111VOCC Ohs ice Itaii(rNeal
Ratax.-ri Redford Nla‘imiliaii Schell I is Ilion:min

Thru THURS.
• 2t).
&

9 in•40 1/

:t0

Thru TNURS.

Sat . Sun

7 20,9 35
&2 30 Sun

Buford Fusser protects
the innocent.

Is anything
worth the tenor of

fite
uethous

Thru 7/14
in .f,)

Burt Reynolds
Jackie Gleason

he Casabiarx a FilinAlorlos Produrson
9.4., yage,
105Sti mCa NOW
1141 DEEP LOUIS ;Cain and Ell VilltiACM
4Pete, Elef1(Ney Seeer101.111, bY Pee Benchley and jraf
ckkee5,Pee,;wbri ()vetted Dvlitter
Tiles '11144,., trf kAn Ein,
cr

four ¶55W

Rased

EPGI

Sally Field Jerry Reed

ALe
ALL

Sr.in.trr.or-

30% +o

SO %
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COMING -"STAR WARS"
"FOP THE LOVE OF PENA"
THE OTHER SIDE OF MIDNIGHT"
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Mils Mary Moore Cook

Gladys fililliarnoon
(;r(nip Holds Meet

The Gladys Williamson
Group of the Sinking Spring
Monday, July 4
Saturday, July 2
Friday, July 1
Baptist Church Women held
Murray Postoffice will be
Work day from 9:30 a. m.to , Hardin School Reunion will
its meeting on June seventh at
three p. m. will be held by be held-at the Hardin Center at closed for the holiday.
the church with the videMtn Mary Moore Cook, honoree chose to wear a tan
Hardin Senior Citizens with 6:30 p. m.
president, Susie
Tuesday, July 5
August 13th bride-elect of pant suit and was presented a
Scott,
fun night at six p. m.
Executive Board of Muckay Dickie Nesbitt, was the hostesses' gift corsage of presiding.
Twilight Cabaret continues
Gail Turner read- the
Concert
Stamps- at Kentucky Dam Village Woman's Club will meet at honoree at a personal shower roses.
by
11:30 a. m. at the club house. held on Tuesday, June 21, at
Refreshments of Cokes, scripture and prayer calenBlackwood Schoolnof Music State Park at 8:30 p. m.
the home of Rhonda Burkeen. sandwiches, and brownies dar.
participants will be at eight p.
The program, led by Laura
Group II of First Christian
Temple Hill Lodge No. 276
were served at. the table
m. at Roy Stewart Stadium,
The hostesses for ,the overlaid with ii- white
Paschall,
A...bd.
meet
Ch__AL,rc_h_CWF
will
AI
.con,$iated -of
AV_Al
will
meet
with
eloth
-Murry $tate Univers-az
Mra. 17.1e. at 11:30 p. m. Call Airisiipilal event were Rhonda with an arrangement of roses segment from the new Jerry
Admission charged and public p. ITC. at ihe lOdge halt
Clower album and a brief.
Marge Hays at 753-1976 or Burkeen, Maxine Burkeen, as the centerpiece.
invited.
Ruling Star Lodge No. 51 F. church office for information and Marilyn Vailes.
Sixteen persons were review of. his book entitled
For the . occasion the present.
"Ain't God Good."
Wranglers Riding Club will &A. M. will meet at seven p. and bring one dollar for lunch.
Members present were
NOT ride at the club tonight. m. at the lodge hall.
Susie Scott, Susie Cathey, Gail
Senior Citizens new office"t-p
1967 graduating Class of will
Turner, Natalie Brown, Mary
Kenlake State Park acopen at 203 South 5th South Marshall High School Street.
Janice
Cooper,
tivities will include scavenger
Laura
Paschall, Evie Paschall, and
hunt on front porch of hotel at will meet at two p. m. at the
Marshall
South
School lobby.
Becky Vance.
Murray TOPS Club will
ten a. m.; kiddie walk at hotel
.
For information call 527-3386. meet
Refreshments were served
at seven p. m. at the
rch at 11:30 a. m.; treasure
All graduates, non graduates, Health
The Palestine United persons who have chosen a life by Mrs. Vance, hostess for the.
t at hotel playground at
Center.
and teachers are invited.
Methodist Church Women met style different from ours,, a .eyening.
:30 p. m.; arts and crafts at
otel recreation room at 2:30
Dexter Senior -Citizens will on Wednesday, June 15, at ten church spokesman said.
Sunday, July 3
meet at 9:30 a. in. at the a. m. at the church.
m.; Kenlake games on f,ront
Mrs. Winnie Burkeen
Murray Training School
Dexter Center.
lawn of hotel at 4:30 p. m.;
"Combatting Racism and opened with prayer and Mrs.
Class of 1957 will have a
New and Different Life Shelia Mullinax gave the
Lakeside Singers in hotel
reunion at the Holiday Inn
Members of the Murray
meeting room at 8:30'p. in.
Hardin Senior Citizens Styles" was the subject of the treasurer's report. Mrs.
with a social at 6:30 p. m.-and social
breakfast from 7:30 to program with the purpose Myrtle McDaniel read the Shrine Club, their wives, and
dinner at 7:30 p. m.
ten a. in. and shopping from being to develop a more scripture from James 2:14-16 guests met Saturday evening,
Land Between the Lakes
positive attitude toward those and John 13:34-35.
ten a. in. to four p. in.
aCtivities
June 18, at the Triangle Inn for
will - include
Kenlake State Park ac,
Children's Ecology Walk .for
The book of Ruth was read their regular monthly dinner
tivities will include inages 12-and under at Center
Murray Assembly No. 19
and discussed by the women. and social. meeting.
terdenominational worship at
Attending were Mr. and
Station at 3:30 p. m., and
Order of the Rainbow for Girls
A delightful lunch was
campground amphitheater at
Nocturnal Diicovery Walk
will meet at the Masonic Hall
served in the fellowship hall Mrs. Jack Norwine, Mr. and
8:30 a. m., fishing derby at
at seven p. m.
starting at.,Center Station at
with Mrs. Mauclie Hopkins Mrs. Norman Klapp, Mr. and
hotel, playground at four p. m.,
Mrs. Woodrow Dunn, Mr. and
8:30 p. in. Bring a flashlight
asking the blessing.
and movie, "Secret Life of
The United Methodist
Ellis Center will be open
for -the latter event.
Others present were Mrs. Mrs. Wilson Hewstone, Mr.
Walter Mitty" at hotel
from,ten a. m. to thee p. m. Women's School of Christian Estelle Duncan, Mrs. Freda and Mrs. John Williams, Mr.
meeting room at eight p. m.
Mission will be held at Lovett, Mrs. Willadean and Mrs. James Armbruster,
for Senior Citizens with band
Oaks Country club twilight
practice at ten a. in., devotion Ldmbuth College, Jackson, Brandon, Mrs. Helen Brooks, Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth
golf is scheduled at 5:30 p. m.
Reception and pounding for
at 11:30 a. m., sack.-lurkli at Tn., on . July 22 to 24. Mrs. Dean Burkeen, Mrs. Jackson, Mr. and Mrs. Dan
the Wayne Halley family will
noon, and bingo party for Registration will be from 1:30 Reba Parrish, Mrs. Eula Redden, Mr. and Mrs. William
Twilight golf with pobby
be held at eight p. m. at the
people selling or buying te,3:40.p,in,,itrid 5:30 to 6:30 p. Grace Parrish, Mrs. Mae Moffett, Mr. and Mrs. Clark
Fike as chairman.will.be held
First
Baptist
Church
Stanley orders, acceptes1 that m. on Friday.
Goodwin, and Mrs. Mildred Joy, Mr. and Mrs. Don
at the Murrapcountry flub at Fellowship
Hall.
Texts for study will be Oates.
Robinson, Mr. and Mrs. Bobby
day, at 1730 p. m.
5:45 p. m.
"Women of the Bible," "The
Fike, Mr. and Mrs-. Bob
Concert
Stampsby
Sherman, Mr. and Mrs. Bub_
_Saturday, iuly 2
Social for seventh and eight Carribean Crescent," and
Blackwood
School
of
Music grades-of Oaks
Bake- -Sale, sponsored by
Stacey, Mr., and Mrs. Roo
Country Club ---The I:neat-Church in God's
Union -Grove Baptist-Church will he Tat. Stewart._,Stadium, wilt be held from eight to
Hutrhrson, the Rev. and Mrs.
----A special program emat Puryear, Tn., will start at MSU, at eight p. m. Public eleven p. in. with the comToday there are said to be Henry McKenzie, Larry
and
admission mittee
ten a. m. in, front of Roses invited
composed of Ginni .. phasis workshop will be held' -between three and four Robinson, Mr. and Mrs. Ray
charged.
Department Store. ...
•
Hopkins, Brenda Estes, and Friday from 1:30 to 3:00 p. m. million vegetarians • in the Villanova, and Mrs. Lorah
with the same program 'of- United States.
Arnold.
Della Boggess.
Land Between the Lakes
fered
on Sunday afternoon,
Concert
Stampsby
activities will include tour of
July 24,from 1:30 to 3:00 p.m
Bltrckvod School of Music
Land Between the Lakes
The Homeplace at _entrance
The fee for the mission
participants will be at eight p.
r4ad at 2:30 p. m., movie on activities , will include- youth study will be $20.65 which
m. at Stewart • Stadium,
Canada geese and short day for ages 8 to 12 with sack includes Friday night dinner,
Murray' State University.
discussion on local flock at lunch at Center Station at ten and $19.00 which includes
why
Public invited and admission
advance three meals Saturday
with
Center
Station at three'p. m. a. _m.
and two
A.
charged.registration required, slide on Sunday.
Registration fee
program on Amphibian should
Sunday. July 3
be sent by Saturday,
Box 307,-Murray, KY 42071
Annual Boatwright family Ecology at Center Station at JulL9, to. Mrs. Mildred
Sisk,
Land "Between the Lakes
reunion will be held at the two p. in.
P. 0.0•127229, Memphis, Tn
activities
will
include Ellis Community
center at,„.
Observance of early morning one p. in
with a basket teriliter
birdlife at Center - Station at to be
served
7730 a. m., nature games .fo7
ages 6 to 12 at Center Station
- Homecoming will be at
at two p. in., visit to Center former site
of Baptist Church
Furnace at • two p. m., and at Model,
Tn.. in Land Betnight visual for' wildlife ween
the Lakes with a basket
species at Center Statinn. .at luncb to be
served at one p. in
„10,1F.L.g.,
4
8:30 p. m.

Is Honored At Shower

• alesttn
e Church Women
Hold Meeting At Church

Shriners Meet

Methodist Women

MR. AND MRS. DARRELL FOSTER are now residing at
their mobile home in Riviera Courts, Murray, following eir
marriage which took place on Saturday,June 25, at the F
r
home with -the Rev. C. E. Timberlake performing/ the
ceremony.
The bride is the former Deveen Perry, daughter of essie
Mae Perry and Joe Louis Perry and granddaughter a Mrs.
Lola Sherrill of Murray and Mr. and -Mrs. Ruford Perry of
Almo.
Mr. Foster is the son of Mr. and Mrs. Carl Ross-F
Jr.,
and the grandson of Mrs. Lorene Foster and the late Carl Ross
Foster, Sr., and Mr.and Mrs. Ope House of Route TWO,Paris,
The matron of honor for the bride was Mrs. Carol Jean Martin of Florida, formerly of Murray. Miss Align Foster was-the
bridesmaid. She was given in marriage by her oldest brother,
Andrea Perry. Willie Perry was the best manfor Mr. Foster.

Tennessee Outland ()pens4
Home For Elm Grove Meet
Tennessee .Outland opened
her home for the meeting of
the Elm Grove Baptist Church
Women held Tuesday,June 14,
at 1:30._ p. m. 'With twelve
members present. _
"A New Song On The Old
Spanish Main- was the theme
of the program presented with
Lavine Carter as chairman.
She was assisted by Bobbie
Burkeen, Mildred Cook-, andJuanita Lee.
June Crider gave the call-to
prayer and read the scripture
from I Peter 2:19-25. She also
read the missionaries' names
having birthdays on that day
and then closed with prayer.

The president, Jaobbie
Burkeen, .presided, Juanita
Lee; secretarf, rea-d the
minutes, ind Leta Cossey
gave the financial report.
Plans were made for each
rnerriber to visit snutina
during the month..
Refreshments were served
by Mrs. Outhind. Also attending
were
EIecta
Fulkerson, Zella Futrell,
Eunice Shekell, Floy Caldwell, and Jimmie Lee. Carmichael.
The next -meeting will be
held July 12 at .the home of
Lavine Carter.
•

YOU TAKE NO CHANCE WHEN YOU
TRADE WITH —

PARKER FORD,Inc.
I.

753-5273
Murray, Ky.
LARGE VOLUME - LOW PROFIT
"Service Built Our Business'
_
IT WILL PATYOU TO SEE US ON A
NEW OR USED CAR

To Hold School

Free for the Asking!

BIBLE CORRESPONDENCE COURSE

Igurkinglytm gag, KM.

Mr. and 'Mrs. Samuel
Bagwell will .be honoi-ed at
reception on their 50th wedding anniversary at the. Merit
Union Hall, Mayfield. from
two to four p,
m.
c..••••• Gospel singing featuring
Smith Brothers of Benton will
be from two to four p. m. at the
Blood River Baptist Church.

Kenlake State Park activities will inclUde medicinal
-- plant walk Starting at campground bath house at 10:30 a.
rn.; - copper tooling at
"Tftreatia—
-roo-riM135 p. m.:
critter hunt at 2:30 p. in.,
critter race at 3:30
and
Junior ranger program at 4:30
p. m., all at campground bath
z
house; bingo at.cainpground
Williams-Bi[l.gtón Section
amphitheater-Mt seven p. in.: of the Lone Oak Cemetery
square' dance and lessons at.
beothe scene of special
campground bath house at meeting for funds at 2:30 in
p.
8:30 p. in.
_

Sirloin Stockade Introduces...

SMakelour•Own•

Meals -will not be served at
the Douglas Communir;
Center today and meals will .
not be delivered to the homes
by the Murray-Calloway
County Senior Citizens'
Nutrition Program.

e

Land Between the Lakes
activities
will
include
Woodland Walk starting at
Center Station at four p. in

,I/' .13"

IRLOIN

will.meeLat 7:15 p. m. at the
home of Lorene Swann. ,
-

d‘
I‘TeelcAbE
THE FAMILY STEAKHOUSE

Recovery, inc., will meet at
First Presbyterian Church.
Main and 16th Streets, at 7:30
m.

-Murray —

60 SUMMER SUITS

..

Great Steak Country
Kathleen' Jones Group of
Sirloin Stockade
First Baptist Church Women

„
`tXTY:f•

Dixieland Center

BUCKINGHAM RAY LTD, is beginning their 10th year in business, and are celebrating with a BIC
ANNIVERSARY AND SUMMER CLEARANCE SALE to show their appreciation, they are offering

Monday, July 4
Golf scramble for members
of the Oaks Country Club will
be at ten a. m: at the club with
a fish fry at 6:30 p. m.

Kenlake State Park activities will include Fourth of
July poster making contest at
hotel meeting room at 10:3,a.
in., ice cream eating codest
at hotel patio room at 1:30 p.
watermelon bust on front
Start with vanilla ice
lawn of hotel at 2:30 p. ni.„
cream as much as the
interpretive nature walk at
cup will hold. Then
begin piling 14
campground bath house at
on' Chocotate, '1:30 p. m., night gallery at
.Ia‘itterscotch, ..-hotel meeting room it seven p.
coconut, chop- m., Bluegrass music concert
ped nuts, and
at 7:30 p. m. and square dance
more' Make it
at 8:30 p. m. at the Camany way you like pground bath house.
0'44 sundae creation '
of your very own for - First. Baptist
Church will
just 19C' A great
have an "all church" picnic--at
way 4-0 top off a
Jonathan Creek Assemble atgreat steak at
four p. in.
Sirloin Stockade'

/
•••••

111

r

Reg. $100 to $1150 Values Now

$3500
All other Suits and Coats
Large group of Slacks
...Other Dress Slacks
Long Sleeve Dress Shirts.
Short Sleeve Dress Shirts
Short Sleeve Knit Pullovers
Ties
Jeans
One group Tennis Wear

30% to-50% OFF
50% OFF
30% OFF
•

I

1/2 PRICE

30% OFF
30% OFF
1/2

PRICE

30% OFF
1/2-pRici

The Sale will begin Tuesday July 5th at 9:00 a. m.
All Sales Cash and'Final - No Refunds Or

'Exchanges, No Alterations Included

VurkinglIam 'Rag,11th.
Dixieland Center

4

a.

rays• ins latiaanAway., MAKS 6 IIMO,?nary, Jere a,
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EDITORIAL

HEARTLINE: I am 14 years olf And
am-drawing iny regular SocialSecurity
retirement benefits. I ordered a
magazine subscription in February, but
I have not received it yet. Can you help
me? T.C.
ANSWER: Yes. Heartline has sent
The flow of the first oil into questions, but one thing is obspecial forms to you for you4ofill out to
vious already. The doubts, conhelp you solve your problem.
the Alaskan pipeline should
reported
and
waste
troversy,
Anyone who is having any type of
have brought more of a
of
problem should write' to
typical
consumer
were
funds
of
misuse
After
celebration than it did.
state that you would like
and
Heartline
involving
monumental "crash" programs
this
all,
Consumer Protection Forms. Do
the
big
and
labor
big money, big
engineering project invited
not explain your problem or send any
comparison with digging the tasks. And that's what we can
correspondence /ou have had. Please
send a long, self-addressed, stamped
Panama Caral, or putting a expect, the more we have to
envelope with your request.
man on the moon. The pipeline scramble under pressure to
HEARTLINE: Iam 64 years old and
pace
in
supplies
energy
keep
is finished, finally, and that
on Social Security.
am
with demand.
should set bells ringing in a
interested in getting credit. DO
am
I
.
As it is, Alaskan oil will not
country worried about running
you have any inforination on its use..
reduce our current dependence
T.C.
out of oil and gas.
on foreign oil, but simply keep
ANSWER: Whether you believe in
our imports from accelerating
using credit freely or sparingly, the
Laying a ribbon of 48-inch
important thing to remember is that it
steel pipe across frozen tundra as fast as they otherwise would.
Is a form offibrrowing. Credit is a way
the
for
reach
oil
ranges
Nor will Alaskan
and over mountain
of obtaining goods, services or money
almost 800 miles deserves some U. S. market any cheaper than
In exchange for a promise to pay for
genuine hurrahs. If they're what comes from the OPEC
_them aL.some future time. Buying on
credit has its advantages...
muted it's because the Alaskan countries. With the inflated cost
—Credit allows you to have the use
pipeline isn't solving our of the pipeline, the consortium
of goods and services while you pay for
energy problem, and in many is'a.sking a fee of $6 a barrel for
them.
ways has simply demonstrated oil passing through it in order to
—You can handle temporary and
"Here she comes...ready or not!"
amortize the investment. If
how serious it is.
unexpected financial emergencies with
Our increasing dependence that figure sticks, the final
the help of credit.
—Credit is a convenient way to make
on foreign oil attached great price will,work out to as much
without carrying large sums
purchases
barrel.
project
a
as OPEC's 813 or 814
qgency to the pipeline
cash.
of
refineries
in
it
Coast
Since West
when Congress authorized
—By providing you with a record of
1973. The Arab embargo late in cannot handle high-sulfur
your purchases, credit can make
the same year increased the crude from Alaska, and there is
budgeting easier.
—Credit gives you an opportunity to
still no pipeline to ship it from
pressure to tap the
The Murray Girl Scouts held their
advantage of sales and price
to
take
eastward
oil
of
California
barrels
billion
9.6
annual day.camp at Camp Sacajowea
reductions. ,..,..:
refineries that can, the first oil on Kentucky Lake. Leaders were Mrs.
under Alaska's North S
-Credit makes it possible to purchase
from Alaska may wind up being Charles Kemp, Mrs. Charles Lash,
quickly as possible.
goods of better quality than you can
The pipeline has been sent to Japan in order to make Mrs. Harold Robertson, Mrs. Gerry
afford on your current cash income.
—Credit lets you make purchases
finished on schedule, but with more Middle Eastern oil Requarth, Mrs. J. P. Walker, Mrs.
Outland, Mrs. Lenith Rogers,
without depleting your savings or
staggering cost overruns and available to U. S. refineries Charles
Mrs. Sue Roberts, Mrs. L. J. Hendon,
liquidating your investments.
amid charges that the con- that need it. That such an odd Mrs. Harris Byrd, Mrs. Brooks Moody,
But, it also has its.disadvantages...
senmake
should
sortium of eight oil companies arrangement
and Miss Kaye Beaman.
'—Readily available' credit might
building the line had been lax in se, as it seems to,_is another -- -Deaths reported include Thomas -J.encourage-you to live beyend your
means. If you have to spend too much of
keeping promises to minimize argumentior a more coherent Calhoon.
baseball team
Legion
American
The
one
—
policy
your income to meet payments, you
energy
environment.
national
the
to
damage
beat Bowling Green 11 to 2. Linn
.such as food,
find that necessities
might
tranproduction,
skepkeeps
still
that
are
engineers
Some
Stranak was the winning pitcher for
will become
shelter
and
clothing
tical of the quality of welds sportation and processing of Murray.
difficult to afford. Tying up your
-many
because
common
Taxpayers generally are irked each could become
along the line and think it will fuel marching in step toward
Miss Leveete Erwin and Charles
income this way leaves you with little
year when the cost of overseas travel young Americans are receptive to a
Stephen,Story were married June 17 at
be plagued with leaks. Others clearly defined goals.
for the financial flexibility you need.
roles
of
exchange
wife
by their Washington lawmakers is husband and
The Alaskan pipeline stands the Sinking Spring Baptist Church.
—Because credit cards are so easy to
still delibt WI-ether the plan to
Life
the American Council of
snce
reported. Last year Congress admitted
The Twin Lakers Coonhunters Club
you might find yourself buying on
use,
heat the oil to keep it moving as a tribute to engineers faced will
to a travel bill of almost $1.5 million for Insurance.
a special event,at the club on
hold
impulse.
tapping
in
obstacles
surthrough the pipe in sub-freezing with huge
In the Council's latest national
its members.
July 4.
—Credit is not free. The cost of
But now U. S.- News and World vey, the opinions of young people
weather will work. The oil in- .the treasure of Prudhoe Bay.
inflates the overall
providing._credit
split
were
Report, invoking the Freedom of In- - between the ages of 18 and 24
dustry hasn't convinced many But it also stands as a warning
services. Buying on
'and
goods
of
price
formation Act, has exarilined records evenly down the line. Some 50 per cent
as much as 25 per •
environmentalists that it can of what it can cost for a nation
you
cost
creditcould
they
said
of the youth interviewed
Murray NaturarGas System.will indicating that the actual expenditure
The
more
purchases.
cash
than
more
giving
oil
keep
to
cent
in
ours
traffic
like
the
manage
approved of spouses exchanging roles,
start running natural gas service lines was more than $2.5 million. A big part
—If you provide collateral to obtain
tankers in and out of the port of lip-service than action to to homes about July 10. '
an equal proportion, however, disapof the disCrepancy involved services
and then fall to make payments,. .
credit
Valdez at the southern ter- energy Conservation and send
proved, either moderately or strongly
and transportation provided by the
Dr. Charles D. Clark has joined the
lose personal property.
might
you
minus Without intolerable oil companies to the ends of the staff of the Houston-McDevitt Clinic, military, which. were calculated by with this idea in mind.
lam 60 years old and
HEARTLINE:
0+0
earth to keep us supplied with Inc., as a specialist in the general various methods or simply not
age. I know a
retirement
spillage.
near
amAlthough not many are planning to go
calculated at all.
practice of medicine. person must take a reduction in their
Time will answer all of these fuel.
air
hot
We're not saying the bill is too high, around the world in 80 days,
Deaths reported include Mrs. Annie
Social .Security benefits for drawing
number.
Vinson, age 91, Maude Allen Hampton, although we share suspicions that some , balloonists are growing in
before age 65. Can you tell me how
licensed
.1,500
There are more than
of the gallivanting, particularly by
age 62, Charles Nance, age 47, ahd
much of a reduction a person has to
balloonists in some 40 countries, says
"lame-duck" congressmen, is of
-Julian Foster -Mayer7 age 52.
take? S. T.
National Geographic.
questionable value in promoting the
The Murray State College'Orchestra,
ANSWER: By taking social Security
Although Roger Bacon theorized thegeneral public welfare.
r lidded outiosen produced bs (het:animater on
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1 11 Worship
Morrung Worship
430p.m.
6:30g: m.
Wednesday Evening
' .
Evening Worship
IIIIIKSEY SAPTIST
Morning Worship
11:.
00a m.
Evening Worship..
7:30 p. m.
MUAORIAL BAPTIST
r
Morning Worship
10:50a. m_
AL/AO HEIGHTS
Evening Worship
6:9°P. m Morning WershiP
II:00a. m.
NEW MT. CARMEL MISSIONARY
Evening Worship
7:30p, m.
Morning Worship
.
11,00 a. m.
UNITED, NEW CONCORD
Evening Worship
7:00 p. m.' Sunday School
., 10:00a. m.
Worship Services
11700 a.in.,7.00 p.m.
FLINT BAPTIST
CALVARY TEMPLE
Morning Worship
Sunday School
. 10.00a. m.
Evening Worship
6.45 p. m
.
Worship Services
11:00 a.m.,7:30 p.m.
CHERRY Comm
FIRST. ASSEMBLY
Morning Worship
11,00a. m.
Of GOD
Evening Worship
7-5°P. MSunday School
10:00 a m.
ELM GROVE
Morning Worship
11.00a m.
Sunday Everting
Morning Worship
7:00 p rn.
11:00 a. m.
Evening Worship
7:00 p m.
Thurs. nite
700 p m.
UNITED,
310
IRVAN
AVE.
SALEM BAPTIST
Sunday. School
10:00a _rn.
Morning Worship
11 :00 a. m.
Evening Worship
Evening Worship
7:15 p, m.
OEWARDS CHAPEL
'..
SUGAR CREEK'
Sunday SchooT •
1000a. M.
Morning Worship
1100 a• rn- Worship Service
11.00k m.
Evening Worship
7:15 11- m:
Evening Worship
•
-•
7 30 p. m.
OWENS OIAPEL
FIRST UNITED
Sunday Worship
10:00.a.m. & 7.00 p.M.
Morning Worship
11,00g . m.
Evening Worship
5:30 p. m.
Tues. & Thurs
. 7:00 p. M.
,
MOUNT NOREB FREEWILL BAPTIST . 1
Sunday School •
030 a.m.
•
Worship
11.00.. ra. • ... __ .
.
LONE OAK PRIMITIVE
"1st Sunday
2:00 p. m.
3rd Sunday
Christian
_
,.
OLD SALEM BAPTIST
FIRST CNRIST1AN
10:00a, In.
Sunday School
lima:in,
Worship Services
10-45 a.m.,7:00 p.m.
Worship Service
_
.. 0:00 p. m.
MIJUATCHRISTUN FULOWSNIP Vesper Service
. Worship
10:30 a. m.
COLDWATER
Bible School
9:30a. m.
Morning Services
11:00 a. m.
Evening
Service
6:00p. in.
6:00p. m.
Evening Services
CHURCH OF JESUS CHRIST
FAITH BAPTIST
OF LATTER DAY SAINTS
Morning Worship
' 11=00a. In.
Sunday School
•
10.45a. in.
Evening Worship
6:30p. m.
..1 ST. LIO CATHOLIC
.
LOCUST GROVE
CHURCH
ii :op& rn.
Sunday Mass 8 a. in.. 11 a. m 4 30 p. in
Morning Worship
7:00p. M.
Saturday Mass 6:30 p. m.
Evening Worship .
CHRISTIAN SCIENCE
CHESTNUT STRUT GENERAL
10:00a. m. - Fanner Ave. andSERVICES
Sunojay School
'
17th St., Murray, Ky.., Sun.
Morning Worship
11:00 a. m.
days 11:00 a. m. Testimony meeting second
LEDBETTER MISSIONARY BAPTIST
, Wednesday A p. m.
Sunday School
" 10:OCia. m.
JENOVJUI'S VIITIIESSES :
Preaching
,
11:00a.m,&6:00p.m.....
,
Watchtower
Wednesday night •1- ./
'
7 =00 P. M.
bible Lecture
930 a. m.
SPRING CRETE
WYMAN'S CHAPEL A.M.E.
WorstUpSernces
11 Warn , 7:00 p.m.
BAPTIST CHURCH
JOHN'S EPISCOPAL
Morning Worship
1
m
Hour1-0a.
Workhip
945 a. m.
Evening Worship
7:00 p. m
Church School
11700a. m.
ST. JONN BAPTIST
PT 011/ROf
IMMANUEL LUTHERAN
Morning Worship
10:43a. m.
Sunday school
9:15 a. m
Sunday School
9 • 30a m
Morning Worship
10:30a. m.
SEVENTH
DAY
ADVENTIST
. .
CHURCH
DUTU UPTIST
7:00p.m.
Sabbath School
Sat. 10.30a. m.
.
Wednesday Service
oesm.
Worship Service
Sat.9:15a.m.
Sunday &loci -.
11.00 am
Worship Service
7:00pm.
Standav NM

to

AN INVESTMENT IN YOUR FUTURE

.•

.
Methodist

•
.

oazwner
Dan B-O

753-4845

Railroad Ave. 753-3404

65

65

ng

.
1105 Pogue

753.-2752 or 753-3571= -•-riti..3111

Its,
Chestnut St. I415-*Main-'Bstc5:AilingAt

. Phone 753-5005
Heating, Air Conditioning, Sheet Metal
8th 8. Chestnut
753-4832

.

Bel-Air Shopping Center
South 12th St. - Murray

•

• r

Creative Printers, Inc.

-

753-2285 -

. --_•___

Dellanti's Steak
& Pizzo House .
Kelley's Termite 8,
.
Pest Control
100 SO. 13% St.

. . .:. .-. "

. , .C

ul""miludwymi

Let us Entertain You

;iiiiiiiiii

M urray
Theatres

Complete Counseling Service
vs.
641 North - 753-2654

753-3914

Shirley's Florist 8
Garden.Center

.-"' ‘.

IdeS

Roy's Top Shop

5
. :›

Speciskins in Vinyl Reefs,
Original Ersipmeet Materiel
7S3-6170
'Swift ilth

Grecian Steak House
.
Tom Andrews - Year Hest
We we riessing sped*. Deily. Ales. awe Doers.
Fri., Set., Swi.- 1-111ass Stein Special
Ns. 12th frt. 641 -Cs.la Onion te 733-4411

FTD

Flowers for All Occasions
House Plants Landscaping
SOO N. 4th 753.3251 • 753.8944

Murray Warehouse Corp., Inc.,
GRAIN DIVISION
. Highest Cash Pikes. for Corn. _
Wheat & Soybeans
N. as 011s, Mgr. E. Vt. Owns*, Sept. _
, Phone 744220.

Food Giant

*-Free Parking

-Go To Church Sunday'

.
. Randy Thornton Service Co.
Air Conditioning-Hearing Commereirg Refrigeretion
SERVICE THROUGH KNOWLEDGE

Murray Memorial Gardens
Jerry D. Lents, Deneld A. Mims end Larry Soifer, owners
Mausoleum-Cemetery Lots

--\\ hirlim()I

,Acres of

Tabers Body
Shop, Inc.

Phone 753-8181

Quasar

Shop For The
Entiremily
Fa

jot..

-_

"For All Your Fertilizer Needs"
101Maple - 753-1933
.

Central

Big John's

Murray's Most Complete Deportment Store

.

•
-••100,-,o.mak..ww....cdracaratas
-,-7011Eirma

411111*-

641 Super Shell '

...

Pickup & Delivery
...Freepea 630•.m. - Close 11:00p.a.
-Swede, Open 100 sm. - Clime 10:30 p in
Sewell 17t9 .Phase 753-9131

_

Kentucky Lake
Oil Company

SHELL

1
' '/

2.....'. Wr..::- a 8 Po:'..1",o'.;
- .,Aat,..2;;2( ,,H,,,,rer fil •,. •firk .

oTAsco ."17 37.1.3„, it

-

JOBBERS OF SHILL OIL PRODUCTS
Merrey
Serving Oilleein , Greirei,
753- 1323
amI °aisle Cannes'

Shoposi Cana

MO 41,

West Kentucky Rural Electric '
Co-Operative Corp.
Phone 753-5012
West Ky., Rural Telephone
Glen B. Sears, Gen. Manger
genii," Grove., twilewey. Marshall. Carlisle Careties in Iv and
Henry Ce., Tone.
753-4351 or 247-4350

----________..---

753-7175

Center

Infants To 5 Years
Kentucky.' Licensed
tio-rm- 5...30ion,
753-1994
407 N 12th

"Howe of Quality, Iceman,
.- 4 Selections"
Open 7 Dopi
7 a. m to 12 Midnight

1X"OSES

Shopping -

Hendon's Service Station
- CLOSED ON SUNDAY'S

6T5

Wien, illettien
ilic

PNILUPS 66 PRODUCTS
.
Pitons 753-1921
No. 4th Street
1

Kenlake Marina
Sam Calhaun Plumbing-Electric
Sales and Service

J.W. WILHAM -MGR.
HOUSE BOAT RENTALS •
Ky. Lake Shoe Pork -

Ph. 474-2245

- .

'instv.s.-sft.' www1MIr•t

Hutson Chemical Co. Inc.

Tiny Tot '
Day Care

;:' ,1 ,i...•0 4i4444,- 4,E
,
- .Se44,44'

Phone 753-1713

-

1-6 -Sun.
.
'
753-8777

___-...---"
-.

. 4.1it

4 i•I

„.

Restaurant

- Famous Fish Dinners
Ort Hwy. 64 et Anon,
Phone 474-2202

Open.9-9.
Mon.•Sot.

RCA VICTOR-FRIG1DAIRE-MAYTAG
' '

. ii
,
1,f7:,..

753-3037

Thornton Body
Shop

403 Ma

News 6:4S e.m. t• S p.m. • 5 DOTS
Worstip -With Your Children
*Children Are Gods GNI
7S3-8/107
1606 Ryon Ave., Murray
,k...4 . 4.

€5ae e
e‘a/t44

Sales & Service

Word-Elkins

'

yi,- -

Dunn Furniture
T.V..8 Appliance

StOreYIS

802- Chestnut

_1

.

Phone 753-1319 ',Mole Jeffs Shopping Center

Bel Air Shopping Center

401 Olive - 753-5312 -

808 Chestnut, Murray

We use plastic I.
wood treatment for
mold fungus

.

Murray Electric System

Quality Commercial Printing

.,

•
Be1-Aii- Center

Murray Cablevision

4 :

Best

__753-c215

MASSEY-FERGUSON SALES AND SiRVICE
Industrial Road

A.B.C. ploy School

Corvette Lanes

.

Stokes Tractor 8
implement Co.

Rebuilt Engines-Rodiators Repaired
•
A COMPLETE PARTS DEPARTMENT
'
605 Maple St.
753.4424

Freed Cotham Co., Inc.

se
es
re
in

ONV111.4

..,..._
/
2 Block E. of S. 12th
11
Phone 753-1489

50. 12th FL Story
753.6655

500 Main

•

4

SIM

6
6
9

South'2nd

Murray Auto Parts

Your Uni-Royal Tire Dealer

IS

Member FDIC

Distributing Co. Inc.

66

Carroll Tire Service

Peoples Bank of Murray, Ky.

Rudyy Love..

PHILLIPS I

- Nertiet-Msteriar-Gressilla-lwei-Pecer Wages
• Tep Onsiety Used Cars '
Kee* 753-6641
',
Ng Coldwater Rd.

ity
ed.

lk

Cain-AMC
Jeep

Amorican
Motors

65

Phone 753-5802

•

.4

-__-4,2rovear/C.M..42
,
1.212-7nL2212 4.11

205 N. 4th St.

110.11.

revs0

nt MUMMY,Ky., LEDGER & TIMES, Mewl.:MY
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Chavis Fires Murray Legion Team
To Twinbill Split With Jackson

Wimbledon Finals Poetic Justice
As Borg And Connors To Collide

doubled to get things started... • - Murray had taken a'1•0 lead
then walks. to Kim Sims and in the home half of the first as
Bill Wilson loaded the bases. Bill Wilson hit the second pitch
Brad -Taylor walked to tie of the game into the bleachers
the game then after one was In leftfield.
out, Alan Gibbs singled in one
Murray made it 4-2-with a
for a 2-1 Murray lead before single run in the . last of the
Chavis aided his own cause third. The run scored without
with a two-run single.
the aid of a hit. Jackson added
. Murray. made it 7-1 with one in the lift_ guitvio more
three more in the sixth, the big in the sixth to take a 7-2 lead
blow being Bob Thurman's into the last of the seventh.
two-run double.
Danny Rogers opened the
• Chavis ran his record to 4-0
Both teams had five hits in home half of the seventh for
with the win and didn't hurt the contest.
Murray by getting hit by_a
his earned run average either.
In the opener, Thurman lost pitch and after one waS out,
Both of the runs scored by his first game of the season Thurman doubled in a run.
-3ackson were unearned.
though he pitched well enough Alan Gibbs followed with a
In fact, in the first contest, to win. He was hurt by four two-run single to make it a 75
all seven Jackson runs were - errors from his Murray game but that was all Murray
unearned.
teammates. Thurman, who could get.
Chavis, who fanned seven gave up just six hits, falls to 3- Thurman fanned three
and walked two, trailed 1-0 1 for the season.
batters and did not issue a
going into the last of the fifth
Four of the six hits off walk.
but Murray came up with four Thurman came in the top of
Murray will take a break
runs and made Chavis a the third but they were all over the holiday and resume
winner.after a leadoff error then an action with a single game at
Jeff Oakley, leading off the out, making the runs unear- Paducah Wednesday. Friday,
inning in a pinch-hitting role, ned.
Murray will play one at
Clarksville before hosting
Union City to a pair here on
Sunday, July 10.
Tommy Chavis twirled a
five-hitter in the nightcap of a
twinbill and his effort on the
mound enabled the. Murray
American Legion to gain a
split with Jackson at Holland
Stadium Thursday night.
After losing the opener 75 to
Jackson, Murray bounced
WO( behind Claris lor A 7-2
win and the split, giving the
legion a 10-10 season mprk.

lawny

NOW!

4Irvo

ab r h
2 3 1
3 1 2
3 0 1
3 0 0
4 0 2
3 0 0
3 0 0
2 1 0
3 0 '0
2656

Wilson-If
Thurman-p
Gibbe-cf
M. McCuiston-c
Oakley-3h
Cherry-lb
Utley-2b
Rogers-as
Robertson-rt
Totals

Kenneth Hoover
I' )iversity Church of Christ
11.6 North 15th Street
Murray, Ky. 42071

Jackson
Murray

there life after death?" This is a legitimate
question, and one that is constantly being
raised. How many of us have pondered an
even more significant question: "Is there life
after birth?" It is an exercise in futility to think
about life a'ter death, until one has first found
life after birth. Until and unless life is worth
living, it isn't worth living at all. What a difference it ma kesif youhave everything to live
with. but nothing to five for!
There is
life worth living, irecause it is
multi-dime-isional. It is the btct life of two
worlds - this one and the one to come. It is
eternal, which means that one who has it is
living to live forever. It is not "a cheap life," for
it was purchased at an awful price. It is offered
free and equal to al/At'requires life_tor life,
and it results in the gain of life. Christ, the Son
of God, is that life!(John 10:10: Colossians 3:4;
Matthew 16:24-26; I John 5:11,12).
It's the greatest thing in the world
to be•Christine.
"Is

WM 012 0 741
101 000 3 5-6-4
Sammil G.=
Wm?

ab
2
I
2
3
3
3
3
1
2
1
1
22

Wilson-If
Taylor-3b
Thurman-as
Gibba-rf
Clovis-9
M. McCuiston-lb
Cherry-c
K. McCuiston-cf
Oakley-ph, rf
Rogers-2b
.. Stms-2b'
Totals
Jackson
Murray _

r
2
2
1
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
1
7

h
0
1
1
1
1
0
0
0
1
0
0
5

001 001 0 2-5-1
000 043 I 7-5-2

Murray Swimmers Drop
Close Meet To Paducah
Illearr
Carat:0-0, surninet vacations, Send =Owllearldwal
2. Woody Callahan.
etc. have left their mark on
band antler: 3. Chris Franklin.
12 and wider: 3. Ricky Siana.
the Murray American Legion
14 and under: 2. Mark WW.d.ord
baseball team .and now they
1548: 2. Clay Furcbes.
Ilremaasbe
are taking their toll on the
W and under: 3. Chris Franklin.
Murray Swim Team,
12and wider: 1. Wiry Sentagado.
14 and under: 2. Mark Husswo. 3. AnThe local swimmers, far
dy Dunn.
from being at full strength as
16-18: 2. Chip Furches.
a number of top swimmers
were missing at the Murray1. Eric Abazorif. 3.
and under:Swis4
Callahan.
Calloway Park pool Thursday, Woody
12 and under: 3. Mike Holloway.
lost a-tough 312-296 dual meet
14 and wider: 2. Mark Whiteford. 3.
Robert
to Paducah.
15-18:.
14
11 )
11 rcbse.
Murray led for much of the
meet but Paducah pulled 8 and under:Pirrariol vBarrett, Eric
ahead in the late events. The Easley, Tim Greer and Eric Ahmed.
10 and wider: 2. Rob Marquezdt, Eric
two teams were never Abasorif, Jim Whitlow sad Chris
separated by more than 15 to
Franklin.
l2 and under: 2. Ricky
20 points during the meet.
Chris Franklin, Mike Holloway
S
Tch
iCt
Burchfield.
The -girls had some outstanding performances.
14 and wider: I. Mark Whiteford,
Santagado, Melly Santagado and
Laura Farris, Charlotte Robert
Andy Dom.
15-15:2. Chip Lurches, Clay Lurches,
Shroat and Martha Pitman all
Picked up three individual Robert Santagado and Ricky Santagado.
wins. Farris was in the eight
and under group,Shroat in the
12'and under and Pitman in
the 14 and under.
Also for the girls, Lisa,
Farris, swimming in the 10
and under division, won two
events.
The only boy to win more
than one event was Eric
Abazorif who won three events
in the eight and under competition.
Next Thursday, the Murray
Swim Team will host a fourteam invitational meet. The-meet is tentatively set to start
at 9 a. m.
Teams
included
are
Murray, Ohio
County,
Greenville and Madisonville.Here are the complete
from
Murray
results
yesterday's meet:

•
TRACK
HELSINKI, Finland Samson Kimombwa of Kenya
set a world record in the 10,000
meters with a clocking of 27
minutes, 30.47 seconds, just,
beating Briton Dave Bedford's
longstanding record of
27:30.80 on the second day of
the World Games at Helsinki's
Olympic Stadium.

-

ER, BETTER VALUES!

BI

Beach
Towels

SOW Man
VW*le*

14 and under: I. Christine Grogan,
Mary Duvall, Martha Pitman and Kathy
Walston.
15-18: 2. Robyn Ray, Julie Billington,
Kathy May and Leslie Hunter.

$188

ni
st*

Style
Hair Spray
Reg.-Ex. Hold

C

Northern
Napkins

T. V. Prints

• ierifirrissine
paitosiNS

140 Count
Pkg.

3

Styrofoam

$1 00
for

•

Coolers

99c
3O qt.

Metal

Folding Table
$788
30 x 72
Self-Propelled

-Req.-S11915

lawn
Mower

$9900

t

Dial

Osestrues

Very Dry
Deodorant

Unscented

49'

4I)
t 111, il

Prices Good Monday July 4, only
from 10-4

P.N.HIRSCH & CO.
Olympic Plaza

Thanks very Much
Mike and David Lyme

-

-

land wider: L Laura Farris. 2. Cher‘
Walston.
10 and under: 2. Leslie Franklin.
12 and wider: 1. Suzanne Pitman.
14 and under: 1. Martha-.Pitman. 2.
-Kathy Walston
15-18: 2. Julie Billington.
brews,
8andunder: 1. Shannon Christopher.
3. Meg
10 and
2. Leslie Franklin. 3.
Mel Jackson.
12 and under: 1. Charlotte throat. 3.
Missy Connor.
14 and wider: L Martha Pitinnii.„
15-18: -1. --Robyn - Ray 1. Jtelle
Billington.

July 11-16,1977
at the Jayce Fairgrounds

.
ion
8 and under: 1. Charla Walston, Meg
Cappock, Shannon Christopher and
Laura Farris.
10 and under : 1. Leslie Franklin, Mal
Jackson, Erin Burke and Lisa Farris. 3.
Vanity Hayes, Heidi Barrett, Kelleen
Callahan and Mara Burchfield,
12 and under I. Missy Mobley,
Charlotte Shroat, Swim* Pitman and
Missy Conner. 3. Shawn Harrington. Tiffany Taylor, Whitney Teylor and Anne
Schoenfeldt.

.FR1DAY, JULY 8,1977
7:30 P.M. Beauty Contest- Lovett Auditorium
MONDAY,JULY 11, 1977 5:00 P.M.-4-H Rabbit Show
7:00 P.M.-Official Opening
700 P.M.-4 WheelDritie Pull
TUESDAY, JULY 12, 1977
10:00 A.M.
Jersey Ciattieh ow
.
7:00 P.M. -- Demolition Derby

14 and under: 1. Mary Duvall. Martha
pitman, Christine Grogan
and Kathy
Walston. 3. Lin Russell, Diane Adalna,
Paulette ICE1Ylend Janis Lents.
15-18: 2. Robyn Ray, Julie_ Billington,
Emily Gore and Debbie Henry 3 Leslie
Hinter, Denise Rutherford, Kathy May
and Sharon Snyder.
. _
son'amen •

Revile

Sor

GLIDING ALONG-Kelly Thomas, swims*,in the girls' 12
and ender &vision, displays her form in the backstroke. She
tooi a second piece in the event for Murray.

II and under 1. Laura Farris. 2. Charts
Walston. 3. fluffy Fitts.
under 1. Lisa Farris. 2. Vanity

WEDNESDAY,JULY 13, 1977 '
10:00 A.M.
Holstein-Friesian Cattle Show
5:00 P.M. -- Open Rabbit Show
7:00 P.M.
All American Rough Riders
*
Fire Works

iledbv Vein

31 2 h. p. 22' cut

will be closed the week of July 4th and will reopen at 8 a. m. Monday July 11th.
We hope this will not be too much of an inconvenience to our wonderful customers.

6 and under 1. Meg CappoCk. 3. Mary
Morgan.
and wider 1. Lew* Farris. 2. Shannon Christopher
10 and under, 1. Lisa Farris. 3. Mel
Jackson.
12 and under 1. Charlotte Shroat. 2. tie
-, between'-.Missy Mobley and Anne
Schoenfeldt.
14 and under: 2. Mary Duvall.
15-111:'
Robyn"Ray.' 3. Julie
Bn

Orveritras

Reg. $3.25

$2
88

Rudy's
Restaurant

11.41**WiAlty

•-•

Badminton
Sets

In order that we and our ern, pkiyees may have a short vacation.

land under. 1. Char
-la Walston.
10 and wider: 2. Lisa Ferns 3. Erin
Burke.
12 and under: 1. Charlotte Shroat. 3.
Anne Sclibenfelik.
14arid under: 1 Martha Pitman.
15-18: 2. Robyn Ray

From 10-4
4 Player

NOME!

12 and under 2. Kelly Thomas. 3. Lori
Schanbacher.
• 14 and under . 2 Paulette Kelly. ,
15-11: 2. Emily Gore.

July 4th Only

1

reach the last round, Was to be confrontation, the 10th
held today, with Queen meeting between the court
Elizabeth II among the masters, but their first ever at
Wimbledon. Connors leadithe
spectators.
While
woman's series 7-2, including a victory
the
championship match was a in last year's U.S. Open final
battle between two steady, atrorest Hills.
consistent veterans - Miss
Wade is 32 and Miss Stove 31
Borg,seeking to become the
- the men's final was first man to win two
expected to be a classic -consecutive Wimbledon titles
between two, hard-hitting, since
Australia's John
flawless youngsters - Newcombe did it in 1970-71,
Connors is 24 and Borg 21.
called his match against
The controversial Connors, Gerulaitis the best he
from Belleville, Ill., playing had played since beating Rod
with his fractured right thumb Laver of Australia in five sets
heavily bandaged, needed 2 in
1975
the
World
hours, 40 minutes to beat Championship Tennis final at
gritty,
18-year-old Dallas.
phenomenon John McEnroe of
Douglaston, N. Y. 6-3, 6-3, 4-6,
McEnroe, the youngest
6-4 in Thursday's opening player 'ever - to reach the
men's semifinal.
semifinals and the first to
Then? the thin, cat-quick, make it from the qualifying
long-haired Borg outlasted ranks, was unhappy about not
tough Vitas GeruTaitis of making the final, although he
HowarcLBeach, N.Y.64,3-6,6- had proven the sensation of
3, 3-6, 8-6 in a sizzling 3 hour,' the tournament
10-minute duel that was
considered one of the best "I didn't go out there to be
matches on the All-England respectable," he said after
losing to Connors,the world's
Club's center court in years.
The results set up the top-ranked player."I went ont
eagerly awaited Connors-Borg there to win."

8 and under: 1. Laura Farris, Marla
Walston, Liz Marquardt and Shannon
Christopher. .
10 and under! 2. Lisa Farris, Leslie
Franklin, Erin Burke and Mel Jackson
3. Vonny Hayes, Heidi Barrett, Margy
Burchfield and Wenn Callahan.
12 and under: 1. Charlotte groat
Suzanne Pitman, Anne Schowdeldt and
Missy Connor.

hose*

11111SCHS

WIMBLEDON' (AP) Fittingly, the men's singles
final in the centenary
Wimbledon has come down to
Jimmy Connors against Bjorn
Borg.
They are considered the wo
best players in the world.
: They are the top seeds,
Connors at No. 1 and Borg No.
2.
They are former Wimbledon
champions, Connors in 1974
and Borg last year.
And they do not like each
other much.
But they offer the thitst
tennis in the game today, and
their title match Saturday on
Wimbledon's famed center
court should provide an
appropriate climax to the
100th anniversary of the
sport's most prestigious
tournament ... a tournament
that this year has been packed
with excitement and draiha.
The woman's final, between
Virginia Wade, trying to
become the first Britisher to
win the title since 1969, and
Betty Stove, the first player
from The Netherlands to

Open 9:30 to 8:00 Daily 1-5 Sunday

8 and wider: 2. Eric Easley. Woody
Callahan, Ricky Jobs and Eric A
bazord.
10 and under7.-CErisfrankhn, Jim
Whitlow, Red Marquardt and John
Heiteell.
12 and wider T. Nicky Sentagado, Rob
Marquardt.Mike Hollowey and Tim
Bur
14 and under, I. Ahdy Dunn, Mark
whiseford, Kent Eversneyer and Mark
Himont
1541: Mike Hibbanl, Chip Furches,
Clay-Lurches and Mark Whiteford"

1:00 P.M.- Kiddies Day
6:00 P.M.
4-H g FFA Dairy Show
7:00 P.M.
Horse & Mule'Pull

freolVII

Sand under: 1. Tripp Mx
land wider: 1. Eric Abazorf-1 Eric
Easley.
• •
10 and wider: I. Chris Franklin 2. Rob
Marquardt. Itand wider: 1. Ricky Santagado
14 and under: 1. Robert Santagado.,L.
Mark Whiteford. 3. Andy Dunn
15-18: 2. Mike Hibbard.
Ilvd.trels

1. Eric Abazoetf
'fiend under: 2. Chris Franklin
ITItid wider: 3. Mike Holloway
14 And under: 2. Kent Everanyer. 3.
Mike-Sykes.,
15.111, 2. Clay Lurches.

•
-

FRIDAY, JULY 15,1977
10:00 A.M.- Beef Ciiittie shows
5:00 P.M.- Family Nighi
7:00 P.M.- MusikrShoW
t,
SATURDAY,JULY 16, 1977
10:00
-Hog Show
10:00 A.M.-.Farm Bureau Day •
6:30 P.M.-Tractor Pull
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Yanks,Twins
Winners In
Park League

Cliff Johnson Homers
Three Times For Yanks
By HERSCHEL NISSENSON
AP Sport; Writer
(AP) TORONTO
"Happiness," says Cliff
Johnion,"is going to the plate
four times a night."
So it would seem that going
to the plate five times, as he
did Thursday night, would
make Johnson absolutely
giddy. Not so.
"I'M not gOnnii.get too high
when I'm going good or too
low when I'm going bad;"
Johnson said after slamming
three home runs, including a
record-tying two in an eightrun eighth-inning as the New
York Yankees pounded the
SKON0 Pua-Rob Marlowe dose his leg in Het 12 and Toronto Blue Jays 11-5.
under medley relay for boys. Morgenrdt is swimming the butIn the only other American
terfly. blowsy took.seemed piece in the stem.
League game Thursday'night;
Indians
the- eleveland
defeated the Baltimore
Orioles 4-2 on Wayne
Garland's five-hit pitching
Sao
Dufry'S
aud
homers. The game was called
after 6,1 innings because of
rain.
television networks have "Three home runs doesn't
By BRENT KALLESTAD
swelled the ranks of mean anything if you don't
AP Sports Writer
BLOOMINGTON, Minn. journalists besieging Carew; come back the next night and
(AP) - After years in the Twins' Manager Gene Mauch help the club," Johnson said.
Johnson, acquired June 15
shadow of home run king isn't worried that his star
Harmon Killebrew and player will be distracted by from Houston for two minor
Tony
Oliva, the commotion.
slugger
leaguers and a player to be
if
he buckles named later, will get plenty of
Minnesota's Rod Carew is
Even
relishing the national fame he momentarily under the daily chances to help the Yankees
considers long overdue.
pressures of trying to this wePirenri when they return
his
.400-plus home to face three left"I don't really think I've maintain
gotten the proper recognitiori average, Carew has built such handers in fourgames againsw
over the years, but there's an extraordinary lead that Detroit.
His three homers came as a
nothing! can do about it," said he's practically assured of a
Carew, who is making the sixth batting championship.
designated hitter, but Johnson
strongest assault in nearly
In fact, if he somehow went has played first base and the
four decades on the hallowed hitless in the 18 games prior to Outfield and done some
.400 mark in baseball.
the All-Star break, Carew catching during his career.
Carew,31, has won a spot on probably would still lead the And, says Manager Billy
the American League's league in hitting. Figuring on Martin, Johnson will be the
starting All-Star team in each an expected 58 times at bat, a DH against certain rightof his 11 seasons, but post- hitless Carew still would have handers.
Johnson was hit by a pitch
season honors have eluded the a .343 average. On the other
hand, he needs 20 hits in the from loser Jerry Garvin in the
five-time AL batting king.
"I know -what's coming projected 58 attempts to carry second inning, hit a solo
now," continued Carew, who a .400 average into the All-Star homer in the fourth, walked in
the sixth, homered starting
carries a .411 average into the Game.
games, the the eighth and capped the
Between
Twins' game at Chicago
tonight. "It's great, the Panamanian-borli Carew eight-run inning with a twopublicity and everything, but-escapes the limelight at every run homer off Jerry Johnson
He. took after the Toronto reliever
there'siust so much I can do." opportunity..
„Although reporters from advantage of 'a day off brushed him back with a high
Time, Newsweek, Spoils Thursday to picnic with his inside pitch.
Johnson thus became the
Illustrated, People and family.

The Yanks" and Twins
grabbed wins in Park League
contests played Monday
-evening.
In the opener,the Yanks ran .
their season record to 9-2 vrith
a 40-15 win over the Astros,
who are 3-8.
For the Yanks, Jerry
Eldridge, Bill Maddox. TM'
Robinson, Jimmy Baker and
Mike Misehlernan all had five
hits while David Lusk, Eric
Easley and Tim Greer had
four. Troy Litcbforcl, Aaron
Barrett and John Mark Morris
added three hits while Trice
Seargent had two.
For the Astros, Jay
Thompson paced the attack
with four hits while Mitch
Fain, Erie Knott and Chris
Burpo had three hits. With two
hits were Charles Hamptoa,
Mark Whitaker, Dusty Darnell, Sean Ross, David Sykes
and Eric Faivre while Mark
Galloway and Carl Keesler
had one hit apiece.
In the second game, the
(.,,„
Twins upped their seasen
record to 4-7 with a 104 win
SWIM TRIPP- Tripp Nix swims merrily along tie way and bobs ug and dews in the water in
over the 3-9 Mets.
doing the butterfly in the eight gad_ander individual medley relay. In the I. M., a youngster does
For the TWins, Jim TriPP,
swimwas
be
besides,
event,
one lop of each of the foili basic strokes. Nix didn't place in the
Harner,' Troy UnChad
ming a bit over his head: he's only'six years old. He did win in the six end under freestyle.
derwood and Sean Morris all
(Staff Pitons by Iles ifill11011)
had three hits while Mark
Miller and Don Brock had two
hits. With one hit were Patrick
Gupton, Richard Stout, David
Whiteford, Mickey Brown,
Scott Lance and Jason Woods.
The only homer of the game
was hit by Troy Underwood.
For the Mets, Rodney
Skinner and Mike Garland had
three hits while Jarred White,
Fred Jones, Tony Wade,&Iffy
_ ITY KEN RAPPOPORT
losses with -a four-run-lirst • Dan Driessen drove in four Fitts, John Imes and Angela
AP Sports Writer
inning, keyed by Bake runs and Joe Morgan scored Whited all had two hits. With
The Philadelphia -Phillies' McBride's leadoff triple and a five times, leading Cincinnati one hit for the Mets were Mike
fans really gave it to Mike two-run homer by Garry over San Francisco: The hot-' Bucy, Brian Harrison, Kenny
Schmidt this time-but it was Maddox. Larry Bowe singled hitting Eiriessen, who has Hainsworth, Joey McCallon,
bouquets instead of boos.
home McBride, took third on driven in 12 runs in his last 10 and Scott Wallis.
Accustomed to jeers at Schmidt's sinxle and scored games, raised his average to
Veterans Stadium earlier this on a sacrifice fly. Schmidt .309 with three singles and a
season because of a poor start, tallied on Maddox' seventh walk. •
Schmidt got .a ,ostandin homer. GOLF
ovation for a change Thur.
Cardinals 2,Cubs 1
MILWAUKEE - The
night.
Ken Reitz' grounder scored opening day of the Greater
He earned • it by tying a Tony Scott from third in the Milwaukee
By The Associated Press
was
Open
National: League home run ninth inning, lifting St. Louis postponed due to rain. The
American League
.•
record for June with his 14th over Chicago. Scott singled start of the 72-holetournament
East
homer of the month as the with one out off Chicago's Was rescheduled for Friday
W L Pct. GB
Phillies beat the Pittsburgh Willie Hernandez and raced to morning. Thirty-six holes will Boston
41 31 .569 Pirates 8-1.
third on a hit by Ted Simmons be played on Sunday to make N V'ork
2
1
42 33 .560 /
The rare ovation for the before Keith Hernandez was up for the lost round.
2
1
39 36 .520 3/
Balt
third baseman caught him intentionally walked, loading
2
/
36 35 .509 41
Cleve.
. short.
the bases. _
36 38 .486 6
Milwkee
•
"I was in the runway and
Paul Reuschel relley.eci
Detroit _ 34 38 .472 7
didn't even have a hat on," Hernandez 'against Reitz and •
'
2
/
28 45. .384 131
Toronto
said Schmidt, explaining his the St. Louis' infielder' hit-a
West
The' Astros and Cards Minn
delay in responding to the grounder to second basodin
42 32' .568 Ions' noisy salute.
Manny Trillo on which the picked up wins in Kentucky Chicago
40 32 .556 1
Schmidt tied the mark set Cubs just failed to convert into League contests Thursday
2
/
38 35 121 31
• by Ralph Kiner of the Pirates an inning ending double play. night.
36 35 .507 4,2
Calif
In the opening game, Gabe Texas
in 1947. The major league
Braves 5, Dodgers 4
35 37 .486 6
record of 15 is shared by Babe
Darrel Chaney's run- Amos hurled five innings and Oakland ,32 41 .438 9'2
Ruth ( 1930 ), Bob Johnson scoring single off Los Angeles struck out eight batters as the Seattle
34 45 .430 10'2
(1934) and Roger Mans relief ace Charlie Hough in the Astros took an 11-3 win over
Thursday's Results
1961.bottom of the ninth boosted the A's.
Cleveland 4, Baltimore 2, 6'2
The Astros started off right innings
In other National League Atlanta Over the Dodgers.
games, the St. Louis Cardinals
Gary Matthews had tied the with four runs in the home half
New York 11, Toronto 5
defeated the Chicago Cubs 2-1, score 4-4 by leading off the of. the first with Amos and
Boston at Detrot;ppd. rain
• the Atlanta Braves trimmed ninth with his 10th homer of John McFerron doubling in
Only games scheduled
the Los Angeles Dodgers 5-4; the season. With one out, Jeff .runs and Phil Billington
Friday's Games
the New York Mets.edged the Burroughs walked and went to driving in one with a single.
Baltimore (Palmer 8-8) at 1
'Montreal4Expos 4-3, and, the third on Biff Pocoroba's • For the Astros, who are npw Boston(Cleveland 6-3),(n)
Cincinnati Reds outscored the doable, setting up Chaney's • 7-3 on the season, Amos had
texas (Alexander 6-5).at ToSan Francisco Giants 11-5.
winning hit off a Hough two hits while Chuck Adams, ronto (Byrd 0-1),(n)
John Mark Potts, Billington
The Phillies helped left- knuckleball.
Kansas City (SPlittorff 6-5)at
and McFerron all had one hit.
bander Steve Carlton to his
_Mets 4, Expos 3
Cleveland (Waits 5-0),(n)
10th victory against four
Lee Mazzilli streaked home For the A's, who are 2-8,
Detroit (Hiller 4-8) at New
from third with the winning Robert Hopkins had two hits York (Torrez 8-6),(n)
run on Mike Vail's roller in the while Steve Hatton added one.
Minnesota(Butler0-1)at Chininth inning as New York In the nightcap, the Cara cago (Knapp 6-4),(n)
came from - behind and won 11-4 over the Cubs. The
Oakland (Mitche110-2)at CalCubs-are wirdEss in 10 garnet
defeated Montreal.
ifornia (Ross 2-5),(n)
Mazzilli, who entered the while the Cards are 8-2.
Milwaukee (Haas 4-5) at
Steve Malone started on the
game as a pinch runner in the
Seattle (Wheelock 4-4)(n) _
seventh, led off the ninth with hill for the Cards but Mark
National League
Weeks Delivery
a double off Montreal's Steve McClard, whd pitched three
East
the
shutout
got
innings,
win;
on
third
Rogers advanced to
• ..W L' Pct. GB
MICHELSON'S Joel
to
as
a
Cubs
failed
get
the
hit.
Youngblood's sacrifice
47 24 .662 Rick Grogan, Jimmy Kelly, Chicago
and scored-as pinch hitter Vail
„1
1
:C
-\
41
rehll
40 32 .556 7'2
Phila
Brad
Monty
Newsome,
Shopp...g
Bel A.,
grounded out slowly to third.
41 33 .554 7L2
111--•=7 .7
Louis
S
Morton and David Bray all
Reds 11, Giants 5
39 34 .534
Pitts
had hits for the Cards.
31 42 AZ/ 17
It-York
Montreal 30 42 317 17';
West
Los Ang 50 26
.658 2
/
40 33 .548 81
Chic'
2
/
S Fran ---34-14S .442 161
33 43 • .434 17
Hous.on
32 46 .410 19
S Diego
28 47 .373 21'2
Atlanta
Departments
Results
Parts
Thursday's
8
Service
Our
Cincinnati 11, San Francisco
5
will be closed for Vacation
New York 4, Montreal 3
Atlanta 5, Los Angeles 4
Philadelphia 8,Pittsburgh 1
St. Lbuis 2, Chicago
Only games scheduled
Friday's Games
New York (Matlack 3-8 and
ToBt12-2)at Montreal(Bahnsen
E-#-Getar-for-e-s-kele4en--efew.
1-2 and Stanhouse 4-7), 2,(t-n)
Pittsburgh(Candeleria84.)at
New and used car sales will be bpen as usual
Philadelphia (Kaat 3-5),(n)
Chicago (Krukotf7:4) at St.
Louis(Falcone 34),(n)
Atlanta (Collins 14)at Houston
atichard 64),(n)
641 South- 753-26 1 7
Cincinnati (Norman 8-3) at
San Diego (Shirley 6-8),(n)
Los Angeles(Rau 7-1) at San
Francisco (Williguns 3-1),(n

Schmidt Ties Recoid,
Cardinals Edge Cubs

Major League
Standings

Rod Carew Uses Off-Day
For Picnic With Family

Dwain Taylor Chevrolet

In a makeup game in Junior
Girls (12-16) Softball play
Thursday night, the Reds won
over the Purple Flash, 11-9.
The Reds scored five times
In the first inning and never •
trailed despite a six-run rally
by the Flash in the bottom of
the sixth.
Pitching for the Reds was
Jenny Lovins. The Reds'
hitting was led by Torrya
Alexander with a homerun
and Donna Rousse with three
hits.
Beth Taylor, pitching for
Flash, had three walks 4nd ,
one strike-out. Flash tOW
mates Beatty, Dick, Wright,
Wells and Foster were all two
of three at the plate.

Far Correct

TIME and
TEMPERATURE
Day or Night

DIAL 753-6363
Courtesy
EOPLEtiBAICE
asunsee-4 nu.

Begins Tuesday-July 5th
One Rock

Sport Coats
Leisure Suits

$20c*
*No Exchanges
silo Refunds
Short Sleeve

knit
Shirts

Short Sleeve

Roch-lonq Sleeve

Dress
Shirts

REDUCED

REDUCED

Dress
Shirts
1/2 Price

Long Sleeve

Summer

Sport & Leisure
Shirts

Slacks

30%

30% Off

Pre-Wash

Jeans

20%

Off

Off

*amnions Extra

*NOTICE*
Saturday July2
through
Saturday,July9

Reds Take Win In
Softball Contest

July Clearance

Astros, Cards Win
In Kentucky League

TIMEX
REPAIR

18th player in major league
history to hit two home runs in
one inning, and the first
Yankee to do it since Joe
Pepitone in 1962. The last
American Leaguer was
California's Rick Reichardt in
1966.
The Yank:S' big inning also
included a solo homer by Lou
Piniella and a three-run shot
by Thurman Munson, who
drove in the game's first run
sacrifice fly.
a
with
Meanwhile, Catfish Hunterscattered seven hits and
allowed only one run until the
Yankees built a comfortable
10-1 lead in the eighth.
At Cleveland, Garland, 5-8,
struck out four, walked one
and retired the last 11
Baltimore batters. The loser
was Ross Grimsley,7-4.

9
"
One Gr

Tennis

ShOeS

Shorts

0
400/

50%

30%

Off

Downtown Shopping Center

qraharn & Jackson
FOR THE PARTICULAR MAN

,
•••••••1.410
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Mets, Astros Winners
In Pony League Games

ONE DAY ONLY! !

The Mets romped to an Mry win. while the Astros had s
tasgh one in Pony League action Thursday night.
.In the opener, Kim Wilson and the Mets moved down the
Qrioles 1402 and evened both teams at 1-1 for the second half
of he league race.
While Wilson was fanning nine men and giving up just two
hlts Thu McAlister was carrying the big bat for the Mets.
In the second inning, with the Mets leading 3-0, McAlister
uncorked a -three-run homer. Then in the _sixth inning,
McAlister drilled a two-run shot for the /Ads.
• McAlister finished with four hits and five RBI's in the contest while Kevin Calvin, Kim Wllsont Darwin Buniphis and
Rich Rollins all had two hits. With one hi was Darren
Fiopper.
-For the Orioles, Don Hargrove and Gary Starks each had a
hit.
In the second contest, the Astros struggled to a 9-8 win over
the Dodgers. Both teams are 1-1 in the second half. The
Astros play a makeup game tonight and that will determine
the champion of the first half of the season.
Down 2-1 after three, the Dodgers came up with four runs
in the top of the fourth to go ahead 5-2. Bob Frye drove in one
with a single While Tony Herndon had a two-run single for the
Dodgers.
But in the last of the fourth, the Astros mine up with threeruns and tied the score. The only RBI hit was a double by Eddie Requarth.
The Astros scored three in the last of the fifth to go up 11-5
with Chris Fazi and Requarth singling in runs then in the sixth,the Astrosadded one more for a 9-5 lead.
The Dodgers got three runs in the top of the seventh,two on
a triple by Mitch Paschall, and closed to within 9-8 but the
game ended with the Astros pulling off a doubleplay and ending the Dodger rally.
For the Astros, Requarth had three hits while Walter
Payne, Mark Denham, Mark Ails, Joe Hartman, Jamie
Morganti and Chris Fazi all had one hit.
For the Dodgers, Tony Herndon had three hits while Bob
Frye added two. With one hit for the Dodgers were Ricky
Barrow,Lynn Lee and Mitch Paschall.

sportvs
-*CHIME CLOCK

10-0Z. FRENCH'S

WORCESTERSHIRE
SAUCE

R...S19.Ur
/
1
2Price

9-0Z. JOHNSON'S
LADIES

6

UNIFORM
PANTSUITS

Assorted styles
comfortable 100% Polyester. In tvhite only. Sizes 6 to 18.

CREME RINSE
& CONDITIONER

A.C. RESISTOR

' 33

Reg.$26.66 Sale

A starter Alike in the Marx
4orld of Mini to Big Wheels,
111 Blo-molded. Ages 11
/
2-3.

MODEL 5014

STARTING 9 AM,JULY 5
WOULDN'T YOU REALLY RATHER HAVE
A BIG VILLA APARTMENT AT

DAYTONA BEACH

777

LADIES

REG. 8.88

ASSORTED
Includes jeep, canoe with 2,paddles, 1 motor,
cloth tent and 2—figures.

-PANTSUITS

Reg. Qt. Mason
Borden
Country Store

25%
40%

Mashed
Potatoes

TO

larger undo available
VACATION
SUMMER
plan
yoUA

REG. 4
Canvas upc•
ioned. Sizes
11-2,CHILD'S

TEENr& LADIES
CANVAS

SNEAKER

EltINOR TRIAGE RESORT

„130

Name
wt
Addrill
Villa for 4
(110 of 305 volts) ▪ Cl. Mate
▪

_ _
Z4) _

a
a

2ipo

84'

00
REG. 6.44
Large, heavy duty, 21-q- uart blue enamel canner -comes with rack and holds 7 quart-size
jars. •
_____

Reg.$1.27
Your choice of six 1/2-pt.
size, eight 1-pt. size.
11
/
2-pt. size, four 10-gt. size-,
and two I/2-gal. size.

ush _

ASSORTED
CPRESTO3

For canning low-acid
foods: Rack and,reCipe
•
book included.

Dept. #730

ORMOND BEACH, FLA. 32074

2.87

FlimiliEEONTAINERS

FREEZER
BAGS

CAA2OH

PRESSURE CANNER

• For free color brochure and information tar.te

Villa for the
price of a room

Glass jars in :assorted
sizes for your canned
vegetables and fruits.
Re-use each year.

20 GT.

1
Sturtir
uppers..
Cushioned. Sizes
to 10.

2

Values to 2.77
*le! metal. °WOO
\•••,.....2.04OakeW

.•

COLD PACK
CANNER

REG. 2,99

ENJOY

CASE OF 12

BLUE ENAMEL

1 88

to svi4

50
le
.••••••

WIDE MOUTH PINT JARS .
WIDE MOUTH QUART JARS .
REG. MOUTH PINT JARS . . .

Reg.40

SNEAKER
50

Enjoy your own prrratCvitla at the World's
Most Famous Beach. 70 minutes from
Disney World. We have bus tours. 3
famous resturants; The Tropics, Hong
Kong, Swedish House.

CANNING JARS

,

28oi.

YOUTHS, BOYS, & MENS
BASKETBALL

FOR THE PRICE OF A ROOM

Each villa completely .equipped-Tdi
\ housekeeping, air conditioned,
with spacious lawns, room
telephones, TV, shopping center.
OCEAN BATHING
2 swimming pools, recreation hall,
playground. Golf, tennis privileges.
An easy drive to all Florida 'ac.
M
tions. Pets welcome. Fishing, JaiAlai, Auto/Dog Racing.

FISHER PRICE
NORTH WOODS

TRAILBLAZER'
SET

F-a-s oft-M:4e-- _pant••
suits
jn assorted
styles, sizes and
colors. Sensational
savings at Big K!

STORE-WIDE CLEARANCE SALE

Hair Trimmer.

MARX
TOW

REG. 9.97

OFF

CORN-AUSTIN'S

nei*e 1041 $77-0401

Norelco
Razor-Cut
Electric

MARX

MINI
WHEEL
00

A

In regular, oily, .extra body.
Helps stop the greasies.—

834

FOR

REF

97

REG. 1.04

WATCH OUT

4.A

4

REG. 920 •
••'•-•,71hrreal'd- 9
r5erfOtTrii;ance, and save gas too!

Etiris

1.

100
•

OUR
REG. 19C
Regular size bars in 4 attractive
colors.

SPAR PLUG

League contests
The Reds d Ast gamed
•
wins
• in
• Little
•
played Thursday.
In the first game,the Reds smacked the A's 18-81n a game
called after four and one-half innings.
The Reds scored nine times in the first with Steve Vincent
and Chris Young each getting-two-run • singles while David
McMillen and Jeff Downey each had one-run singles.
.McMillen had a miwr night at the plate for the Reds as he
drilled four hits and ai,yein a total of five runs. He had three
singles and a triple.
• Jeff Downey had three hits and knocked in three runs while
Young had two hits and three RBI's. Jim Outland and
Steve Vincent each had one hit for the Reds.
,The Reds are 3-2 for the second half of the season and 8-4
(*rail. The A's are 2-3 and 4-8.
For the A's, Russell Garland, Harry Weatherly and Kelly
Cajvin all had one hit.
In the second contest the Astros won a 10-3 game over the
Oirds•
THai Orr went the distance on the mound for the Astros and
gotched the win. He fanned seven battai.
The Cards scored three in the top of the third to go up 3-1
with Brian Doyle driving in one with a double. But in the
hstro fifth, nine runs crossed the plate and that was enough
far victory.
Jon Billington drove in three runs in the frame, two with a
triple and one with a single. His hits were the only ones in the'
inning Tor the Astros.
Billingtai's two hits were half the Astro hit total. Dave
Denton and Ron Frye also hit safely. For the Cards, Ravid
Seaford, Brian Doyle and Davi4Jork all hit safely with
Seaford and Doyle picking up two hits apiece.
The Cards are 0-5 for the second half and 4-8-overall while
the Astros are 2-3 and 2-10-..
Tonight, a battle of undefeateds will highlight the action as
the 4-0 Pirates meet the 4-0 Yanks in a 6p. m. contest. The .
other game will pit the Cubs against the Twins.
; -There will be no games played in the league Monday.

•

FOR

18-Oz. AGREE

Reds, Astros Winners
In Little League Play

•

DIAL SOAP

BABY LOTION

9910n.-Sat.
1-6 Sunday

88
-

REG. 49.E8

R EG
33C
- Choose twenty-five 1 7ipt.
size, twenty 1-qt. size,
or twelye /
1
2-gal. size.

V

Bel-Air Shopping Center
Equal Opportunity Employer
Limit !tights Reserved

........alb v.•no mi

.•
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Tom T. Hail To Be Featured At Kaintuck

•

Kaietuck Territory will
' present one of the top
country music songwriters
and performers — Tom T.
Hall in concert at 2:00 and
5:09 p. m.Sunday July 3rd.
This big and amiabk
Kentucky native is an
authentic American
balladeer, traveling our
land, writing and singing
songs about people. As he
puts it, "I weite and sing
songs about the people I've
if..,met, the thinks I've done,
and the places I've been."
Tom T's subject is life —
from , the lyrics of
"Ravishing Ruby" • the
waitress, to "Pamela
Brown" about a lost -lave,
' to "I Flew Over Our-House
Last Night" about his wife,
to "I Love." about the
things that matter to him.
The words of "I Love,"
for instance, are a teibute
to little country streams,
Sunday School in May,
pictures of his friends, old
pickup trucks, little fuzzy
pups, tomatoes on a vine,
losers when they try and
leaves, in the wind. These
are the things that matter
to Hall.
The philosophy of Tom
T. Hall further emerges in
the lyrics of "Old Dogs and
Children, and Watermelon
Wine." It is the story of an
old black janitor in a-bar in
Miami Beach, Fla., who

I

HOSPITAL NEWS

told Hail late one night that
the substance of life is
old dogs, which won't
abandon you when you're
down; children, who are
still too young to hate, and
homemade watermelon
wine.'
Concerning the song
about "Lyin' Jim," Tom

.T's real uncle, tom
relate*, "That's what he
was called in Olive Hit!,
Kentucky. One day be was
coming down on a mule,
and my dad and some
others were working in a
field by the road. My dad
hollered, 'Hey, Lyin' Jim,
tell us a lie.' Jim gave my

dada stern look and said.'I
ain't got time now. Year
motherts at the point of
death, and I'm riding to
town tight now to see if I
can get a doctor.'"He rode
on,and the rest of them ran
the whole two miles home
— and found their mother_
sitting on the front porch

shelling beans."
Although he won't admit
it, a certain sympethy for
folks in trouble creeps in ...
Hall's songs 860 reflectbis
great tolerance for people.
"Life is too short to' be
prejudiced," he says. "I
try to be realistic about
people._ Most are no worse

and no better than others."
A line in one of hie swigs
says."Lord,if I judge 'em,'
let me,give 'em lots of
room." That'seems to say
It pretty well. Tom T. Hail
says that life is a song and
he's spent this whole life
•
singing it!
An exciting day at
Kaintuck Territory which

will include the concerts,
all the shows, rides, and
attractions at the park, are
covered by a one mice
admission. Kaintuck
Territory is located 5 miles
southwest of Kentucky
Dam fon highway 641, in
western Kentucky's
beautiful lakes area.
Future Sunday concerts
will star Freddy Fender,
The Happy Goodman
Family, Ronnie Milsap,
Marty Robbins, The
Kliigsmen, Jerry and The

Singing Gaffs, Dr. HOok •
and The Medicine Show;":"
Loretta
Lynn,
Don ;
Williams, The Rambos,
Wendy Bagwell, Jerry Lee "
Lewis, Bob Harrington,
Mickey Gilley, The Sneers
Family, Willie Wynn and
The Tennesseeeans,
Conway Twitty, and Ray
Stevens.
•
For information write:
Kaintuck Tertttory,
.
Benton, Ky. 42025, or call
(502) 527-1323 or 1304.

Sale Starts Saturday, July 2nd

SUMMER

I

06-26-77
.
ADULTS 117
NURSERY 09
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
• Baby Girl Peveto (Mother
Rhonda), Rt. 3 Bx. 110, Driver,
Tn.
DISMISSALS
Gerald L. Carroll, Rt. 3, Bx.
390, Murray, Jerry D. Barrett,
Rt. 1, Murray, Miss Carol S.
Henson, Rt. 4, Benton, Bobby
J. Carson, Rt. 5, Murray, Mrs.
Marie B. Hicks, Rt. 5, Bx.
2018, Murray, Don H. Long,
1207 Peggy Ann, Murray,
Kenneth M. -Kellar, 116
Riviera Cts., Murray,. Mrs.
Velma E. Birdsong, Bx. 137,
Hardin, Miss Teresa A.
Gardner, Ftt. 8, Murray, Obert
Garland, 7tr-Story, Murray,
Thomas T. Ahard, 749 Riles
Ct., Murray, Carl Edwards,
Rt. 2 Bx. 59, Murray, Mrs.
Louise Hornbuckle,215-72. 2nd,
Murray, Robert D. McKinney,
Rt. 1, Dexter, Milford L.
- Rt.2 Bx. 181, Murray
Mathes,
Ray Lamb, Rt. 1, Murray, J.
Earl Childers, Bx. 81,
Poryear, Tn., Mrs. Pearl
Edwards, Rt. 2, Murray, Jack
W. Attkisson, Rt. 6 Bz. 161,
Murray, George W. Sparks,
Rt. 2, Cottage- Grovee
Hatton P. Lovins, No. 70!isles
Tr. Ct., Murrpy.
t
i

ORIGINALLY SOLD FOR $1.99 TO $2.99 YARD!.

POLYESTER DOUBLE KNITS
•All from our Regular Stock
•Full bolts, 60" to 68" wide
•Fancies, Solids, Prints, etc.
•Harry, for this Great Knit Buy!

Fli01
ULU ii

•45" wide, Telma-Press
Iii'!
•Polyester' & Cotton
y141111
•Mid-Summer &
Transition Prin•
•2 1610 yd. Dress Lengths

BLUE JEAN
DENIM

OUR ENTIRE STOCK OF $1.99 YD.

PRINTED
SEERSUCKER

No es(eptions.Our Intire Slog
Netter Spring & 'summer I"Non V dihfir•miry
.3111.111Prir e.
(house horn •iir h tine intuit• as MI Polyester I inens, tra Pi rly ester
.A.:Mine... Printed I 'ovens. I min uteri Designers'
0,0 „Polyester „C
mi
ns. mans

WE

IF PERFECT WOULD SELL FOR $1.99 YD.

'BEND

ANY
TAILPIPE,
INSTANTLY

•45 to 48" wide, Full bolts
•100% Polyester Batiste & Ninons
•White, Offwhite & Fashion Colors
•Limited Quantity, Hurry for this!
•54" Wide, Knit Back
I •Leather-Look

(most **boost pipes, too)

t

•All Wanted Colors
•Hurry, LimitedVinylqq
Quantity

All Advertised Prices good only as long as Present Quantities Last!
Come Early for Best Selection! First Come, First Served!

Savo
,morioy..•
to
pipe bonding
TAILPIPES
DUALS
EXHAUST PIPES
FORMtNr;
EXPANDING

100

POLYESTER

REG 50c 225 YD SPOOL

REG

46"WIDE

POLYESTER

NON-ROLL

INTERFACING

THREAD

ELASTIC

4(4c

R 1

Discount
Mufflers
from

FABRIC
MART
0/o

20%

10%"
Off
On Exhaust
Parts
*Free
Inspection*

AirtImprhod

brave Crater

BARRETT'S
SERVICE CENTER
639 S. 4th St.
Phone 753-9868

-

BE THERE TUESDAY. JULY 5th, FOR SAVINGS OF 50

master charge

204 W. WASHINGTON

AND EVEN MORE!
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Schedules For The Week Of July 2 - July 8
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TV GUIDE FOR SATURDAY

-

WTVF-5
I
WPSD-6
KFVS-12
6:30-Somerrer Soesoltor
6:011-Swaseer Seesseter
ier
4310
Wrn
I 6:25-Agriseltare
5:00
7,001-Two I Mir/
6:30-Children's Gospel
7:00 -Sylvester & Twerly 8
&II-Mae
7:30-lahheriaw
6:53-Farm DIO•IF
7.00- Tool, Jerry
7:30- Cleo Club
7100-4
1094111910 & Twisty
6:310Atop
the
Foocepost
7:55 -Schoolbags' Rock 7:00- Woody Woodpecker cog _ lees nom
7.30- Mblioriovi
7:30-Clse Chia
7:00- Weedy Woodpecker
8:00-See* Doo
7:30-Pink Pmether .
gm_ yang&
.
$00-Seweby Doo
MN-6w Ihmay
7:30-Phi Pontiac
9 All _ limyi so„&,..„ 9:25-Schoolhouse Rock 9011111- Speed beggy
930-Salem
HO-Term
9:00
-Speed
Boon
9:30_ Kreffte Sopershew 9:30- Measter Sqvaii
10:30-loserTraie
10loo-swum/1w. ..
9:30-head.
9:30- Monte Swell
11:30_6„4„,,d
' 10:30-Stmorfrismis
10:00-Space Ghost
11:00-Fie Abort
1111:110-fhasaaleis
10100-Space Ghost
11:00-Short Story
111:20-Big Mho Little Mho 11,30_&14 II
12:30- Racers
10:30- Dig lase, Little Mho Iltill-fel Albert
1130Bendstosed
Tilde
1:00- Woad Tones
12:00- Toms Council
a°-Willaiadsa
I I'
11:311Ast II
11:00- Wilee Tonle
12:30-Racers
15:30-Noshville Music
Ho-Iva City 5
2:30 -Outdoor Ads.
12:011- Cladrea's Rho
5:30News
.44:00-News
1.00- Shrill of Sport*
1'3°-180T4
1:30-Moskva's
1:110- WWII Tram
4:00
-World
a Sports 16:30-Bars Nashville
tog-goes Cretonne luali- N.
5:30 - Newsivech
"
.
2:30-files
6:31- Accost
5:30-News
7:00-Iseergeacy
6:00- Musk HIM,
2:$0-Law blew
MS-Mk Olin
7:00-Imergermy
6:00-Lawrence Welk
0:00-Movie
7:00-Wonder Wows
3*110-Perry Muse 3:301.u,Spocentanr
11:00,-Fievie
10:00-News
coo-seprilty & sec&--9-11410-1Ifondier Woman
SAO -Cendid
' Calms
5:80-Nows
10:00-News
II:00-SewskY I Motels
10:$0- Basoball
900-Feather & Feher
5.40-News
5:30-lbws
9:00-Feather I Falser 12:00-Mavis
10:30- Biesabodl
10:00-Newswelch
Nair
Nee
6:006:00-11es Nal
'10:00-News
10:307 Wresting
7:10-Mary Tyler Maw*
7:4111- Mary Tyler Meer.
10:15- News
A:30- MOM*
1
7:30-1ee *wharf
7:M-Beb Newhea
.0:0-kiss., Reck
1 ,00-PTI. Club
0:00- Al la the Fealty
11:1110-A
.1414Few*
3:00-New,
0130-Alice.
0:311-Alte
9:00-61/1111108111111
9410
°MOS
10:00-News
111:410- Neve
'IGINIMBOill
10:30.
10:311-6easseeke
11:30- Ireaside
I 1:30-Nenbelle es Reed
12-30-News
12:00-Geed News
Theater
1:00
12:36-11116 Ibis Ring
-.
1
12:45-N,.,
.
...
. WNGE-2

WS1t-3

WSM-4

I

TV OUIDE FOR SUNDAY
WTVF-5
WSM-4
WS1L-3
7:00-Sk, Ridge (Marto 6:50-Firm Digest
6.00- For Black Woman
600-Smater Saftstur
7:30- Day of Discovery
7:00-Dense the MOM' '7:00- Toiry I sewn
6,30- Bible Baptist
0:00-i....lobes's.
7:00- Amming Grove
7:30-Jeff's Collie
7:30-Carl Tipton
Orol Roberts
8:00- Little Rascals
11:00-Nashville Gospel
11:00 -dimity Swagger,
9:00-Gospel 1k.
8.30 -11sre• Stooges
1:30-Day of Discovery
8:30-James Robison
10:00-Gilli9an
00-Disneesiees in Faith 9:00-Ora Roberts
9:30-Rex Humbard
10:00-Cosesseeity Worship 9:30- Two Rivers Baptist
10:30- Woodman Baptist 10:30-MIASMIC Ilaill1111/
11:30- Tennessee Monthly 11:00- Issues IL Answers 10:30-Atari:
10:30-Maw of Power
11:30-Dos Teems
12:00- TBA
11:00-Ebony Spectrum I 11:00-Gospel Mew
.12:00-Jr. Almost Asythi 11:30- Mee the Press
12:30-Bobby Vinton
12:00- Term Church
12:30-Directions
12:00-Film
1:00- Wild Kingdom
12:30-Face the Nelms
1:00-Movie
1:3e- Music NMI Am.
12:30-Filen
1:00-Movie
3:30-World Tennis
3:30-Filas
3:00-Sinemor Sports
2:30- Lawrence Welk
5:00Arr,hies
5:00-Explorers
5:00-News
3:30-,Movie
5:30-Wild Minable
5:30-News
5:30-Wild Kingdom
5:30-News
6:00-Hardy
Boys
6:00-World of DISIWI
6:00-Nerdy Boys
6:00-60 Minotes
7:00-Six
Million
S
Mee
7:00-Mystery Movie
7:00-Six Million S litan
7100- Mods
11:00-Movie
1f:30-Movie
8:00- Movie
7:30- Phylis
10:00News
10:00- Hews
10:45- Newswatclo
II:00- Movie
10:15- 700 Club
10:30- Droplet
11:15- Soo' of the City
10:00-News
11:00-Movie
11:45- New Life How
10:30-Big Show
12:13-Mows 1200- Csepel Goitre
12:30-Mews

WPSD-6
6:45L Weather
7:00- Meetop
7:30- Gospel Mike
8:30-Poducah Devotion
915- Neenilton proteins
9:30-Children's Gospel
10:00-Cheagod Limn
10:30- Norold of Tooth
11:00-Accost
11:30- Aloe the Press
12:00-liege
12:30-MoMe
2:30-Ky. Afield
3:410-Beanie I, Over
3:30-WC Tears
4:30-"Chas Out'
5:00-News
5:30-News
CM-Walt Dlsaey
7:00- Myster Movie
0:03- Movie
1001-News
10:30- Goleta Age

1'

•

ItFVS-t2
6:00-Chrktepbor Clem"
6:30-News
7:00-Homan Dimas.
7:30- Noreld of Truth
0:00- WIf Out Gaines
$:10-Slues Mots
9:00-let Mgt. Church
IMO-Camera Three
10:30-Fae• the Notion
11:00-This Is lbe
11:10-Lang Date My Feet
12:00-Look op & Live
12:30-Little low
12:45-Spec.Report
12:50- Hollywood Alatimos
2:30-Film
3:00-Spar?,Specie
SAO-Moeda
5:30-Ikea
6:00-60 Mantes
7:00-bid,
7:30-Phyllis
0:00-Switch
9:00-Dolvecebie
10:00- News
10:15-News,

1
DAYTIME TV SCHEDULE MONDAY THROUGH FRIDAY
WNGE-2

WS1L-3

6 00- Good Morn. Am.
700--So:,
8:00 -- Popeye
8,30 -Green Acres
13:00- Andy triffith
i30-Tow' Own Time
10,00 -Don Ho Shoo
10 30 -Happy Days
11,00 Hews Center 1
11-30- All My Child.
12:00- Ryan's NOD!
12:30 -Family Feud
I :00-520,0004rowed
1:30- One Lauer-Live
2,00- Gentlfosp.
1.15- General Hospital
300- Edge of Night
3:30-Brady Bunch
4:00 -Big Volley
5-00-A8C Ness
5:30- Adens 11
6:00- Newswatch

WTVF-5
5:30- Gentry Jaffna
5:45-Carl Tiptoe
6:15- Wein, News
6:25- Mornings Oa 5
7:00- Mewing News
8:00-Captain Rengeroo
9:00-Price Is right
10:00-Desoblet Dare
10:30-love Of Life
11:00- Teeny And Rest
A :30-Sowell for Ton
12:00N-%tieing Coe.
12:20PIA -Noon News
12:30- World Tens
1:30-Goiausg Light
200-Al la The Family
2:30-Match Gana
3:00-Gamer Pyle
3:30-Dialog Fc • Delors
5:25- Warier
5:30- News
6:00-News

WSM-4
5:45- Weather
3:33-Morning Devotion
5:35-Job Market
6:00-Ralph Emory
7:00-Tim*
7:25-Sc..,. Tel*
7:30-Today
0:25-Sc... Today
11: -Today
9:00-Dinah!
10:00-WhejI a Fortwee
10:30-Sheet the St.-,
11:00-Nam That Tam
11:30-The Noe. Show
1230-Dsys if Our lives
1:30-Decters
2:00- Artother Wor(d
300-Geis Show
3:30-Seeord
1:00-Bewitched
1:30-Entergoncy One
5:25-Weather
5:30-News
6-00 Sane.,6

7:00- America
9:00-700 aid
10:3$- Happy Days
114,00- Don No.Show
11:30-Ryaisaalse
12:00-AM My Chadrise
1-2:30-Family Feed
1:00-520,000 Pyramid
1:30-One life
2:15-Gen. Hospital
3:00-hg.of Night
3:30-Lassie
4i00 M-Th MGM Thee.
1:00 8- Wellys Workshop
1:30 F -thoortet
5:00 F.,-Sool Tram

WPSD-6
6:23-Arthur Smith
6:54-Pastor Speaks
7:00- Today Pew
9:00-Sanford & So.
9:30 ,Itinoter"I°
9:55-4
-ales*
10:00-Whea of Ferias.
10:30-Sheetler the Stars
lloot Tone
11:00-New.
'
11:30-Lovers & Friends
12:00-News
12:30-Days el ear Lives
1:30-Tho Doctors
2:00- Anothiw World
3:00-Gig Show
3:30-Gavots Wood
4:00-lady Bosch
4:30-Irani&
5:30-NOWS
6:00-News

. . .,

1TV GUIDE FOR MONDAY

WNGE-2

WS1L-3

6:30- Disk
' 7:00-Comely Spinel
7430,Beselell
101.00- Newswedi
10:30- TBA
11:00- Sts. of S. F
1:00-PTL Club
3:00- Newsweek

WTVF-

WSM-4

5:30- Cactus Pete
7:00-Ogles' en Prairie
6:15-News
I:00-Movie
6:30- rkws
10:00-News
7:00-Specie
10:30- Tonight Shoe
7:30- pos.bia
12:00-Tomorrow
10:00-News
10:30-Sts. of Sam hon.
12:45-Hews

KFVS-12
6:00-Swease Sow
6:30-Breakfast Show
7:00-News
I:00-Captain Rangers.
9:00-Prim Is Right
10:00-Doehie Dare
10:30- Lev.of Life
10:53- News
11:00- Tomei & Restless
11:30- Sorra for Tomorrow
12:00-farm Pietas
12:05-News
12:30-Weld Tone
1:30-Guiding Light
2:00-Al in the Family
2:30-Match Game '77
3:00- Tattletales
3:30-Beverly NillbaBes
4:00- Iliseritelsel
4:30- Andy Griffith
•5:00- Tel the Truth
5:30-News
6:00-News '

WPSD-6

"
6:30-Tea the Troth
7:00-News Spode
0:00-They void it
with Music
10:00-News
10:30- WTVF Reports
11:00-Wanted: Deed 1
or Alive

KFVS-12

6:30-Pop Goes Country - 6:00-New.
7:00-House ea Profs+,
6:30- Moppet Thee
0:00-Movie
7:00-News Special
imos-itows
6:00-They sod It
19:30-Image Thew
lett Music
12:00-lenorrow
10:00-News
10:30-Movie
12:30-News
•

_

TV GUIDE FOR TUESDAY
WNGE-2

'WSM-4

WSIL-3

6:30- Treasure NW
7:00.L'!hippy Days
13
:0--- teverar-R Shirley
0:00- Mori*
10:00 -14errasestch
10:30- TRA
11:00-Movie
12:30-PTL Club
2:30- Newsweek
1

1

7:00-Mack Slump
6:15- News
II:00- PolkelVoseem .
News
6:30-News
9:00-Police Story
7x$0-.Sloppy Days
10:00-Nevn
7 3°)-Laver
"a Sair* 10:30-Teedge Show
0:00-Movie
"1 12:00- Tomorrow
10:00-News

10:30-Movie
12:36-News
'i

I

-

immino
.

..

WPSD-6

WTVF-5

KFVS-12

6:341,Tell the Trvtli
6:30-$1:coos olosti..
7:00- Nom Spacial
7:00-Mock Sheep
II:00- AV A'VII
SAM-Pam Wawa
i
,11:30-One Day et•Time . 9:0e_ poke steri
9:00-Moja
10:00-New.
10:00-News
10:30-Tealgirt Show
10:30-Gensesoke
i. 1'ild0- Tomorrow
11:30- Iroasido
12:30-News

5,30_ clews piy,

6:00-Nowt;.
6:30-Mote The Tone
7:00- Hews Social
5:00-Nr A'V II
111:30-0eeRey a.Time
9:00-Keit'
10:00-News
10:301-Movie
12:30-News

eiesew

TV clUIDE FOR WEDNESDA1
WNGF-7

6:30- Hollywood Severn
70-Donny A Marie
8-00-Beretta
9:00-Chin's Angels
10:00-Newsweek 1
10:30- TBA
11:00- Rookies
1,30- PTE Club
3-30 -lfewswesle
1

WS1L-3 .
5:30-Ore Roberts
6:30- News
7:06- Donny 8. Well
1100 --1119"t"
9:00 -Cliorlio's Angels
10:60- News
10:30-Rookie
12:00-News

:wspei-4
Adams
7:00-Grizzly
Sharkey
B:00-CPO
8:30 _ mown.,tioit .,

WTVF-5

-Kingston Confidentiol
9:00
40,0_0•In

WPSD-6

.
TO:15-News
10:45-Gionsmoke
11:45-humid*
12:45-Niws

10:30-Tonight Thew 12:00- Tomorrow

WM1.-3
WSM-4
5:30- Coctos Pete
6:15- Mews
,
7:00-Russian Demme ,
6:30-*its
11:00- Movie
7:00-Kotter
7:30- What's Happening 19:00-News
10:30-Tonight Shoe
1:00- Berney Miller
12:00- Tomorrow
1:30- Fish,
9:00- Wee Ode Medical
,
10:00-News
•I 10:30-5. W. A. T.
127011- News '

6 30- Name The Tem
1
.
7,100-Kelm
7 30- What's.Weltimmill
8.00 - Bunny Miller
8-30- Fish
9 00- WestsideMelical
10-00- Newsnintek

KFVS-12

8:0-/888kvilk 8488k
7:00-Grimly Adams
COS-C.P0 Sharkey
I:311- Cita* Tips
9410-Kbegeon Cestfidertiel
..
10410-188w8
10:30-Tonight Show
12:00- Tetwerrew
_

6:30-Tel the Truth
7:00-00
7:30- Metre & Davis
8:06_ movie

•

TV GUIDE FOR THURSDAY
_

,
WNGE-2

1

WTVF-5

WPSD-6

6:30- Tel tfa TWA
7-00-Wit..
B:00- Nowell avti-0
9:00,- lerneby Moos
10:00-*WW1
10:30-Gonessioke
11:30- Ireaside
12:30-News
r_

I:JO-hew Wildwor
7:00-lloonerza
8:00-'Rolls
1000-News
10:30-Tonight Throw
12:03- Ternorrew

6:00-News
6:30-Price,, Right
7:00-Good Times
7:30- MK** & Davis
1,00_ mime
1000-News
10:30-Movie
12:30-Hews

1
4

.

KFVS-12
6:00-News
6:30-World el Anievels
71011-Wakes*
0:00-Newell Five--0
9:00-illoreaby hetes
10:00-News
10:30-Movie
1:10-Newt

_

TV GUIDE FOR FRIDAY
WNGE-2

‘

6 30--"sava4
"
l""1
7 00- Movies
10:00-Newswatch
10:30- TlIA
1 1:00- Beretta ,
12:00- Moyle
1:30- PT( OA
_,
3 30- Newsweek ,

Wfilt-3
5:30-Cortes Pete
6:15-News
6:30-New.
1:00-Double Theme
10:00-Newt
10:30- Beretta
11:31- Movie
1:00 _ News

WTV1
,
5

WSM-4

6:30-Tel the ?not
7:00- Movie
10:30-News
11:1107Gonenneke
12v00- krenside
tie-News
1:30-Samoan Thowle

7:00 --Sanfira a S"
7:30-Chk• & the Mon
I:00-%lacy
19:00-News
10:30- Towight Thaw
12:00- Midnight Special

WPSD-6
6:30-Candid Camara
7:00-Sniffed i Sim
7:30-Chita& the Ihnn
8:00-Outhey
10:00-News
10:30- Tasight Sheer
12:00-Midnight Special

,
m

-

-

4
•••-•••••",, ,711

KFVS-12
6:00-Newt
6:30-Daly
7:00-Movie
10:00- Newe10:30-Movie
12:30-News

1

•=II

••••11•111
OMNI—

II•MP

seems..air-.
•

IM...411
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•
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Friday, July I
7 p. m. - Options "Setting
National Priorities" How is
President Carter doing with
zero base budgeting? What
sort of health care programs
should we have, and ho* can
we control rising hospital
costs? What policies should
the government adopt toward
energy, environment, and the
cities? These are some of the
topics covered in Settling
National Priorities, The
Brookings Institution'a annual
analysis and alternative to the
federal budget:

Probably one of the largest
musical entourages in the
hiStory of rock music has been
dropped due to. heavy exPenns. Yes, Emerson, Lake

Saturday, July 2
1 p. m. - WKMS $aturday
Opera Cherubini's "Medea" is
performed. MSU faculty
member Henry Bannon
describes the plot and stage
action.
6:30 p.m. - The Goon Show
-Under Two Floorboards"

their 70 piece symphony orchestra from the-tour that was
supposed to have lasted a year
and probably will still be going
after a year. One of the
reasons for the heavy expense
was that each member of the
orchestra was paid $460 per
week. Anyhow, the show must

'
4111111.1.11.11111111P

Record Review
by J. D. Lancaster
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Along with this tour,
Sunday, July 3
Note: Today is the first day --Emerson, Lake and Palmer
of our summer quarter have released a two Lp set
program schedule. If you that is really unique entitled,
would like a copy, write: WK- "Works, Vol. I." The thing
MS-FM, 3227 University that really is unique is that
Station, Murray, KY 42071.)
8 p. m. - Folk Festival USA
-Sam Hinton in Concert"

The orchestration is' just
beautiful especially when they
use a big orchestra.
On the final side 'the best
cuts are "Pirates" and
"Fanfare For The Common
Man" in which. the group
performs together. Overall, it
is a pretty good set even
though it is not doing fantastically well on the charts.
Disappointed
I was very disappointed that
I could not get tickets to go to
the Eagles Concert and thus
give an eyewitness account of
the concert. Ugly rumors had
it that they were sold out plus
the fact the press was told by
one store they had to stand in
line with the rest to get tickets.
Anyhow, I heard from those
that were lucky that the
-• concert was fantastre- at,. the
Omni In Atlanta, Georgia
especially on Sunday night,
when, Steve Miller appeared
with'the Eagles on stage.
Mini Reviews
GRAHAM CENTRAL
• STATION — "Now Do-UWanta Dance" answers a
and 1 p. m.(CT) whe,Uthere is simple question and that is
little 'being offered to
No! This is one of the worst
children." /'
Lp's I've ever heard and the
"SesameSfreet" airs at 7 a. group sounds like 'a warped
record. • .
m. and ;4-a. m.(CT); "Mister
HENRY MANCINI — His
Rogere Neighborhood': at 8 a.
called
/(CT); "Electric Corn- latest endeavor
ny" at 8:30 a. m. and 10 a.- "Mancini's Angels" is simply
m.(CT);followed by "Zoom," great. Best cust are "Theme
"Studio See," "Rebop," from Charlie's Angels," "The
Moneychangers," "The Silver
"Inftniy Factory" and "Once
Upon A Classic" at half:hour
Streak," and a 6½'tniiiüte
from "Roots."
inte Is.
SHALAMAR — "Uptown
"It's something we've never
done before," emphasizes Ms. Festival" is one of the best
medley's of ten disco songs
Welch,"but we'd like to give it
I've ever heard by a three
a try. Other public television
member group. Great for
stations who have changed to
this schedule are finding it ilisco parties.
very successful."
each of the three have a solo
side of the two reio-rd set and
then one on the fourth side,
they all join forces with same
great music including the
great cut of musical variety
called "Pirates."
The album sounds more of
classical than it does rock and
especially great is Emerson's
performance of "Piano
Concerto No. 1" which sounds
like another Tchaikovsky.
Carl Palmer does a fan- .
tastic job on the drums
especially on "L A. Nights"
and the remake of "Tank."
Then, Greg Lake does some
beautiful arrangements of
vocals especially "C'est La
Vie" and the pounding of
"Hallowed By Thy Name."

KET Adds Sunday
Morning To Schedule

Monday, July 4
8 p. m. - HOLIDAY
SPECIAL:
"A
Sousa
Odyssey" This program is
built-ground a concert given
by the United States Marine
Three
award-winning
Band and features many
"unknown" works by the children's programs,some old
march king, John Philip favorites and some new adSousa. Two intermission ditions are reeling out the
features will also be heard. Lt. education while children are
Col. Jack T. Kline is the reeling in the entertainment
on KET each Sunday morning.
director of the band.
"SeSame ,Street," "Electric
Company" and "Zoom"
Titeselayrikely 5 p. -m. National Town brought home Ernmy Awards
Meeting ''1A New Look at -this year for best Children's
Taxes" with Senators Spark instructional prograsuning,
Matsunago(D-Haw)and John -best informational children's
series and best children's
C Danforth (R-Mo).
entertainment series,
respectively.
Wednesday, July 6
"KET is responding to the
8 p. m. - NPR Recital Hall
Pianist Jorge Bolet performs pleas of many parents who
many selections by Haydn, have requested Something for
Heger, Liszt, and Godowsky. their: children to watch on
Sunday mornings," says
Sandy Welch, programming
Thursday, July 7
7 p. m. - Pauline Prederiek director for KET."So, instead
& Colleagues National Public of broadcasting children's
Radio's foreign affairs analyst programs on Saturday
moderateaidiscussion on this mornings; 'we'll broadcast
country's foreign affairs programs for children and
adolescents between 7 a. m.
issues.

•

Tennessee Ernie Say's a
Lifestyle'About Right'
SAN FRANCISCO (AP) —
At 58, Tennessee Ernie Ford
says life is shaping up just
about the way he wants it.
The "Ole Peapicker," as the
mellow-voiced country and
religious song stylist is known
to fans, said he's playing now
about as much as he's
working.
"I'm working about six
months out of the year," Ford
said in an interview.
"Sometimes there will be a
couple of weeks- when I won't
do anything but what'want to
do" — like: "floating and
fishing on the Arkansas
River." •
"I'm quite an active man
yet — in diversified things. I
perform quite a bit, but not on
a week-to-week basis," Ford
said.
Ford's professional life
nowadays includes making
commercials, television
specials and talk shows and
appearing at state fairs and
Nevada casinos. This summer
he's planning a special to be
taped aboard a Mississippi
riverboat.
He has just signed a
contract with Word Records,
biggest distributor
the
worldwide of religious music.
'Tye picked 11 good,old,Wellknown Gospel hymns that will
be our first, album for Word,
and we'll do that the first Week
in Jun," said Ford, who4Ca's
cut 83 albums.
"My faith has always been
very strong with me. I've
always loved religious music,
and I've sung it since I was 3
years old," said Ford, who
was raised a Methodist in
Bristol,Tenn.
"When I got into television, I
had the opportunity to present
this music in a way I thought
people wanted to hear it. It is
great music and you can smile
when you sing it — you don't
have to put on sackcloth and
sit in a pile of ashes."
His biggest hit was "16
Tons," the tale, of a hardworking, pcior man who keeps
sinking deeper in debt. The
"great documentary folk

song," as Ford calls it, sold
seven million single records.
In Portola Valley, the
wealthy suburb 30 miles to the
south where he moved after
leaving his highly rated TV
series in 1961, Ford's personal
life revolves mostly around
neighbors, wife EllAty and the
-6haron Heights Golf and
country Club.
His two sons ale grown and'
are making their own careers
in Nashville, the unofficial"
headquarters for Ford's'style
of music. Brion, 27, is married
arid singing; Buck, 25, • is
writing, producing and
performing.
That gives Tennessee Ernie
and Betty, his wife of 34 years,
"a brand new life," he said. A
lingering pain in the elbow has
curbed his golf game, but not
his domino-playing_ with
friends.
Ford said he likes being able
-tb pick and choose what to do
and when to do it. He said it
gives him more time for youth
work, leisure and spending
time with people.
The Mekong River is 2,600
miles long. Its source is in central Tibet.

If You
Need Them:
fire
Police
Rescue
Ambulance
Hospital %Emergency
Humane Social!

753-1441
753-1621
753-6952
753-9332
753-5131
153-1994

Comprelensive
Poison
PCareon. Como!
Senior Citizens
MmHg*
lean lo had

753-6622
753-1538
753-0929
753-NEED
153-2283

cial Concerns
Committee and
The Ledger &
Times

r

Renee Taylor and Joseph Bologna star in
"Made Eor
Each Other," a sprightly comedy (which
they wrote)
about an unlikely love affair, to be broadcast
for the first
time on television on "The CBS
Wednesday Night
Movies," Wednesday, July 13(1300-10:00 p. m.,
CT) on
the CBS, Television Network

WATCH OUT
FOR

CORN-AUSTIN'S
STORE-WIDE CLEARANCE SALE
STARTING 9 AM,JULY 5

Special
on

Tapes & Albums
To All
All The Newest Releases First!
Smokey 8 The Bondit New
'Jc•A'nny
Taylor

New,
Melissa Manchester

The Lorges.t Selection of Topes•pnd A(bums in fliis oreo.

TV Service Center.
Central Shopping Center

753-SUS

TI
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Doctors Sew Back Severed Hand Of
South Dakota Surgeon After Accident
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP)Doctors here have sewn back
on the left hand of a 45-yearold South Dakota physican
who now has . hopes of
returning to the operating
room himself,one day,not as a
patient but as a surgeon again.
Dr. Noe Authier; who has
used a microscope for years in

ist
key
est
nd
Ion
nip
,it
ten
an-

eye operations, was cutting
timber with a chain saw in the
Black Hills two weeks ago
when "all of a sudden I saw
my hand on the ground," he
said in an interview Thursday.
His 12-year-old son Marc
had read ah article about the
microsurgeons at Jewish
Hospital here who specialize

Crossword Puzzler
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6 -Exists
1 Seed
7 Obscure
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12 Macaw
10 Anger
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in desert
implement
14 Before
16 More crippled
15 Well matured
18 Cloctrine
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woman
22 Make suitable
19 Newer 23 Listens to
21 Employ
25 Genus of cattle
22 Interjection
24 Take unlaynujiy 27 Eagle's nest
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43 Equality
45 Recorded in
Order
47 Regret
49 Apple rink
52 Jog
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nickname
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LOOK!
MR5.NEL5ON
15 CLIMBING
A TREE

'mature Syndicate.

in reimplanting arms, legs, packing it in ice. I felt rather
hands and feet-that have been proud of him."
Authier said he contacted a
severed inAccidents.
The article noted that friend in Rapid City,S.D., who
severed''limbs, when ctit off was waiting when they came
"cleanly," should be packed down from the mountain.
in ice for preservation, and Authier and his friend, Dr.
that is what Marc did with his Conrad Blunck, flew to
Louisville, where the surgeons
father's hand.
"We had set up a saw up in at Jewish Hospital, headed by
the mountains of the Black Drs. Harold Kleinert and
Hills, up at a ski resort area, Joseph Kutz, were waiting.
The hand was sewn back on
where we were ripping some
timbers to prepare a private In a 14-hour operation, and.
ski cabin," Authier said. Authier said his doctors are
"Somehow, the accident "very satisfied with the way
happened, my left arm was things are going."
He said it will be six months
cut off just right above the
before he knows whether he'll
wrist.
"My son had read this be able to use the hand again
article, and he remembered it and whether his days in
very well," Authier said. "He operating rooms are over. But
remembered the part about he hasn't lost hope.

FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP)- "It can be a very heavy
Homeowners should receive burden on buyers of new
an exemption for installation homes," he said.
of solar energy-equipment, an
Mills said studies indicate
official of the Homebuilders solar power may not be that
Association of Kehtucky says. effective in certain parts of
Leonard Mills, executive Kentucky, particularly in the
vice president, told a Special east, where there are fewer
Subcommittee on Energy sunny days. However, he said
Thursday he supports the idea he has found the public
of allowing solar equipped acceptance of solar energy
homes to be assessed as if they much more widespread -and
had conventional heating coming much more quickly
systems, which cost less.
than he had anticipated. •
Mills said tax incentives are
Energy officials feel a tax
encourage break is needed "to ease the
to
needed
homeowners to install solar burden
of the initial
equipment in place of or along investment," Stapleton said.
with conventional heating
He said the exemption
systems, since the cost of should be offered for
installing such equipment can .commercial, industrial and'
- residential use, but he said it
range from $2,000 to $4,000.

511E CLIMBED THE
TREE 50 5HE COULD
JUMP ON HER!
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THE PHANTOM

WHAT
HAPPENED
TO THEM?

"I'm keeping my fingers
crossed," Authier said. "It
his been very painful and all,
but when you see your arm on
the ground in the dust, you are
bound te feel better when it is
attached."
Kutz and Kleinert say in
similar cases, patients usually
regain -about 60 to 80 per cent
normal use of the reimplanted
limbs.
"I don't really know, and
they don't either,- whether I'll
be able tp operate again,"
Authier said. "I hope to do
surgery again, eventually, but
I am looking at the
possibilities as they develop.
When you talk about other
cases, what is successful for a
bricklayer, it's different than
fora microsurgeon,like me."

Insulation Exemption Called For

SAE'
S CLIMBING A
TREE TO GET AWAY

a

2 Notice

OUR THREE
FROM THE
JUNGLE!

NOBODY EXPLAINED
.TEN-"4 r5 70 ME L,4E
TrIAT gEposzE

may not be widely token
advantage of, since some may
feel it's not enough to
compensate for the increased
cott of the heating system.
The deputy commissioner
said another problem is that
solar energy won't provide 100
per cent of the energy needs in
Kentucky,so that an alternate
or backup system would be
needed..
But he said it was still an
idea worth encouraging.
"We've,got to do something,"
he said. •
Jessee .Warders of the U.S.
Housing
and
Urban
DeveloPment. -Agency in
Louisville, said HUDformulating
energy
conservation policies for:its
housing,
irrcluding
experimentation with - solar
energy. He said HUD is
financing a $5 million pilot
program in 10 states to
denlop -solar hot water.
systems.
He said Kentucky was not
selected to participate.
The committee, to which all
energy-related legislation will
be referred, discussed what
can be done to increaSe energy
conservation 111 homes.
Mills told the panel that
builders already have taken
steps to cut monthly utility
bills by such eudirnentary
measures as • increasing
insulation and installing
double pane storrh windows.
He said most homes built
over the last -three to four
years will meet energy
conservation standards being
developed by the state ,and
federal government. Mills said he foresees
several problem areas In
developing and implementing
energy conservation policies.
He cited the conflicts
between
a fire code.
construction codeand energy,
which would be at cross
purposes on a variety of items,
such as windows.
Mills said most fire codes
with
are
concerned
availability of exits, including
accessible windows, whereas
an energy code would be
concerned with reducing the
size and'number of.-windOVis
because they let heat escape.

COLOR PORTRAITS,
bring us yours for extra
copies. Made from any
size into any size.
Wallets low as 24 cents,8
x 10 $2.40. Fast service,
Artcraft, 118 South 12th,
753-0035. Free, parking
lot, use our rear entrance:
FOR
WATKINS
Products.
Contact
Holman Jones, 217 South
13th, phone 753-3128.

Would you Eke to ride
Chisch Bus to Sam,div School and roofsing worshe, services
at
Sinking Spring Baptist (brad
Bus Driver For -July,
Mickey Boggess, 753-

0
- 4/

Sale on GE
Air Conditioners
4000 BTU - 059.00 or
$13.00 per month; 5000
BTU - $189.00 or $14.00
per month; 6003 BTU $229.00 or $16.00 per
month; 8000 BTU $289.00 or $17.00 per
month; 10,000 BTU $339.00 or $18.00 per
For
month.
information call 7530595.
MARY KAY Cosmetics
phone Sonya Futrell 7534505 after 4:00 p. m. atld
all day Saturdays.
THIS WEEKS SPECIAL
OLQ Milwaukee beer
ten oz. cans. $1.35 six
pack, $4.99
case.
Cypress Springs Boat
Dock,436-5496.
DRIVE A LITAk and
eat a lot. Come on out top
Cypres's
Springs
Restaurant, overlooking
beautiful Ky. Lake.
Enjoy a delicious meal
in
a
relaxed
atmosphere. Open
Tuesday-Sunday. Closed
Monday. Call 436-5496.
MOST COMPLETE
service shop in this
area. Murray Lawn and
Garden, 200 E. Main.
FREE LESSONS. Learn
needlepoint, crewel
embroidery, crochet
and smocking. Rd(
yarns. Yarn cutters.
$2.98. Make latch hook
rugs and pillows for half
the price of pre-cut
yarn. 15
cent
discount to Senior
Citizens, Houle of
Thousands in " Fox
Meadows,South 18th ,St.
Murray's Newest Yarn
Shop. For lesson information call 73-3855.
Master Charge, Bank
Americard.

eer

Let's Stay Well
Premature Infants
By F .1 L,Blasingame. MI)

•-

•

-

15 Article, For Sale
NOW.
AVAILABLE
Urethane foam. MI,
sizes, all densities. Cut
to your specs. West Ky.
Cabinet Co., 1203 Story
Avenue. 753-6767.

Notice

JESUS says in Mark
13:13. -And ye shall be
hated of all men fordny
name's sake: but he that
shall endure unto the
end, the same shall be
saved." And in Luke
9:62 "No man, having
put his hand to the
plough, and looking
back, is fit for: the
kingdom of God." For
further
information
'consult your Bible. For
assistant call 753-0984.

TOBACCO AND tomato
slicks, 13 cents each.
Call 489-2126 or 435-4263.
, SALE '- AIR Conditioners. While they
last all deluxe models
with variable speed
fans, 9 position thermostat, 5 year guarantee on compressor,
6,000 BTU, 189.95,
10,00 BTU, $23995,
17,000 BTU, $319.95
20.000 BTU, $329.95.
Wallin Hardware, Paris,
Tenn.-

BELTONE
HEARING
AID Sales. Free service
on all makes. Open 9-1
daily, Monday-Friday.
Beltone of Benton, 1200
Poplar St., Benton, Ky.
Phone 527-8463.,
WHAT WE DO BIM is
care. NEEDLINE, 7536333

FOR SALE used air
conditioners. We • also
buy used air conditioners. Dill Electric,
753-9104 or 753-1551.

WESTERN DARK FIRED
TOBACCO GROWERS
ASSC.
Newly decorated
532 sq. ft.
office space for rbnt.
Utilities furnished
pleRty of
parking space.
Phone 753-3341 or
753-3342

AFRICAN VIOLETS that
bloom green and white.
For sale. 1401 Poplar St.,
Benton, Ky.,
HI NEIGHBOR! Tried
Blue Lustre for cleaning
carpets? It's super!
Rent electric shampooer. Big K, Bel Aire
Shopping Center.
SPRING SPECIAL
PAINT' SALE. Hanna
first quality Latex Satin
Sheen, regular $8.25,
sale $6.00 per gallon.
H a trn a seirri-gress
enamel regular, $10,
sale, $8.00 per gallon:
Lumber
Murray
Company,753-3161.

3 Card Of Thanks
THE
FAMILY
OF
Wilford Dumas wishes
to thank each, and
everyone for their
kindness, during the
death of our loved one..
Also thanks to the
Murray-Calloway
Hospital and Dr. Donald
Hughes for their kindness. Special thanks to
the Rutledge Funeral
Home. May God blew
each and everyone. Cora
Dumas and Family

11.5 CU. FT. GE white •
refrigerator. $299 or
$13.00 per month. For .
informakien call 753O59.
HUFFY 8 h. p. riding
mower,. ,,used - two
summers4300. Call 7537173.

TFIE FAMILY OF H.
Beuton
Lassiter
gratefully acknowledge
every expression of
sympathy to us by
neighbors, friends, the
J. H. Churchill Funeral
Home, Brother R. J.
Burpoe and the Grace
Baptist Church choir
during the
recent
sickness and death of
our husband, brother
and uncle.

12 HORSEPOWER riding
mower. Almost new
motor. $400. 10 'speed
bike, $45. Call. 753-8333.
TRUCK LOAD Tire Sale.
4 ply polyester, white
wall, premium grade,
12-32 tread depth.
A78x13", $16.06 plus
$1.74 FE Tax, E78x14",
$19.42 plus $2.30 FE Tax,
F78x14", $20.15 plus
$2.44 FE Tax, G78x14"
or 15", $21.38 plus $2.60
FE,Tax, H78x15", $23.32
plus $2.85 FE Tax,
1.78x15", $25.76 plus
$3.13 FE Tax. Wide ones
with raised white letters, G70x14" or 15", _

6 Help Wanted
CARFRAMING
PENTER. Call 753-0984.
_j_$200 'WEEKLY POSSIBLE stuffing envelopes. Send a self. _
stamped
addressed
envelope to Fischer
Enterprises, Box 127,
Eureka, South Dakota-57437.

SZ8.: plu3S2.87 F.E
G60x14" -or 15", $32.48
plus, $3.08 FE Tax,
Med*" or 15", $33.85
plus $3.58 FE Tax.
Truck tires - Hi way
- tread. 700x15", 6. ply,
$24703 plus $2:83 FE Tax,
750x16", 8 ply, $31.10
plus $3.59 FE Tax,
H78x15", $31.13 plus
$3.25 FE Tax. Tractor
type, 700x15", $28.04
plus $3.16 FE" Tax.
750x16', 8 ply,(37 45
plus $3.95 FE Tax,
I.78x16", 8 ply, $41.25
plus $4.12 FE Tax.
Prices good ,,while
present stock lasts.
Wallin Hardware, Paris.
16 Home Furnishings

WANTED - one experienced cook, one
experienced waitress,
cooks helper, and motel
maid. Ky. Lake Lodge
Restaurant, 474-2259.
WAITRESS wanted at
Gallimores Restaurant
at Hazel, Ky. Call 4929785. •
.
10 Business Opportunity
.SIIIKVICE STATION
-building, 7 pumps and
storage tanks and
garage building rented
all. $10,000 down,
balance 10 years.
Contact Byerfmder,
Sikeston, MO.
•

0: Mts. K.K. writes that her urinal development in certain
• aughter was born pre- prematures and further impair
maturely - about six or eight adequate breathing.
weeks early. She had to spend
Researchers appear to have
MONEY TO LEND. 6 per
about a Week in a respirator to found a natural substance thas
cent simple interest on
assist her in her breathing.
can encourage or stimulate the
large farm -business
The mother wants to know if development of the lining of
.loans,
signature loans.
prematurity increases risks in the respiratory tract, but this
Call 502-885-1795 betluture life and predispctses her - material is not yet available
ween 5 and 9 p.m.-daughter to any particular dis- for general use. Such medica,
eases.
• tion could prove to he a great
Id Viani To Buy
A: Prematurity is a- hazaixi----- aid because of the frequency of
in itself, but once it is overcome premature births and their PRESIDENTIAL
by living through it, no perma- trouble' with .inadequate
CAMPAIGN
buttons
dent ill effects rk-etist. In other development of their respiratoCall 753-7106 after 5 p
words, when prematurés are rv tracts..
m
gtven admitgite-raTe-37111-Sar---Premature infants require
vive, they can usually expect a diligent care in a. hogritalioursWOULD LIKE, to boy
registered wire haired
normal life and "catch up- ery during their early life. This
with infants born at term
care is complicated and expen- , Fox Terrier puppy. Call
YOu mentioned difficulty in sive but is essential in many
753-5669.
breathing. This is often encoon-' rases. Survival rates'have irnArficles For Sale
tered among premature in- pi
:
wed-4i recent years.
fants Some observers have felt
HEAVY DUTY 3 axle
of course, the best treatment
that the recuratory center of of prematurity is its prevention
trailer, 3...foot exhaust
the brain might not be ade- by assisting the pregnant
fan, 71z .horse power
ouately -developed in some in- -pother- to carry her baby as
motor . Call
outboard
436.n6 --motor
tants Others lack development near to term as possible. She is
Of the epithelial lining of the the bcst'ai1 most natural
respiratory tract, so that ox- "home" for 4he immature in,. CONWLETF. LINE of
ygen is not readily exchanged fant Every ailditional day that
Ortho products. from
in the lungs and waste prod- the mother can carry her baby,
home pest control to
acts are not readily thmwn off the better its chances of surplant food
house
Sometimes portions of the vival on its own.
Murray Lawn and
lungs lag behind in their rum1977 I hied F where Sweetie it
Garden, 200 E. Main.

-1-i..)PlC)15 TAKINSG
IJ $100000 CO
A DAY-AND 51VN3
IT-ALL TO THE NEEDY-

-.••••••1111.

2

BUTLERS Antique at
Almo Heights, Highway
641 North. Will open July
1st.

j

USED
FURNITURE.
Bunk beds, chests„
dresser, full and half ,
beds, bedroom' suite,:
dinette„ odd -chairs,
metal shelf, bar stools,
white corner .desk and
chair, other desks, old
- apirtment range, wine
rret, Misglfret, -3
drawer dresSerette,
nursery tables and
chairs. Ca.rraway
Furniture, 105-if 3rd,
753-1502.
15.3 C11311,7 FOOT GE
white chest freezer. $349
or $18 per month. For
information call 753.0595.
HEAVY DUTY 18 pound
GE washer. Harvest
gold, with water level
control. For $299.00 or
816 per month. For information- call 753-0695.
- -we

-

.
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ILI.44%.
24 Miscellaneous

20. Sports Equipment

16 Horne Furnishings

FRIG I DA I R E electric GALVANIZED pool, 6:
stoye, . harvest gold. wide x 2' deep. $40. Call
Conttnuous cleaning 753-0705 or 753-8391.
- oven. Used 5 months.
FOR SALE Pohtoon boat.
$150. Call 753-4506.
CalL489-2460.
USED- FRIGIDAIRE
refrigerator and 10 x fo
green carpet. Call 7.533064.

1969 SEA KING1 boat, 15'
with 1972 Chrysler 20 h.
p. motor. New battery,
new trolling motor. Tilt
trailer. Call 489-2787.
bed,
iron
- SINGLE
washstand with original
tile. Complete Aladdin FORWARD' CONTROL
fiberglass boat with
lamp;fancy rocker. Call
trailer and . 18 horse
753-8761.
Evinrude motor. $300.
Also 1969 VW bug, runs
ANTIQUES - Oak bed,
good, $400. Before noon
and oak men's chest.
call 436-2179.
Call 753-6479.
KENMORE gas dryer,
855- King- sue waterbed
with frame, $45, dining
table, $20, plastic chairs
50 cents. 753-8830, after 8
p. m.

25' HOUSEBOAT, 4
bunks, 2 burner range,
had, sink, needs minor
- repairs. Without motor.
$450. can 763-8776-after 5
p.

FORSALE OR TRADE:
FOR SALE used Singer
boat and
Glaspar
sewing machine, zig zag
trailer. With 50 h. p.
and all 'regular -atMercury;Call 436-2516.
tachments. Fully
guaranteed, sews
22. Musical
perfect. Full cash price,
329.50.. Call Martha. BALDWIN PIANOS and
to
Hopper, 354-8619 or
Rent
organs.
write Route 5, Benton.
purchase plan. Lonardo
Ky.
.Piano Company, across
from Post Office, Paris,
!9.Farm Equipment
Tennessee.
1951 FORD TRACTOR,
red belly. Seven pieces CONRAD'S PIANOS of equipment. Excellent
Organs, Kimball and
condition. Call 489-2769
Baldwin, Lowery-Story
or 489-2133.
and Clark. Largest
'selection in Western
NEW EH -mini held 3,row
Kentucky,- 753-1424,
X- inch. Fits 31a and 615Olympic Plaza, Murray',
IH combine. $3750. Call
Ky.
489-2792.
23. Exterminating
PONY
FERGUSON
tractor, good condition,
FREE
with- implements. $1200.
Call 753-8056.
l

,7.Termite

Inspection

FOR SALE Ford tractor.
'--cltskT-bushog. 3
fork lift. 10 h.p. Johnson
motor, 16 ft. boat COT
753-7580 after 5.

Certified Ity EPA
Avoid Corti* Mears Itepairs

Kelly's-termite
& Pest Control

WILL SELL or buy used
or new farm machinery
on Hardin 80 East. Call
437-4801.

Nome ...I mod shereted ever U
V.-. Oa eat sir hey *Wm,eull Oh
is finished.
100 South4.3tErSt.

Phone 753-3914
Roaches,Sliver Fish
and Shrubs

.BUSH HOG 6', used very
little. Call 753-2362.
TD-18 International
Dozer.. New ste_efing
clutches,
rebuilt
hydraulic pump' and
cylinder. $8500. Call 8983429.

24 Misi-Pllaneous

CUSTOM MATTRESS
made any size for antique beds or campers.
CAT. DOZER - very
Buy direct and save on
good condition.
mattresses,
all
Hydraulic. Reasonable.
or foam.
Healthopedic
Call 436-5628.
Also .see their elegant
20 Sports Equipment
gallery of furniture,
-1976- 18' SOMERSET triBaryboo, Wicker and
hull Runabout. 18.h. p.
Brass.. WISES W-EST
inboard-oiltboard. Fully
KY. MATTRESS AND
equipped.!Super clean.
FURNITURE
1136
* 55 running hours. Must
South 3rd, Paducah.
sell. Call 489-2318.
Phone 1443-7323.
1975 Cadillac Coup DeVWe with moonroot-all the
extras. New car trade-in.
1973 Cadillac Eldorado Convertible, extra nice
collector's item.

a

1973 Cadillac SedanDeVille, extra nice, pew car
trade-in.
1975 Buick Electra 225,13,000 miles, Murray car,
new car trade-in:
1973 Buick Electra 225,4 door, new car trade-in.
1948 Buick Electra, new car trade-in.
1971 Oldsmobile 98, 4 door sedan, new car tradein.
1973 Chevrolet Camaro, all the extras, new car
trade-in. A Young man's dream car.
1973 Mach I mustang

32 Apartments For Rent
APARTFURNISHED
2
or
MENTS, I
bedrooms. Also sleeping
rooms'. Zimmerman
Apartments, South 16th
753-6609.
Street, ,

41 Public Sales

43 Real Estate

rrif.r for 5,ie

43 Real Estate

2 BEDROOM brick at 809
RUSTIC HOME only 2
Waldrop. Pay owners
miles from Murray
and assume V. A.
equity
featuring "Great
Price less than
loan.
Room" with large stone
Phone 753-0705
$25.000.
fireplace, large kitchen,
753-8391.
or
and
bedrooms
2
NEW TOWNHOUSE,. 2
paneling throughout.
BY OWNER: 2 blocks
bedroom, disposal, dishSliding glass doors open CHOICE LOTS Fairview
from university. Twowasher, range and
Acres, Lynnwood
onto .large concrete
HEAVY DUTY GE dryer.
story brick; 4 bedrooms,
refrigerator.,
$185.
Two
Estates, Meadow Green
patio ideal for summer
Harvest gold. With
baths, family room,
3
bedroom apartment,
Acres, Baywood Vista,
bar-b-queing. Excellent
automatic sensor
living room, kitc.hen and
stove,
refrigerator
and
"Panorama
Shores,'
home at excellent price.
control. $220.00 or $13
utility room. Furnished
disposal. $160. Call 753Wiswell Estate, and on
Phone Ii.opperod Realty
per month. For incottage (rental unit) on
7550
or
753-7559.
Johnny
Robertson
Road.
753-1222.
formation call 753-0595.
back of property. Lovely
Fulton Young Realty,
trees and lawn, garden.
TWO
BEDROOM
fur753-7333
or
SUPPLY
753-4946.
MURRAY
GATESBOROUGH
By appointment only.
nished apartment.
Lawn and Garden has a
46 Homes For Sale
HOME featuring 4
Call 753-0423.
Water
furnished,
lawn
used
good supply of
bedrooms, 2 baths, 'TWO BEDROOM frame
washer and dryer,
and garden equipment.
THREE 'BEDROOM
family
room
with
home for sale. Located
carpet throughout.
200 E. Main.
/
2
frame house on 11
fireplace, formal dining
in Pine Bluff Shores
Couple, boys -or girls
$18,000. Five
acres.
room,
electric
heat
Sales
Subdivision near New
27. Mobile Home
only. No pets. Call after
miles West of Hardin on
pump and Wooden deck.
Concord, Ky. Some
4 p. m. 753-4726.
Highway 80. Call 527Home is practically new
12 x 50- 2 BEDROOM
finish work needed, low
8433.
and located-on large lot. 'down payment and will
mobile home on large lot
APARTMENT
FOR
Priced in the 50's. Phone
for sale. $9500: Call 753finance balance. To see
RENT, heat and air
TfIREE BEDROOM Kopperud Realty, 153'6556.
call John Jones at 502conditioned. Neat and
brick partially carpeted,
1222. We are Murray's
442-7368.
'
clean. No pets. Call 7531 bath, attached garage,
VINDALE mobile home.
fastest growing realty.
9465 after 4 to 7.
outside storage building.
10 x 60. Call 436-2273.
NICE THREE bedroom
11
/
2 acre lot, 11
/
2 miles
house
carport.
with
FOUR Roots, bath and
Wilson
from
Kirksey.
Call 753FOR SALE OR RENT: 10
Good starter house.
patio.
Unfurnished.
3815 after 5 p.m.
x 40 mobile home. Sell
only
422,000.
Priced
at
Insurance and Real
Newly decorated.
for $1550. Rent $65
Call 753-3903.
BEAUTIFUL 2 bedroom
Agency, Inc.
Estate
Prefer
settled
couple
or
489-2595.
month. Call
brick home,2fireplaces,
lady. Call 7534784.
mug* 41,1k Street
HAZEL, NICE frame larg-e- den and living Phan su-ssis
MOBILE HOME on shady
house with new paint
FURNISHED
APARTlot in the Bayikood Vista
and new roof, three - room, central heat and
LISTING
-.
NEW
MENT.
Living
air. Newly decorated.
room,
with
FARM
20
acres
SALE
CARPORT
Subdivision. Call 753bedrooms
downstairs
quiet
in
Located
.bedroom, bath, and
Good neighborhood.
modern 3 bedroom brick
Saturday 94,'Highway
1893 and ask for Howard
and one upstairs, with
neighresidential
shopping
kitchen.
Close
to
and
frame
home.
Has
10
'Meadow
121
on
South
Steely.
extra large lot. Price in ' Close to
borhood on the west side
40's. Call
Low
campus. Call 753-87.42
center,
acres' tendable and a
Green Acres. Watch for.
low
teens. Call 492-8417.
of Murray, this 3
after 5 fr rn.
753-0765.
good metal pole barn,
signs.
LATE MODEL double
bedroom, 2 bath home
also a pond. Has 24 x 30 ENERGY efficient 3
wide home on block
for
has many outstanding
RUMMAGE SALE.
cleanup shop. Large
foundation.'11 Storage FURNISHED APT.
bedroom brick home
Three bedroom brick
including
features
753Call
MSU.
near
rent
and
Barn,
13th
Bargain
comfy family room with
room underneath. 3
with 11
/
2 baths Central
house
on 3/
1
2 acres, 6
vacuum,
central
6564.
hours
New
Main.
fireplace. Home in good
bedrooms, '2 baths,
heat and air. Call 753miles out of Murray on
abundant storage areas,
Best
8-2.
Saturday
condition
inside
and
out.
central air and heat. In FURNISHED
9827.
APART94 west. Central air
economic central gas
bargains arouncl.
Located on Faxon Road.
Ky. Lake Subdivision,
and. heat, fully carMENT near downtown
eleetric
heat;
Just
11
/
2
-miles
off
of
94
lake privileges. 436-2473.
GATESBOROUGH peted,small barn,garMurray. Call 753-4109.
lovely
fenced
back
air,
"East. Priced in mid 30's.
YARD SALE, July 2; 9 a.
year old home, 3
den
and
fenced
yard with brick patio,
Lane,
SPANN
REALTY,
GUY
Sunny
lease
807
m.,
36 For Rent Or
1
2 bath, den
bedroom, 2/
12 x 60- HOLLYPARK
pastures.
floral
garden
beautiful
901 Sycamore,753-7724.
Bedspreads and sheets.
trailer on nice shady lot.
with fireplace, heat
and gas bar-b-que grill.
Call
Jewelry, boys clothes.
Two bedroom, central FOR RENT OR LEASE,
central air, inpump,
Priced' in the mid 30's. 25 ACRES just lgted.
on
store
building
retail
435-4390
heat and air, dishtercom, etc. Shown by
Phone Kopperud Realty,
SALE
YARD
BIG
south side court square
Several beautiful
After
Five
garbage
washer-,
753Call
appointment.
753-1222 or come'by our
Wednesday 29-Thursday
Mayfield, 2500 sq. ft.
building sites and over
disposal, carpet and
3673.
office at 711 Main Street.
30. 804 N. 19th Street 7-6
Call Dal Boyd, 1-2471300 ft. of highway
intercom. 12 x. 14
p.m.
2833
frontage. Located within
storage building."-Well
33' NI Poplar-Benton
minutes of Ky. Lake.
38. Pets Supplies
located on 121 North.
43 Real Estate
Priced in mid teens.
„C`att /53-7304.
RAT TERME
PPies•
Phone Kopperud Realty,
New Concord, Ky.
753-2293.
$10753-14272. We provide--a--FOUR 8 WIDE one
Weekend Activities
.July
4,
complete range of Real
bedroom trailers or AKC REGISTERED
REALTYRI
Estate Services.
S27-1468 "1539625
• FRIDAY, JULY 1
sale. Ideal for lake. Call
LCF, E0..:pEq
Beagle puppies. Six
8p.
m.Traditional Square Dance
436.2306.
herr** lid isedi ferns SOU)
months old. Shots and
FOUR ACRES on highSATURDAY,JULY 2,
492-8861.
wormed. Call
11.1 Nob - nes,PICTURE
7i31171
YOUR
way 94 East - Only 3/
1
2
12 x 60 2 BEDROOM
Big Country Music Show
m.
8
p.
CATTLE
GRAZING
on
*Wes from lake with
mobile home. Fully GERMAN SHEPHERD
JULY 3
SUNDAY,
this
718
acre
farm
six
neat
4
bedroom
frame
furnished. Real nice.
AKC .C'HOICE COMMERCIAL
puppies.
miles
Activities
Southeast
Outside
of
m.
6
p.
m.
to
10 a.
home, electric heat, alt
Call 753-1988.
Excellent
registered.
Property On Highway
Murray
with
year
ShOW
Music
some
wall
Country
conditioner,
Call
lines.
blood
121 welt; one mile from
around water, tobacco
to .wall carpeting.
Blue Grass Picking
1976 14 x 52 unfurnished
Mayfield, 247-3865.
Murray City limits-. 758
bases,stock and tobacco
Roomy
kitchen
with
lots
two bedroom mobile
Bar-B-Que Diluters
ft. frontage, 400 ft. deep.
barns, some timber and
41. Public Sales
of cabinets and dishhome,all electric, heavy
CASI Of RAIN NEW INSIDE
IN
Will sell in one tract or
688 acres under fence.
insulation, thermo-pane
washer. Carport and
502-436-8806
divide in 6 lots. 100 ft. x
Waldrop Real Estate,
unwide highway frontage.
windows.. and
400 ft. Two lots 100 x 160
206
South7534th,
753-5646,
derpinning. Call
Trailer hookup. Call or
ft. Corner lot 158 x 200.
4-PARTY
after hours 753-7249.
come by 105 N. 12th,
4034.
/•Tbis. property is priced
BOYD MAJORS REAL
YARD SALE
29. Mobile Home Rentals
to „sell. Fulton Young --TWO ACRES with a 2
ESTATE, 753-8080.
Realty,
753-7333, or 753bedroom mobile home,
MOBILE HOMES and
4946.
new septic tank and
Lots good clothing, bioicte,
mobile home spaces
COUNTRY HOME well
hooks, gamuts, loony
well, also has .a block
rent, at Riviera Courts.
built three bedroom
holisithoil items, plants,
GROCERY STORE and
'barn. $8500. Call 753-7323
Call 753-3280.
aluminum siding on 2.3
misc. No. 911 Riviera Truiler
- restaurant with - or
or 489-2508.
open and wooded acres.
31. Want To Rent
Coat, Saturday, holy 2,
without 3 bedroom
highway
E-xcellent
9:004
- double wide mobile LARGE 2 story frame
PROFESSIONA4
sitih6es of ownership.'
location with city water,
needs country house
home on Highway 121 "Thome. 5 bedrooms,
bra few years, however, it
on 121 South. Call C.-O. GETTING
within 10 miles of
. South, 4 miles from,. 2 baths ... nicely
may be possible to use bottr-nBoadurant Realty first,
Prefer
Murray.
STARTED
Murray. This store is
decorated. Near
sides of the duplex for in753-9954 or 753-3480.
YARD SALE, 102. N. 6th
Highway 121 South area.
doing a ' very good
schools. Call 753-1492
come and buy a singlebehind
National
Hotel.
Although 76% of newly family house. The income
• Call 436-2533.
today and make an
business also good gas
HAVE A DREAM HOME
• Wednesday, Thursday,
married couples start out by wil probably pay for the
.
_.
appointment
to
see
this
business
plus
rented
TO BUILD? We have the
reiltE TiVil BEDROOM- - and Friday., Rain
living in rental housing duplex with some left over
home. LORETTA JOBS
apartment above store.
ideal lot. Nice corner lot
shine. From 9:00 - ? T:
house for middle age
(primarily apartment* some to apply against the house
This place has plenty of
REALTORS.
in good neighl2orhood.
V_ clothes of all sizes,
fo-uple. Call 436-2415.
et"-be
gre
room for expansion.
eeihilli:Artliesame tine,
We also have apchildren clothes, lots of
the other side of the coon APPROXIMATELY
Priced
to
sell.
Fulton
proximately 2/
1
2 acres
little what nots. Brand
home, ownership. "
NINE choice acres of
esta
utewal
for ybOurbilliang
e family wiathn
Young,.Realty, 753-7333,
adjoining MSU. This
new pots and pans. All
EiEDRC901
water
front
Sometimes the solution is no strain on the budget.
TWO
property
753-4946.
property has many
going very cheap.
with
located on Cypress
,apartmeits
buying low-cost income housins
hefore rnald
ywh
oury first
not
possibilities. Waldrop
refriger4or,
Creek
property, a duplex for examembayment
of
WE
'AUCTION
decision,
SALE,
HAVE BUYERS and
Real Estate, 206 South
Kentucky Wm, This
ple. The down payment consult with a Realtor and.
dishwasher,- stove and
EVERY SATURDAY 'need listings of all kinds,
4th, 753-5646, after hours
fine
lake
requirement
is usually com- have him show you some
front
garbage -disposal., night 6:30. Don't miss
property
especially farms and 3
753-7249.
has good building sites
Northwood Living, call
parable to a single-family possibeties?
this one! Julie's Used
bedroom brick .homes.
and good access. John C.
753-3465.
residence, but half the
Furniture located Joe
Let us sell your
REALTORS
NEnbauer, Realtor, 505
Consulting with peopC
'Beadles former Auction
ImPeny is supplying inproperty. Fulton Young
about their real estate needs
Main St., •Murray, 753come from rental, which
BEDROOM
TWO
House, Fulton Highway. - Realty, 753-7333 or 7530101 or 753-7531.
helps in making. the is our specialty. Drop by Purapartment unftirnished.
Now
taking
4946
dom
Thurman on the
payments. Upkeeping is court &square
$120, month. Water
consignments, 9-5, --six
•or call Pat
higher,
and
there
generally
furnished. $100 deposit.
days a week. Will pick
South 12th at Sxesmoro
Mobley 753-4451 or- 753and
Thurman
Real
Purdom
Estate
are sI,me added respon- 8958. We're here to help!
Manor
Murray
up or can be brought in.
TELE1.4101dE 753-1951
ApartnTents,.753-8668.
Call 247-0166.

ESTEY ORGAN,squirrel
cage fan with it h. p.
motor. Tension screens
sizes 20" - 48" wide with
brackets, venetian
blinds with brackets 20"
- 48" wide. Call 753-8361.

EAST Y MANOR - 3
bedroom brick, like
new, 2 baths with central electric heat and
air. Beautiful fireplace
in family room. Lots of
closets and storage
room. Large lot with
woods on back boundary. Line. Country
living almost in town,
city water. Also new out
building with electricity.
YARD SALE, Friday and
Fulton Young Realty,
Saturday. Clothes and
753)7333 or 753-4946.
items.
miscellaneous
.$1604 Belmont Dr.
98 ACRES NEAR lake on
Highway 280. Needs
YARD SALE, Friday and
cleaning up. Good land,
Saturday. 8 a. m. to 4
with good marketable
p.m. Childs table and
timber. Could be - subchairs, end tables,
tricycle, clothing, books,' -4•)4Wided. Only $53,000.
Galloway Realty, 505
little of everything. 629
Main Street, phone 753Broad Street Ext.
5842.
GARAGE SALE, at 104
MOBILE HOME with
Williams Ave. Friday
Florida
room
and Saturday.
overlooking lake with
beautiful view located or
GARAGE AND YARD
two wooded lots. We also
SALE, Fridtly and.
have a "mushroom"
China,
Saturday
designed to fit a rugged
crystal, picnic table,
site. Ideal for beach
chilcirens togs, clothes,
house. Call Loretta Jobs
things too numerous to
-.-.litturr.--1307 War Rd.-' Realtors at 753-1492.
• r:
FOUR FAMILY YARD
Sale, Saturday July 2
from 9-3. 1622 Farmer
Ave. Babies and young
childrens clothes, toys,
including riding toys,
toddler car seats, adult
clothing, small appliances, dishes
household items and
more.
•

KOPPERUD
®

Xy. Lake Music Barn

QUALITYAMAT

Ruth Ryan, REALTOR

1972thevrolet Caprice Coupe, all the extras, extra nice.

nee.

Located in Aurora

HIGHEST TRADE-INS ON
cSED CARS

Specializing in Kentucky-Barkley Lakes
Properties

Close Out

$19,900

on '77 Models
during :

GRACIOUS SOUTHERN LIVING

End of Year Sole

oyasaloon I

This listing provides plenty for the family;that enjoys space for every member. Five
bedrooms, formal dining room, 2 fireplaceS.
This is one of Murray's most elegant older
homes with beautiful wood carved stairway
and mantles.

PURDO
Olds - Poetise - Cadillec
"Satisfied f uslorhers Are Our
Maori Convent'

.1406 West Main • 7531315

1111
0
.

KOPPERUD
REALTYM

e

Ph. 753-1222

PRICED REDUCED $5,100!!! Buy today and
move in irrunediately. Located on large 175' x
175' lot just two blocks from the lake in
Panorama Shores. Call Purdom and Thurman
today for an appointment 7534451.

Lake front lots and homes on both lakes.
Resoits, Businesses,Farms and beautiful homes.

Wanted!
to list with 3 bedrooms priced low 530s Oho 3
bedroom hornes with formal dining room in mid 540's.
you orte interested in listing your home toll us for ind,v,rluol, expertservice
Homes

Purdom
pie owe,

-111/S11
Sen.," Gars
7S3

and Thurman Real Estate
located Southside Court Square
Open Daily Monday Saturday

It

Phone 753-4451
Wow um, borno Servile and Mune, Calloway County Bood ot Reeltots
3534557

711 Mein,

We have:

Two waterfront parcels suitable for Private Estate, Corporative or Institutional usage. One has airstrip.
--Call us today 354-8500 - 354-8538
or Write-We Print Brochures
Rt.5, Benton,Ky.42025

•
S.

^in 'if

-

nipag..nip
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46. Homes For Sale

7 Motorcycles

WELL PLANNED home
for family living with
energy efficient heat
pump. Four bedroom,
2/
1
2baths,large den with
fireplace, formal dining
room and eat-in kitchen.
New and nice. Call 7533903.

809
ers
. A.

YAMAHA MINI Enduro.
Motorcycle trailer. 1976
Honda 550 four with
windjammer. Call 7532226.
1974 XR 75 Honda. Perfect condition. Call .7537228.

HOUSE ON lake, nice 1 1973 YAMAliA 125 CC.
bedroom cottage in
Electric start, low
Panorama Shores,
mileage. Call 753-3624
fireplace
in
den,
between 5-8 p. m.
beautiful view of latg.
Price $22,500. Fulton YZ
80
YAMAHA
Young Realty, 753-7333
motorcycle. Good
or 753-4946.
condition. Priced at
,
- $280. Call'753-2858.
THREE BEDROOM,
bath, on 2 acres. Large 1975 HARLEY Davidson
den with fireplace.
Sportster. 1000CC. Call
Appliances, custom
4924683 after 4:
draperies, patio, double
48 Automotive Service
garage. Call 753-4084.

and
on
ely
en.
only.
OM
11
/
2 Five
on
527-

OWNER, LEAVING city,
Quality brick residence,
University
area,
unusual features,
special opportunity. Call
- 753..0940.
.

ted,
rage,
ding.
miles
753-

SPACIOUS HOME adjoining University.
Excellent for home,
rental or day care
center. Under $30,000.
Call 763-9799.

room
ees,
"ving I and
ated.
ood.
ping
Call

47 Motorcycles
1974 CL DP Honda. With
Helmet. Like new. $300.
Call 753-4955.
INDIAN
5.0
CC
motorcycle. Used very
little. $225. Call 753-3263.

*ck
,6
yon
air
cargarced

1974 LATE, MODEL 175
-Kawasaki Enduro. $450.
Call 753-6727.
1974 HONDA TRAIL 70.
Good condition. ;225.
Call 753-4955.
• 1975 360 CL Honda. 800
miles. Like new. Call
after 5, 753-3692.
-

Colt
TIRE
wCtfndition.
1010,
Call 753-2720.-

49 Used Cars & Trucks

1974 YAMA.L4 175, $350.
Call 753-5743.

1962 PONTIAC, power
brakes and steering.
$175. Call after 6:30,4362439.

Kick Off Your Shoes

PCeed
Purthe
Pat
753-

YOUR septic tank
1600V MGM' VIZE61PENT f3REZH WEV."FOR
and backhoe work
It
needs. Also septic tank
ELECTRA'GOOD NIGHT BOSS.

job and an excellent
interior. Good collectors
• car. Phone 1-354-6217
after 4 p. m.

1971 MONTEGO MX
station wagon, double
power and air. V-8,
52,000 miles. Very good
condition. Call 753-8693.

DODGE
1970
CHALLENGER. Must
sell. $1,000. Call 753-0480
after 5 p. m.
PLYMOUTH
1975
Trailduster, 4 wheel
drive. Can be seen at
1310 Poplar or call 7538158.
50 Campers

After Hears . Loretta lobs - 753-6079:
Helen Spann- '51-8599; Bill Payne - 753-9794.

PAINTING 'interior and
exterior. Commercial or
residential. For free
. estimate, phone Atkins
Painting, 437-4534.

1972
CUTLASS
SUPREME. Gold with
white vinyl top and
inferior. Call 753-3146
after 5 p. m.

1972 CORVETTE custom
paint. Will accept trade
ins. Call 753-8730, if no
answer call 753-6965.

Woodmen
Building
753-1492

CUSTOM CARPET Care.
Steam clean one room at
8 cents per sq. ft. and we
will clean the hallway
free, limit 4 x 10. A 10' x
10' room would only be
&8.00. Call 753-0359.

1971 TORINO GT 351
Cleveland, automatic.
with Hooker headers,
mufflers and pipes, New
Monroe Max air shocks
and Rocket wheels.
Needs a hood. $450.00.
Phone 1-354-6217 after 4
p. m.

1976 PACER. Must sell.
Call 753-6615 after 5 p.
m.-

front
Step into another world when you walk thm the
out...
• door of this lovely home... Immaculate inside and
room,
: This 3 bedroom home offers formal ,tfining
fireplace in den, 255 baths, rec room in basement... Plush
carpeting throughout... For a private showing call today.

DRIVEWAYS WHITE
rocked and graded. riprap delivered and
placed, free estimates.
Call Clifford Garrison,
753-5429 after 4 p.m.

1970 JEEP CJ-5. Call 7539148.

1953 FORD MAIN LINE
with 3 3speed overdrive. 1946
car.
WILLYS
1972 HONDA 350. Nice
Looks and runs good. Straight shift overdrive. original. $525. Call 753$150. Call 753-4094, after
Four new tires. Can be
7219..
5 p. m:
seen at Murray Sand
Company, or by calling
bike.
MERCURY
1110-CC Honda trail
1976437-4817 after 5 p. m.
Call Ronny Garland
Montego, -air power
between 7 a.m. to 5 p.m.
steering, and brakes,
1972 MAVERICK, 6
753-4641.
$2800_Call 753-6870_ •
'cylinder, automatic,
power steering. $995.
1973 Nova, 6 cyUder,
Save! lave!
automatic, $1395. Call
489-2595.
20 Mile
Free Delivery
1975 SCIROCCO. 20,000
miles. Perfect condition.
mod semi. Complete end
$3700. Has 2 year
limed, reedy to me. Or bey e
will precut my size
ready te assemble Ad up te 24:141sienderol, but
warranty. Call 753-4571.
bey ties best

end
needed. Step the rest thee case to Costes Milt
fee less.
7530te4
ummemmemCVSTOIll BUILT PROTAKE WRONGS

51 Services Offered
51. Services Offered
NEED TREES cut, or CUSTOM HAY bailing
light hauling. Call 753and custom combining.
4707.
Call 753-8090.

1977 TRANS AM. Call 7537891.

1972 BUICK
Limited. Tilt wheel,
ONE PAIR OF heads for
cruise control, electric
289 Hi Performance. seat and window. AMmotor. Four 13" wheels
FM stereo. Call 753-4406
for a pre 1971 Opal. Hub
or 753-6910.
caps for the same. AM
radio for 12 volts. Some 1969 DODGE, 4 door, air,
old MG and Mustang
local car. $675. Call 753parts. Call 753-2947,
4020. •
evenings.
NICE 1973 Montego GT,
1973 VW Super Beetle.
factory air, power
Automatic
'brakes & steering, extra
$1400.00. Call 763-7146
clean. Call 73-0698.
-after 5.
1971 TORINO GT. Power
9. Used Cars & Trucks
steering, air, 2 door
1968 CAMARO needs
hardtop. Dark Green.
work. Call 767-2442
Call 527-8273 after 4:00.
between Sand 7p. m.
CHEVROLET
1973
1974 DODGE VAN. • 15
pickup. Cheyene Sttper.
passenger. Only • 6,000
Air and Power. Red with
miles. Like new. If
gray interior. • Radials,
interested call 489-2188
Big block engine with
2535, after 5 p. m.
or 4893
headers. Good gas
mileage. Call 3544222
1967 CHEVY CAPRICE,.
after 4 p. m.
:power and air, $200. Call
492-8594, after 6p. m.
1966 T-Bird has new paint
1973 VEGA, low mileage.
Must s-ell. Ca11761•9049.

3IE"

M

8 x 12 Trailer type
camper. $800.. Call 7536556.

FLEA MARKET
At The Masonic Lodge
Highway 68 in Aurora
SATURDAY, July 2 10 a.m. till Dark
SUNDAY, July 3, 1 till 5'p.m.
MONDAY, July 4, 10 a.m. till Dark

Put on by the
Eastern Star and Masons

50. Campers

51. Services Offered

WHITES CAMPER
SALES located 4 miles
East of Murray, on
Highway 94 toward
Kenlake. Both new and
used. Bank financing
available. Open 7 days
per week. Call 753-0605.

ELECTRICAL WIRING home or industrial. Call
Charles Cooksey after 6
p. m. 436-5896.

MOBILE HOME anchors,
underpinning, awnings,
roofs sealed, and Alcoa
aluminum house siding
PAINTING0 interior and
&
trim. Call Jack
exterior. By the hour or
aftes 5
job. Free estimate. Call' Glover, 153-1873
or
weekends.
753-8343.

PUSH UP CAMPER,
sleeps 8. Has icebox, gas CUSTOM UPHOLSTERY
stove, sink. Call 753of any kind. Phone 753-3615; best offer.
9753.
1972 CAMPER trailer, 20
ft. refrigerator, hot
plate, pottie, stabilizer.
Sleeps six. $1700. Call
- 753-7219.
1975 PROWLER. 17L2
selffoot,
contiaried.Sleeps 6. Call
'354-8065.
51. Services Offered
HAVING TROUBLE
getting those small
plumbing jobs done?
Then call 753-6614.
ROY HARMON FOR
Cabinets, Remodeling,
Mill work, Furniture
repair, combination
windows and doors. Call
753-4124.
AIR
AUTOMOTIVE
conditioning. Need air
conditioner part on
weekend? We're open 7
days a week. Call 4742748 or 4744848.
•

cleaning. Call John
Lane. Phone 753-8669 or
436-2586.

L&M Blacktopping, _ seal
coating and repairs. For
estimates call 753-1537,
GLASS -WORK, mirrors,
aluminum store fronts,
auto glass, plexiglasi.
prate, window glass, and
glasS showcases. M and
G Complete Glass,
Dixieland Center 7530180.

FOR A FREE estimate
on all stump removal,
contact K and S Stump
Removal, 435-4343 or
753-9490.

INSULATION BLOWN in
by Sears save on these
high heat and cooling
bills. Call Doug Taylor
at 753-2310 for free
estimates.

DOZER WORK. Light
cleaning and grade
work. Call Ken Dix, 753-

•

*PRESCRIPTIONS
*HOSPITAL SUPPLIES FOR RENT AND SALE
*LEADING BRANDS OF COSMETICS
•

Near Paris Landing
Cabana Estates Lots. These are fine, wooded
lake view lots in a good lake development. These
are located about 20 miles from Murray just off
l'n. 119 near Paris Landing. The lots are priced
to sell now.

Lake View
Two desirable wooded lake view lots in Keniana
development at Hamlin, Ky. These restricted
lots are just across the road from the lake front.
We would like to show you these attractively
_
priced lots.

Small Farm
•
Five acre small farm type tracts near Kentucky
Lake. Most are wooded with good building sites.
All have excellent access on county and state
maintained roads. Financing available.
•

29 Acres With Home

29 acres south of Sinking Springs Church on
Squire Erwin Road. This is one of the best small
onies
farms to be offered in some time. fl
complete with -seven room home, tobacco barn,
tool shed and stock barn. We will be happy tb
show you this property

John C. Neubauer
Realtor
753-7531

505 Main Street
Murray
or call
Pam Noels
153-1116

Linda Drake
7534192

75 1-0101

' Watch Repair and Jewelry Repair_
Stone Setting
Prompt Service

COMPLETE
MOBILE
home repair service.
Factory trained, anchors, roofs sealed,
Plumbing, parts. Call
753-3309.

Furches Jewelry

411

svroil

• Price Reduced For
Quick Sale
QUALITY SERVICE
• Company Inc. Air condition sales and service. Modern sheet
metal
-department.
Larry
Wisehart,
Pre.sident. Phone 7539290.

This lovely three bedroom brick home on the corner of Kirkwood and Meadow Lane has many
trees. With 2/
1
2 large baths, large kitchen with
dishwasher, built-in range, nas formal dining
room with crystal chandeliers. Has family room
' with fireplace, covered patio, outside storage
building, double garage vAtli electric door
opener,and 21 Ft. concrete drive.

GO INTO BUSINESS FOR LESS THAN 516,000. This store building at Vanzora has
counters, shelves meat box, vegetable box, cash register. air conditioner. A gas
heater all ready for you to be your own boss. _

1

CALLOWAY COUNTY
130 Acres, 70 ac row crop.) bedroom house & barns. $110,000.00
61 AGMs, 10 acres tillable, rest in pasture 4,limber S25.500,00
96 Acres piOductive land with, trailer toba« o base & barn. $112,000 00
17.6 Acres worm ranch with 2 bedroom house. S15,000.00
10 Acres with 2 bedroom bnc k house& outbuildings. S17.000.00
97 Acres fenced 46r cattle. go.ii'd Water suppl y. remodeled ilee:
dr0003.4411.
$80,000.00.
100 Acres tillabe, timber, has Mbar co•base. $75,000.00,
65 Acres, 20-10 acres tillable, rest in timber. 525.000.00.
12 Acres 'useable land, fenced 8.has ample water supply. Has douhle wide
trailer. $24,000.
v .00
42 Acres, , tillable, with furnished trailer-8 older house,SitIio
51 Acres with good frame houw. tobacco base & barn. $11,500.00_
41 Aires of prime farm- land, tobacco base & barn plus outbuildings
551,000.00.
.
ILMAties cattle lann with frame houscri&-t6on--S-260.000.00
1.0 Acres on TV7i-iontour, 3; acres pasture 100-acres fenced. 2 bedroom
house 5110,000.00.'
• GRAVES COUNTY
61 Acres 10 acres bottom land. 10 acres up-land, 4 bedroom .house
$6900000
"
. 6 Acres app.'s. 30 ai res t,llahle tO more,could easils be made !MAW.S I0,100700
•
• MARSHALL COUNTY
Acre_sithis barn 4...outbuildings. S-42.500.00
19 Acres . bedroom house & barn $12 500.00 .1 3 Acres with building site 4. tobacco barn. Si:900 00
10 Ac res. 20 acres tillable 5 bedroom house & barn. S40.000 00
40 Acres, 15 acres tillable 1 bedroom house 542.000,00
10 Acres to be subdisided,.54A,00,0.00.
24 At res with older hock*.& boundry On TVA contour. 5, 3:.000 00
A
'22-Arres tong mad -frontage. city water. S22,1300.00 _
10 Acres. 2 bedroenwhouse&outbuifdings. 510,000.00 behdrr,
10 Ac6re.,sAW
,
:
eilsth:d
it.hWgitrhool m
storage-building.
o
skom
hobursie
(i‘
. at::g
4:
s &
A isituotirbaurldb
inuirs
0
40(
14
)70
)0.
°
6'. Acres with 6 bedroom rustic house & A -frame house_ $40 000111)
- LIVINGSTON COUNTY
261 Acres. 100 m res t,llable plus silica roc k ouarrs S14i.000 Ott •
74 A( ,,-. ti tillable, 2 trailers. tractor. A equipment 555 000 00 LAKE LOTS
lake access-Pirates Cove 30 100' 53;00 •
45 ink near Pirate's(Ose. S L0110 & Up.
lots to6'r IOW-in Cambridge Shores, borly55,000.
2101% on corner 100' x 125 in Sherwood Shores both 55.:00
2 lots in Sherwood Shores both for S t,500
Waterfront -.Ay lake S 11 110' on w.iter. protected has septic ss stem r
water pised dnve ,
1' ; Acres Waterfront in Birmingham 's
SIA 500 00 but owner satd Sell
-

REGARDLESS OF THE TYPE OF PROPERTY THAT YOU ARE LOOKING FOR, WE
PROBABLY HAVE IT. WE HAVE RESIDENTIAL, LAKE, FARM L COMMERCIAL. IF
YOU ARE IN THE MARKET TO BUY OR SELL ANY TYPE OF PROPERTi CONTACT
US. "WE WANT TO BE YOUR REAL ESTATE COMPANY"

QUALITY REALTY

lice 11Pette

Oatman fader
he Cr arti
let ltoditts
153 On
436-2321
753-7114
Be kart OE lake properties, lams and on homes

Call 753-2377

Quality Realty Company

DARRELL COPE ISOM

753 5921

753-2835

113S 4th
FOR BACKHOE and
bulldozing needs. Call
4374533 or after 8 p. m.
354-8161 or 354-8138.

FARMS

•HOLUSTER OSTOMY PRODUCTS

Water front lots in the area of Hamlin, Ky. of the
lake. These fine-Tots are restricted to homes only.
Each lot is nicely wooded and have good building
sites. Good road access from Ky. 1918 (Kirby
Jennings Trail). Financing Available.

CARPET CLEANING
experienced,
very
reasonable rates,
references, free ,WET BASEMENT? We
'Alt'
estimates. Quick drying.
make wet basements
Repair
Call 753-5827 or 753-9618.
dry, work completely
753-3323
94 WI
guaranteed. Call or
SMALL SIZE dozer-iaeal
write Morgan ConLem newer NM moll engine
for spreading, leveling,
repel,. Robe& knee mowers,
struction Co., Route 2,
backfilling. Call 753-7370
ep. Riaiell
$25.011
Box 409A. Paducah, Ky.
or 753-0129.
S.'.",$lill end sp.
42001. Phone day or
night 442-7026.
YOUNGBLOOD Roofing,
or roof repair. Built up53 Feed Ana Seed
PAINTING, WERIOR
rooting, residential and
and exterior. Call 753WHEAT STRAW for sale.
commercial. General
2349.
Call 753-0463.
- carpenter work. Call
54. Free Column
436-2712 after 6 pin.
SIGN PAINTING. Call
753a.m.
between 7-10.
CALICO KITTEN at
GENERAL BACKHOE
9998.
Glendale and Fairlane:
work, gravel hauling
About 5 weeks old. Call
and top soil. Call _Joe
ANY KIND of hauling
'
753-1345.
Beard., 436-2306.
done. Garbagein county
55 Wanted
also. Call 753-8149.
INSULATE NOW attics
SOMEONE to stay with blown 16 cents sq. ft.
PAINTING, best - elderly couple, day and
Walls equally low
references furnished.
night. Phone 753-7777
priced. 'Finance
Call 753-0076..,
after 4 p. m.
Free
available.
estimates. Call 753-3316.

MAINTENANCE FREE - A really neat t riedroom home on a large lot k. mile
south of kirksey. Conveniently touted at a reasonable price Owner has been
transferred out of state.

WALLIS DRUG

Water Front Lots

WILL BABYSIT in my
home Monday-Friday. 7
a. m. to 5 p. m. Call 7530480.

NESS LISTING - ESTATE PRIVACY 10 acres with city
Benton city limits. l' Year old brick home with 2`, baths. Hats
water just outside'
new 450w fan:owing house, good pond stocked withildtTandlOtittlobat-Cd
barn.

232
'
i,-

We have just listed one of the choisest lake front
properties in the Cypress Creek area of Kentucky Lake. This is ideal for vacation or
retirement. Good building -sites. Priced
reasonably.

51 Services Offered

AINTING, INTERIOR,
exterior. Sheet rock
ffnishing and dry wall.
10 years experience.
Call 436-2563, Ralph
Worley.

BY
GUTTERING
. WILL HAUL LIME or
SEARS, Sears seamless
white rock or sari. Call
gutears installed per
753-67$3, Roger Hutson,
your specifications. Call
753-4545,
Doug Taylor at 753-2310
for free estimates.

ELECTRICAL WIRING
home and industrial, air
conditioning, and- FENCE SALES AT
refrigeration, heating.
SEARS ndw. Call Doug
Call 4'744841.
Taylor at 753-2310 for
free estimates for your
LICENSED ELECneeds.
TRICIAN prompt efficient service. NO Job
too Small. Call Ernest
White, 753-0605.

Cypress Creek
Lake Front

51 Services Offered

AT TOTAL AND COMPLETE REAL ESTATE SERVICE
k BENTON BASED FIRM
SERVING THE ENTIRE WEST KENTUCKY AREA

337 NORTH POPLAR

521-1468 0,153-9625
753 4625
Murray Col Co
441 2112
Pedvcek
NIGHT Call
Orerles Jeffrey
414 2337
Sill Inniteet
• 527 9171
Deena' loyd
342-4751
Sao Riley
527 SOU
522.14214
lesI.flailtenr
Vidirey Brien roc 517 3474
ANNINE1116,

„veva.
,

-,
WIWO115

.cwe

:411„

4
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Deaths and Funerals I Coilfgress Expected To Pass

Funeral Services
To Be On Saturday
For Otley White

Air Bag Regulations For'82

Mrs. Bessie Giles
Dies Here Today

passengers and lock into place
WASHINGTON (AP)
„Congress is expected to in the event of a ,crash. The
approve a Traitsportation balloon-shaped air bags,
Mrs. 'Bessie "Giles of • 741 .Department
decision designed to. inflate at the
Nash Drive, Murray, died this requiring automakers to build moment of a collision, keep
Funeral services -for Otley morning at 1:26 - at the air bags or automatic 'safety passengers from hitting the
White will be held Saturday at. Westview Nursing Home. She • belts into new cars,_beginning steering wheel, dash or
two p. ml at the chapel of the was 73 years of age and the . with the 1982 models.
windshield.
Blalock-Coleman Funeral wife of Hardin Giles who died • By 1984, all new cars sold in
Even the response of the
Home with Bro. Dean Crut- May 15, 1971.
would be required automakers, who have fought
country
this
The Murray woman was a to have the devices, -which vigorously Against the passive
chfield officiating. The song
servicewill be by the green member of the Liberty Transportation Secretary restraints,'
seemed
Plain Church of Christ singers Cumberland Presbyterian Brock Adams says conic' save comparatively mild..
with Bobby C: Stubblefield as Church. Born June 7, 1899, in 9,000 lives a year.
Only Chrysler responded
Calloway County, she was the
leader.
'the program's angrily, charging that Adams
to
key
The
Pallbearers will be Carves - daughter of the late. Ike chances is that Adams is decision "win force the
Elizabeth
and
Adams
Paschall, Bill Ed. Hendon
'giving the companies plenty of American people to pay triple
Keith Letterman; HoWard, Wilkerson Adams.
time, phasing in the program' the cost for a -second;best
•
*I. Giles is survived by over three years:Steely,- Lee Steely, and Teddy
system."
Potts. Burial will follow in the two daughters, Mrs. Odel
The No. 3 automaker
Congress has 60_ days to
Route
Murray Memorial Gardens. '(Edna) Lamb; Hazel
review the plan., Unless the accused Adams of ignoring
Friends , may call at the Two, and Mrs. Aburey (Joan) program is then' rejected, it "his own agency's data, which
Eldridge,.Murray Route Six; will become- law. The show that present belt
funeral home.
died
one son, Ron Giles, Memphis, secretary told his news systems will save 50 per cent
59,
•
Mr. White, age
Thursday at seven a.m. at his Tn.; two sisters, Mrs. Mamie .conference Thursday he -was more lives tharrair bags." The
honie. Born April 4, 1918, in Thompson and Mrs. Audrey • oopfident _the plan would be company urged. Congress to
Calloway County, he was the Wilkerson, Murray; two sustained.
overturn the decision.
son Of the late Lon White and brothers, Nolan Adams; -There appeared to be no
Consumer advocate Ralph
Miriam Duncan White. He Murray, and Aught Adams, general opposition on Capitol Nader criticized the staggered
These high school students from Murray were among recipients of cash awards for excellence in the study of the
was a-prominent dairy farmer Paducah; nine grandchildren; HiU. Within an hour of Adams' plan, saying Adams did it-to American private enterprise system at the recent Kentucky Youth Seminar on the University of Kentucky campus in
of Calloway -county and was a seven great' grandchildren. announcement, however, Rep. avoid a congressional veto.
Lexington. They are,from left, Beth Boston,Patricia Melvin, Shara Toon and Tammy Melton. Miss Melton and Miss Boston
Funeral arrangement's are Bud Shuster, R-Pa.„ an
veteran of World War II.
-This is the first time the won expense paid trips to Texas A &.M University, College Station, Texas, where they will be delegates to the national
Survivors are his Wife, Mrs. incomplete, but friends -may outspoken opponent of air federal government has seminar.
Barbara Valentine White, call at the J. H. _ChurChill • bags, introduced a resolution phased in an auto-safety
Murray Route Foirr, to whom Funeral Home after six p. i. to overturn the decision.
standard," Nader said..-This
he was married on -March 19, today (Friday).
• Shuster' said there is "no is a very bad precedent.
1949; three daughters, • Mrs.
"This says to the public, if
hard evidence-that, air .bags
• ••
Isaac (Patricia) Allbritten
will save livesarid it could cost you can't afford alarge luxury
and Miss Pamela White,
American corners over $20 car, you're going to have to
(Continued From Page
Murray Route Folk, and Mrs.
wait for safety protection," he
billion."
Jump
n
ey
s
Surv
Price
one
_Ray (Glenda) Worthington,
Radded. "While we have
Sen.. Robert Griffin,
Three bottles labeled Madiatric, a
Owensboro; one son, Mike
Mich., introduced a separate government agency.telling us
Schedule IV 'controlled substance withThat
They
Are
"Blessed
'
year,compared to an increase of 3.1 per
White, Murray; three sisters,
and teld to buy small cars to save fuel, Coffee takes the blame for sharp
amphetamine properties.
subject of opposing resolution
cent last year.
Mrs. Robert (Rachel) Hendon Mourn" will be-the
telling us We price increases for supermarket
another
have
we
•"Secretary
Senate:'
- A soda straw that apparently was
the
W.
Rev.
the
by
sermon
,
the
Officials said much of the increase
and Mrs. Raymcgid ( Lonnie).
will put Big cannot yet have safety devices shoppers, who found grocery bills
decision
Adams'
used to sniff cocaine.
being
the
of
will be due to higher prices for
rising at a much faster rate in the first
Rayburn, Murray,' and Mrs, Edd Glover, minister
- Seven small bags of marijuana
Brother in the front seat of in those cars."
Grove
Pleasant
North
imported items _And products not
Paul (Robbie) Blalock,
Insurance companies hailed sex months of 1977 than in the same
seeds.
Presbyterian every American automobile.
produced -on U.S. farm, including
Allstate period a year earlier, an Associated
Murray Route Four; two Cumberland
decision.
and
the
ironic
_
both
- Five small packages of prepared
rIt's
U
a.
eleven
the
it
Church,
White,
coffee,cocoa and seafood.
&lye Press marketbasket survey shows.
brothers, Gene
- appropriate that his target Insurance said it
marijuana.
at
3,
,
gunday-July
on
The one encouraging sign-Was an - Wholesale coffee prices, which had
Paducah, and Jack White, services
more lives and prevent More
- Three cocaine • testers and one
-• • • • • ,. year to finish the job is 1984.7
the church..
topped $4.50 a pound, have been
Murray.
any Other single indication that spiraling coffee'prices
air
than
the
injuries
estimated
Adams
fnarijuana tester.
His scripture will be from
declining recently, reflecting lower
- One bottle labeled Libras, a
Matthews442.4„44Ephesians__ bags will cost $1004300_,per _ decision made in the for the brew may be easing.
prices for wuoasted beans. The drop
-the
The AP dreW up'a'randcith lid 15
of
car, installed, with the seat development
Schedule III controlled substance.
.4:19.
has been credited partly to a cutback by
commonly purchased food and nonfood
automobile." -belts adding less than $100.
- One bottle of injectable Valium, a
Sunday School will be at ten
consumers who have switched to other
items, checked the price at one
13Riegle,
Donald
Sen.
Schedule II controlled tranquilizer.
a.• m. and evening-worship a
ch of 13 cities on
beverages.
supermarket in
Mich., called the decision
_Three small squeeze bottles that
6:30 p. m.
Retail prices never caught up to
March 1, 1973, a since has rechecked
reasonable aid :said it
were labeled as a medication for the
wholesale levels and 'the cuts by the
on or about
start of each succeeding
provided sufficient time for
treatment of fungus. Brown said field
major roasters are not expected to have
month.
the automakers to add the
tests of the solutions indicated a
Herbert Alexander died
any major impact at the supermarket.
The latest survey showed that prices
equipment.
"highly concentrated _solution" that
suddenly Thursday al 8:30 p.
The AP survey showed; however, that
for the marketbasket at the checklist
Th'e automatic seat-belts, in
"gave the same test as cocaine.".
m.at his home on Hazel Route
per
9
of
the
'
price of coffee decreased slightly - Brown said also that authorities
average
ait
increased
stores
He
63
was years of age.
Two.
an
Mrs
several
for
'Tlie Rev. H. F. Robbins:1i:use
during June at two stores and increased
cent from Jan. 1 to July 1. When coffee
varititig• models, wrap around
confiscated two .22-calibre derringers,
The deceased was a
MAGAZINE, Ark. (AF'• - was removed from the totals, however, in only four. There were no increases
91d retired minister, will
metriber of the Mason's year
several
shotguns and one Oiler
FBI
be the special speaker at the
__Searchers led by the.
.
and no decreasesduring May.
six-month increase was only 1.4 per
the
during
the search ofthrhouse.
Chapel United Methodist
,
handgun
coneentrateden forests within. cent.
eleven a. m. worship services
The overall price picture improved
ChU
Brown later said that federal statutes
Federal State Market News Sefvice July
North
the
at
3,
this
July
of
Sunday,
a 50-mile radius
during June. The marketbasket total at
1,1977 '
In 1976 the AP survey showed the
In Calloway County, he was- on
prohibit convicted felons, from
' Kentucky Purchase Area J-log • Minitet western Arkansas village for marketbasket totals at checklist stores,it the checklist store was up in nine cities
-the son of the' late John Fack-BaPtistL._,Chareh' from Report Includes *Buying Stations
possessing' controlled drug substances
town
who
killeta
guest minister is
gunmen
two
The
, for an overall 'as well as firearms.
Receipts.- Act 133 Est. 150 Barrows &
went up 1 per cent.d,aring the first six •„ and down in four.
Willierms Alexander and
and is a former Gilts steady Most 25e lower Sows most marshal, wounded a park rponthsuf the year. Not counting coffee,
average increase of about one-third of a
Housden Alexander. CalifornAd
Under questioning by Judge Allen,
500 lower
the church, ac- steady
ranger and apparently themarketbasket totals drepped 1 per
$45 5045 75
per cent.
US 1-2 200-230 lbs.
• Mr.• Alexander is survived pastor of
Brown
said the bbttles of medication
n
church
r
gees
_____ $4$.0445.0 d ji t- rerri - the
-to-----a
US 11200-240 the
—During-MayT4be marketbasket total
,
cent.
by his wife, WS. Gertie --eeefling.
111F-11111165-0f7
recovered-did-Writ-Wear
.
lbs.
$44.25-45.00
240-260
2-4
US
spokesman who invites the
'partner.
at the checklist stores increased in 12
The government has predicted that
Bazzell Alexander, to who
Most hp said, were
any
patientk.
...
290-2001bs:
retired
this
hear
• 4432i)-44-25
All-points- bulletins also retail prices_for food_purcikt_the
Sows
cities and decreased in only one,for an
-he was married-on October 3,-public to
_original containers. The bottle_ of
US 1-2 270-350 lbs
234.6o-woo
in grocery store and eaten away„from
been. issued
have
overall average rise of just over 3 per
_1936, one --daughter, Mrs, minister.
Apomorphine was labeled "For office1-3-300-450 lbs.
Texas and home will rise-about 6 per cent this
$34'5(1-35,1. Oklahoma,
cent.
Junior (Sandra) Ray,_and two
use
only," he said.
_
_
_
.
---'k-stcmarket
ijr/42:e:
•
grandchildren, Alex and Mitzi
Boars $24.00-25.00
Ray, all of Hazel.
- Prices of stock of local inteiest at noon
MISS YOUR PAPER!
EDT, today, furnished to the Ledger &
The funeral will be held Times
by First of Michigan, Corp of
%burial who boss sot
Saturday at three p. m. at the Murray, are as follows
meshed *at boose-dolivonal
Masons-Chapel United Heublein Inc.
copy of Pa Norm teapot &
Methodist Church with the McDonalds Corp. .......
Moaday•
noes by 5:30 p.
Systems
Rev. Tommie Martin of- Ponderosa
Kimberly Clark
ha* it by 3:30 p. a. oo
ficiating and the song service Union Carbide
Sevalas as egad to col
W R.Grace
by the church choir.
753-1116 beton** 5:30 p. a.
Texaco •
56 -%
will be' Cleo General Elec.
sod • p. a., 14away-friars,
. Pallbearers
.
_
-•-•
10%
GAF Corp
Bucy, Ralph Carraway,• Cleo Georgia
complex, police said.
or 3:30 p. a. NW 4 p. a.
• 30%
Paciftc
spokesman that the report "statistically, the longer the
)
Sarasota
Fla:
(
SARASOTA,
AP
Memorial
hospital.
26%
passed with "appears to be factual." time-goes,the less the chances
Darby, Hugh -Alexander, Pfizer Seaways, to awe delivery
Charlotte'Grosse, who was Relatives said she was in good_ _notes the hours
M%
Jim Walters
and Kiracti
word, officials Gaffney declined_ further are for the victim."
Thomas'
of the sovapepor. Calls must
• istilinedragged screaming from. a shape with no cuts or bruises.r no • further
36% -re
that
doubt
Reuben Chrisman. Burial will Disney.
expressing
paced by 6 p. a. wookbegan
ho
.
comment.
The FBI entered 'the ea!
111-r unc Girl Scout campground two
"At this point we don't know the-girl would be found alive.
days or 4 p. a. Seaways to
follow in the Foundry Hill Franklin Mud
-Williamagents.
20
safe
with
fheriff's
found
was
Thursday
--ago;
if she broke away. She left of
Prices of stocks Of local interesit at-days
•
porestm &livery.
Cemetery in Henry County,
Then came this morning's Stookey
that
said
noon today-furnished to the Ledger & today and .a suspect was
her own accord. She was"told dramatic call.
Tn., with the arrangements by
Times bN I M Simon Go are as follows
arrested, authorities said.
she could go out a window and
the Miller Funeral Home .of Indus. Av
The FBI entered the case
-6.19
•
The 15-year-old called home apparently did," sherifp Cpl.
Hazel'where friends May call
Thursday with 20 agents.
her
told
and
a.m.
10
about
31
Ray Pilon saki "We don't
- . _.
after three p. m. today - Airco
The abduction came two
Am. Motors ••
anxious -parents that she wag- know what it's all about at this
"The" Store For Men
(Friday).
Ashland Oil
33% -ri
after three Girl.Scouts
weeks
A. T.& T ... ..
63% -re free after more than 52 hours point. We're trying to piece it
assaulted
sexually
found
were
Ford
.
Motor
-%
4
9
46
of captivity. She called from together:"
LAKEDATA
•
Gen. Dynamics
59% -sii
and ' murdered in their
--Kentucky Lake, 7 a.
j' Gen Motors . .
The
" &Pe -se.Siesta Key, a.beach area off,
suspect
was sleeping
a
at
bags
GeneTlre
26%
Uric
13
about
Sarasota and only
down0.1.
apprehended
shortly; campground near Locust
Goodrich
26%' -4.1
miles from the state park afterward in the same area of
Below dam 301.1 up 0.2.
Gulf 011. _
. - 27'e -%
Grove,Olda.
---36 -I. where she hadbeeifearnping,
-‘ --Barkley-lake-,--7--a. In. 318.5 --Pennwalt
the- beach and brought to the,
Quaker Oats
22% 4-A•
A prison escapee, Gene Leat
monitored
was
call
• down 0.2..
The
,
sheriff's
Republic Steel
-%
office, Slouched in the
Off
27%
Hart, has been charged
Roy
Mfg
.
Singer
Vs...r.ve
...
within
office
and
the-sheriff's
,Belowe dTam 305.4 up 0.1.
back of a patrol car with his
the FBI
_Tappan
and
9% -se
Murders
the
with
• Sunset 7:20. Sunrise 4:40.
' ." 17". -re1 minutes Charlotte had been
hands cuffed behind him.
Western Union.
, has entered the search.
'Zenith Radio
2155 +'. picked _up knd taken to
Moon rises 7-56 p.m.
ne Was Identified as Wilfred
Agents said they think Hart
Arthur
- Bannister, 3.3. of Siesta was in the atia before the
Key.
June 13 "'slaying's but a
A six-footer. o.th brown
widegpread - search that
straggly hair, he was,,
includ-1n ..,door-to,door
expressionless as he was
interviews and circulation of
hauled out of the 1;ar and
Hart's pictures have failed to
hustled through a d,
or of the . turn up any trace of him.
OH L 25% c'fAi
--ImmomorL
Today's Sarasota Herald
Charlotte's .parents,
an
quoted
Off
Bichard.E.-and Carol Grosse, Tribune
who told
7,3-030 3
Thurs., June 30-Fri., July 1
rushed to be_wttli. 'their unidentified witness
the FBI of seeing Charlotte
daughter. _ •
Sat., July 2
309 N 1601 West Side Campus
-at -the
Off
,."They'e &static:. a friend Wednesday- -night
in Bradenton,„
Said by telephone from the telephone booth
about 30 miles to the north."'
Grosses' home in
$349
The witness said the kidnaper
just south of Sarasota. I
lEvrILe
(1.) Shrimp & Sirloin
a pistol or knife _ The teen-ager was lbdnicted may have had
ttle girl's abdomen,.
to
pressed
at dawn Wednesday by a
$349
gripped'
that he
(2). 8 oz. Rib Eye
heavy, gruff-voiced man who and
Charlotte's shoulder with one
ripped through Tic-bock of a
and pressed his other
$379
three-man lent ard pulled her hand
against her abdomen as
hand
(3)12 oz. Kansas City no
out by her long brnwT. hair.
•
left the booth.
On Wednesdav night, her they
$349
The girl made no sound-and
4%44^39e fbeb\Y*4.
abductor allowed-tter 'to can
(4) 1k oz. T-Bone
though she had been
her parents, litchard and looked as
crying,the witness was quoted
Carol Grosse, to say he
s414 ik 4t, ttes
saying. The witness Later
promised to set hot free and• as
diS` tb* _
Our Famous Salad Bar with the above 4 specials
a
up
-draw
FBI
the
helped
"just wanted to cet rid of
Of'
sr,
composite drawing, the
her," officers'said
newspaper Said.
The. call 4as -traced to a.
The drawing showed a man
Remember ma Sunday Special Luncheon. 1
All the Catfish you can eat, cole slaw, sliced
phone booth in Bradenton,'
a fleshy face and a shock
with
Kids
&
dessert.
12
meat, 3 vegetables, and
onion, french fries, whit, beans, golden
about 30 miles north of
'wavy hair.
dark,
of
price
r
'
$269
under
puppies
hush
brown
Sarasota and near a major
FBI agent Jack Gaffney
Only
-441•414
.
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Coffee Prices Blamed

Pleasant Grove To
Hear Rev. Glover

AmmonS

_

I

4

Herbert Alexander
Dies At His Home;
Funeral Saturday - Rev. Robbins Will
k
Speak, North For

Search Begins
For Gunmen
In Arkansas

Hog Market

--

;,,i; Kidnaped Girl Scout Found Safe Today.
KING'S DEN

Summer Clearance Sale

Jeans -150/0 to 50%
Jean Tops - 30% of
7'Sportswear
Belts - 20% to 50% Off
Dress Shoes Tennis Wear
Pants 40%

July 4th

Weekend
Specials

30%

Knit Sport Shirts

300/0

Dress Shirts

400/0
35%

on

Dress Suits

'2"

Swimwear
30%
Ties - 30%
To 60% oft

•••••
-

—111

1 11•111111..- •
-...
.

:4*

II

OUTDOOR SECT1ON

OPEN DAILY DAILY 9 AM to 5:30
Closed Sunday and Monday
Robert and Reda Oteit) thsner. and

YOUR FULL SERVICE HONDA DEALER
801 S. 4th St.•153•4092

SALES
OVERBY HONDA SERVICE

VISIT OUR SHOWROOMS
FOR A MOST
COMPLETE SELECTION
OF HONDA MOTORCYCLES
AND ACCESSORIES

Honda General Purpose Engines.

Kick 'Go's, 400 to 5000 watt Electric.'
Power Plants, Honda Tillers and

100s of Bikes from the
MO Mini-Trail to the
GL-1000 Gold Wing
IN STOCK Plus

I

well equipped service department'

parts inventory and our modern and

You must see Overby's well balanced

OVERBY HONDA SESRAVL2
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Panorama Shores on Kentucky Lake

•

Several in stock to choose from

Grayson McClure

Outboards or Stern Drives
' 17 ft. - 19 ft. 21 ft.

For the absolute "Ultimate" in a plush family boat, see and drive the fabulous
Harris Deck Craft.
Keep it on a trailer or in the water — ready to go in a moment's noticei This is a
kissing cousin to the Fabulous Harris-Flote Bote,continued in the Harris tradition.

Take 94 fast out of Murray for 2 miles. Turn right on 280 follow 280 for 7 miles past Bonner's Grocery. Take blacktop into Panorama to first stop sign, turn right then left and you
hove arrived
Telephone 502-436-5483

Don McClure

Are you missing a lot of pleasure for
you and your family by not owning
a Flote-Bote. Just ask the many happy owners for miles around about
their Flote-Bote and Happy Holiday
Travel,Inc.
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In schools and factories, through j the fire and
aboard ships and in many
beyond; 'where it does no
ottier.places, it is standard.
good..
practice to conduct fire
If your group contains
drills. Then when fire or
persons who do not norother trouble strikes, mally operate the boat,
everyone knows exactly
show them where the
what to do.
• ignition switch and motor
Owners of pleasure boati
control le4ers are, and how
could usefully follow this
to shut them off. If there is
example, though of course
an electric bilge bump,
on ,a much smaller, more
they should know where its
informal scale'. Outboard
switch is located.
boating experts note that
All hands.should unwhen something goes
derstand that no matter
wrong, one of the biggest l'how small a boat may be,
dangers'is that unprepared :the captaiit's
word is law
pedple tend to panic. Then land mIt14 be
obeyed
:-,
they will often do just the
prortiptlyVitt emergencies.
wrong thing, or nOthing at
There is no time to argue
all ,when action is . imand quibble. Though a
perative.
passenger may disagree
At the beginning of each
with
the
skipper's
boating season it's usually
jbdgment, refusing to do
a relatively quick and
What the skipper tells him
simple matter to start an
is much more likely to
informal But serious
compound an emergency.
discussion among all the
All hands should also
persons who normally go
discuss local operating
out in your boat. This could
hazards and how they
be your family, or your
should be dealt with, and
group of fishing buddies.
know what safety agencies
Start by making sure
are in charge locally and
that all hands know and
how to contact them.
can remember the places
where you keep the life
'DON'T EAT
THE DAFFODILS
preservers, the fire exWASHINGTON (AP) — Eattinguisher, bilge pump,
anchor, bailer and other ing daffodils may be hazardous
safety equipment. As there to your health. These and many
popular
are different types of fire shrubs flowers, ornamental
and colorful weeds are
extinguishers and 'they poisonous, says National
Geoelect Various substances in graphic.
differing ways, explain to
Young children are particuall hands what, to expect larly vulnerable, but even
from your particular one adults often become unthinking
and how to use it to best nibblers of poisonous plants.
advantage. For example, if "For many it's just sort of an
some extinguishers are automatic thing to do," said
one naturalist. "You snap off a
t held too close to a flame,
blade of grass or
they may simply shoot the absent-mindedly whatever and
stick it in your
extinguishing agent right , mouth."

Is Highly Recommended

'Fire' Drill For Boaters

V1titors to Empire Farm
located in the 5,000-acre
Environmental Education
Center in TVA's land Between The lakes have the
opportunity to see
domestic farm animals
and old implements once
used in the area. Empire
Farm is open daily from 9
a. m. to 5 p. m. Special
weekend events are also
held periodically at the
Farm. A schedule of these
activities can be,found in
the "Preview," a monthly
calendar that can be obtained at any of the Information statipms in the
170,000-acre public outdoor area.
(TVA Photo 1:14 Mark Lyons)'
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1977Hornet Wagon

1977Mapdor Colipe

1977Pacer

ANICII

806 Coldwater Road —7536448

Jeep Fp

Gain's AMC,Jeep,Inc.

, Jeep vehicles:
the experienced
4-wheel drive performers

1977 Glernlin

Drop by and See Us
and take a test drive!

No Matter Which One You Choose

guile

a•
Wutiteitil

OUTDOOR SECTION

ft.

•

t

00

•

A conservation workshop
entitled
Secondary
Education 521, Techniques
of Teaching Conservation,
is scheduled at Murray
State University, July 19
through August 4, 1977.
The course, which offers
three semester hours of
credit at the ,graduate or
advanced undergraduate
level, emphasizes the integration of environmental
education
from 'kindergarten through ,grade
12. It will meet from 1 p. in.
to 4:30 p. m. five days a
week in Room 455 of the
Education Building.
The
lira-light. Illeshallengc. rise cast. -The catch. It's differworkshop
is
'and for the advocates of ultra-light , designed to acquaint
ent on “Ipiaby tackle.
Angling, "think small" means equipment, not the catch.
students _and teachers with
Hass, gluegill, carp oir caOslii..Size is relative: the small
attitudes, activities, and
one,
beeome
bigger
the
monsters
and
when
bigger
Fish get
resources to help blend
tarkle..The
chase,is
greater than the
talven.tiO ultra-light
concepts
natural
of
kill and the _catching is greater than the keeping. Ultra,resource education into all
productive. light line,
light makes it all more fun
small reel, short and sensitive -rods, bah baits or lure. It's
levels of elementary and
the winning combination for more fan per pound. Thirdi
secondary echAcatron.
-men. Ultra-light i• more fun. And more productive.

Workshop

Conservation

Installing new line on spinning or spin-casting equipment is easy, if done correctly.
I. Remove front cover and tie new line on to reel spool. Make sure you rtia the line
. through the line guide in the front cover! 2. Make a trial turn or two of 'the handle
and watch the pick-up head on .the reel and the direction the line is coming off the
spool, They should both be working in the sante direction. 'Ilk elintinates twist.
A. Put front eto-er back-on_ reel and start turning. Many persons prefer
actuallv mount
the reel on the rod and run the lin e through tlo. guides' alien instal ng litte-The ten' through guides, thi,,iiib and forefinger help. a hit to -eat the ma line. Should tlif
line get twistid fr 'hire iation or sumo other rt
pia. it out la I I tlw boat and
. rewind. It will straighten it out.

1-1

For a lot of anglers, in- on, proper line installation, It's asketh• you should installing new line has been but they haven't heart" stall new line whenever
one of the biggest buga- from everybody. So read the old rine is bad. It's the
boos of their fishing lives, for a bit and study the cheapest fish catching inbut taken a step at a time picturea. It will make an surance there is. '
it can be a short and work- arduous task easier and
When Is old line worn
well exercise in keeping
out? When It's frayed by
equilionent
function
easier.
equipment, tuned up.
rocks, logs or from fishing
There's only one real
With a casting or fly
muddy, sandy water.
trick
line
to
installing
on
reel, installing new line
Wknit starts coiling and
a,
non-revolving
spool,
—
has never been much of
gets Stiff is another signal
a problem: put a pencil , spin-cast or spinning. .for a line onange.
'
Make
sure
sure
—
double
through the line spool, tie
The best advice is to
on to the reel and start — that the line is coming change it more often than
cranking. -When its full, off the spool in the same you think you need to. A
direction the pick-up head lot of fishermen change
quit.
Net so, sez many, when or bail is moving. That's line eyery year even
It comes to spinning and all there really is to it.
thouglr many don't think
If the pick-up head is they need to. Better angspin -casting: equipment.
They might have thought moving clockwise, the line lers change line alter evthey did it right back needs to come off th, spool ery fishing trip. Somehome.or in the fishing in the same direction. where in between is the
lodge, but the first '10 Don't worry about thick- answer, although the pros
casts will disprove that wise and all that Itrt of feel every day should be
when • bread new shiny thing, Just make s e ev*- the time.
line starts! coming off in .erythtng is turninein the
To repeat a statement:
Shirley Temple-like curls. same direction.'
new line is the cheapest
An while we're ;on the fish catching insurance
The folks at Zebco have
long answered letters and subject of new line, let's there is. If it's put on
given detailed instructions answer the question before correctly.

Installing new line not so
difficult if you know how
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)733-8070

amaha, CO

y

When you know how
they're built,
, you'll buy a

' Choppy was built for n-on the! rood or
off It's the sporty, eccinomical Machine,
almost anyone con ledrn to ride eoeily,

YAMAHA CH

Meet the Chomp, the isconomical-family
fun machine that everyone con ride.
Great around the campsite or around
town. Simple to operate.
thie logical
answer to short trip commutlng ;Ind
shopping.

YAMAHA CH#MP

fIUNIS /111C/liffatakik

ltiommussommumninjummi

$ 395.00

$ 395.00

'
%..
sr
Nc..-

anal

-

,;1):1({3,*

. washe up on snore and
alk
t he hlt.,ari pc1, white by
di ev,,:ti myriad., .'sun Id ii 111.0. WWII, t the
IILV
;,t
.twils :.11.,til 1.11,10..; 0;..i: ti
flowers to be admired and into f scinating pewit-I:Li
photegraphod, gnarled old ities y the water. '
trees holding their leafy
Eve Sunday afternoon
heads to the sky, little I drivel.
* can haite ' their
crawly things toiling in share of enjdiyment in the
their own world, birds Great Outdoors. Be a
swelling their bYeastos lri "shiiin•piker" anti take the
song,
badk roasts that ,wind
A stroll down a beach aroune the farms and
can be full of pleasure. fields,;that follow the rivIt's a perfect elfarree to er, thltt, curl around the
et, in a lot of people- rnountlai4. Stop often and
watching. But if you lgrep look around ,,s3u, lision to
your eyes down, you may the sclunds and sniff the
also see sand crab
'
' air. .
-rowing under betbre the
You:11 find the :Great
next wave comes on shore, Outdoers is pleased to
driftwood that has been meet ou
.k

Its offerings

- •.44 SY1Jf/11-1,111farinrslIA1

- lions and tigers and bears.
You don't fish or hunt.
You're not fond of camping under the trees. You
don't swim well enough to
feel confident in the water,.and the idea of lying
on a beach all day is ludior.ous.
yo4're entitled to
your Own rInton
but
:lust think or a Minute of
\that you're Inussing by
your ''not for'me" attitude.
: The Great Outdoors has
winet hilly for everyone.
Yoll don't have to he an
active sportsman to enjoy

",

say you're aid in doors p!,rson ;old

Indoorspeoplefind,(iutdoors
has somethingfor everyone

She's enjoying the Great Outdoors and all its wonders. The Medal chirping, the leaves
• rustling. the warmth id the sun. les her way of participating while the rest of her fund',
is in
in other pursuits.

OUTDOOR SECTION

a
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Groyson McClurs-

Telephone 502-436-5483

Take 94 lost out of Murray for 2 miles Turn right on 280 follow 280 for 7 miles past Bon
ner's Grocery. Take blacktop into Panorama to first stop sign turn right then left and you
have arrived

Panorama Shores on Kentucky lake

Happy Holiday Travel, Inc.

Don McClure

Now,what are You waiting for?

Brand new 1977 Silver Queen Houseboat for $12,950.00
You put your own ggruggi fmishing touch to it

FOR THOSE WHO INSIST ON THE VERY BEST!

Swim from it... Fish From it... Just have lots of fun with it!

It's a grand and glorious holiday everytime you
head for your comfortable House Boat. Hot or
cold, wet or dry. . . the pleasure of boating
awaits you whfn you buy one of the plush
house boats from•Happy Holiday Travel, Inc.

.

paddle wheel. Twin hull of non-rusting, hand
crafted marine fiberglass.,Cadmium plated steel
paddle wheel, rudder and connecting hardware.
Mooring eyes fore and aft. Drain plugs: Side
hand rails. Rear seat center hand rail.

FEATURES: MODEL 120 AND MODEL 120
'DELUXE
4 comfortable bucket seats. Chrome plated,
steering tiller and pedal cranks. Direct drive

Great for all ages. Perfect for relaxation. Ideal
for exercise and its enjoyable,
Ayr-Way's Pedal Boats have direct-drive pedals
-for 2 and seat 4. They have positive foam flotation in twin hulls; slip resistant vinyl decks, and
no protrusions beyond the edge of the deck,
features that add up to a safer water sport.
The Ayr-Way Pedal Boats are available in a
choice of four, permanent non-fading colors:
white, yellow, orange or blue.

Get Some Good Exercise with this Pedal Boat

a safe
water sport
for
everyone!

PEDAL
BOAT

Silver
Queen'
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Mid-South Sails are the exclusive dealer
for Windsufer and ODan and Laguna
Yachts
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,

urges boat owners to
reduce the chance of theft
boating
storing
by
equipment in the house or
garage and ,removing the
wheels from the boat
trailer ,wheni the vessel is
not in use. 1),.

It is a good idea to make
a list of all the equipment
-yin; have in the boat, in- .
cluding serial numbers of
the items. Etch your
driver's license or • beat
number on as many items
aS possible for positive
As a final line of defense,
check with your Insurance
representative to make
sure
the
insurance
coverage on your boat is
1
adequate for your needs.

identification. •

CALL
BEN ARMSTRONG
436-2174
OR LUKE OAS
753-9981

follow The Signs On Rottertorm Rd. 8 Ralph Wright Road

Phone 436-2174

•

11,11

Mid-South Sails

•

•I

ea • •

fishing angle last week.at
Nailon Puckett, n, of Clarksville, Tn., waded out from the shore for a better
and environmental
Rushing Creek Campground in land Between the Lakes, TVA's 170,000-acre recreation
.
and
Tennessee
education area located in western Kentucky

•

someone know when•you'ea,
going .out and when you
expect to return.
Of course, there may be
no need for boating safety
precautions if your boat is
stolen before you e'er get it
in the water. The Institute

Windsurfing Is Here

sure that then; vessel's
Before weighing anchor
fuel, electrical and steering
this summer, Kentucky
systems are in top working
State boating 'enthusiasts
order by following these
are advised to make
basic suggestions-:
"safety" part of the crew.
— Check exhaust and
"Too many iiskdents
pipes for blockages,
intake
"cause
happen
afloat
simple safety precautions • and clean them thoroughly.
are disregarded," says the , — Be sure all fuel and
electrical connections are
Insurance Information
tight..
Institute.' All too often,
— Check lines and
needless death, injury and
steering cables for wear
property damage result."
and fraying.
The institute cited I. S.
— Clean and lubricate
Coast Guard statistics as a
all working perts,/ and
reminder of what can go
check their housing and
wrong once you're out on
supports.
the water.
44 It might also ,be al good
In Kentucky alone there
idea to take advantage of
were 97 boating accidents
safety inspection,
expert
33
in
resulting
in 1976
the Institute suggests. The
deaths,1 17 injuries and
Coast Guard Auxiliary, a
property
$168,200 in
voluntary, nonmilitary
damagt.
organization created by
Acro4y, the nation last
Congress to promote safety
year, 8;954 recreational
in recreational boating,
vessels 'were involved in
accidents resulting in 1,261 4 will provide a thorough
safety check of your boat's
deaths. Capsizing was the
equipment and general
leading cause of fatalities condition:
510, followed by fallji
Refore you finally launch
overboard - 267. Collisions
boat, make sure there ,
the
—
the
vessel
with another
are oars, plenty of life-.
most common type of
preservers and a fire exaccident — resulted in. 66
tinguisher on board — just
deaths.
in case. It makes good
A boating safety check
sense to check the weather
could help reduce the
forecast in advance to •
chance of tragedy on the
avoid poter.tial trouble.
water this yearl- The In'
And, don't forget to let
stitute urges boaters to be

Make Safety 'First Mate'Saaors Advised
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*Seafood *Prime Steaks
*Country Nam
Open Sonia lays A Week

SAUBS-NUTS
VEGETABLES -DESSERTS

A Largo Soleetion To Choose From.

Specializing in

.
Y
UK
K
I
S
E
R
E CATFISH

Phone 474-2259

Bill & Ruth honer
Owners Operators

Kentucky Lake
Lodge

Visitors to Empire Farm located in the 5,000-acre Environmental Education Center in TVA's land Between1
The Lakes have the opportunity to see domestic farm
animals and old implements once used in the area.
Empire Farm is open daily from 9 a. m. to 5 p. m.
Special weekend events are also held periodically at
the Farm. A schedule of these activities can be found
in the "Preview,' a monthly calendar that can be obtained at any of the Information stations in the
170,000-acre public outdoor area,
(TVA Photo by Mark Lyons)
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Hwy 94-E

Fan
Phone 153-0605

WHITE CAMPER SALES

Drop by and See Virginia and Ernest White

Starcraft

NEW AND USED CAMPERS

WHITES CAMPER SALES

OVTDOOlt SKT1011

....••••••••••••••••

1313 Poplar Benton, Kertucky.

BUILDING
CENTER

TREAS

FREE Delivery
to Most Areas

•Patios
*Decks
•Boat Docks

Wood

*Outdoor

(styrofoam) -

* Astroturf
*BoatDock Logs

Highway 68
Aurora, Ky.
Ph. 474-2202

Try us and See!

'oRecondition Mowers For Sale
•We repair Motorcycles, Tillers, Chain Saws, Lawn Mowers

clothing or seriously burn
. themselves'," Moore said.
During last year's
Bicentennial Celebration,
• between June 23 and July
20, an estimated 5,600
fireworks-associated
injuries were treated in
hospital emergency rooms
throughout the country,
Moore reported. ,
'Consumers should report
the illegal use or sale of
fireworks to their local law
enforcement,agencies or to
the , Consunier Product
Safety' Branch of the
Department for Human
Resources, 275 East Main
St.,, Frankfort, Ky., 40601.
For more informatiOn,
Moore advised consumers
to call his office at 592
5434-4537.

Many Injuries Caused
By Fireworks In State

•

OUTDOOR SECTION

r. an
mie e, Evansvil ,In, pose with their daughter,
Christina Lee, the youngest individual who
recently participated in the Cherokee Off-Roaders
weekend at Colson Hollow in Land Between The
TVA's 170,001-acre public demonstration
Lakes,
area in Westim Kentucky and Tennessee. The Pikes are
members
of the Tri-State Wheelers, Evansville, In.
(TVA Photo by Cynthia Easley)

FRANKFORT, — Conmiler product safety officials expect statistics to
show a dramatic ,increase
in fireworks-related injuries during the Bicentennial year:- Kentucky's
1976 injury statistics
become available - this
week.
According to Edsel
Moore, Consumer Product,
Safety Branch manager,
Kentucky statistics will
probably echo national
figures which indicated
about 9,000 persons were
treated in emergency
rooms , for - fireworksrelated injuries last year.
Half cif those injury '
victims were 15 years of
age or younger,. Moore
said.
State figures currently
available show 67 serious
injuries requiring medical
treatment in 1975. Moore
said he expects 1976 figures
to show a 100 per cent increak in the number of
such injuries last year, in
spite of a fireworks ban
effective December, 1976.
Kentucky is one of 32 states
wihch bans Class. C corn- •
mon fireworks including all
forms of firecrackers and.
rockets.
Moore noted that state
and local statutes prohibit
the sale and use of these
.1ifireworks except
for
organized public displays.
'We are seriously
concerned about the
unusually high number of
injuries each year during
patriotic celebrations such
as the Fourth of July," said
Moore. "Blindings, amputations and severe burns
are all too familiar results
of fireworks misuse," he
said.
"Even sparklers, while
.legal in the state, are
especially dangerous in the
hands -of small children
who could ignite their

Arch as to help braking
device for jet aircraft and
for our astronauts moon
landing are shown as well.
The
popularity
of
parachuting
as
a
-recreation is highlighted in
"Chute. Out." Authentic
footage
traces
the
pariatute drop ride from
.the -iIrst tower at Riverview Park in Chicago to the
New York World's Fair in
1939 to Coney Island in the
40s to its revival as a
thrilling attraction at Six
Flags theme parks in
Ceorgia and Texas, sister
parks of Six Flags Over
Mid-America in St: Louis.
In addition, the popular
sport
of
skydiving,
featuring exciting
precision demonstrations
of skill at conferences held
by the U. .S. Parachuting
AsSbciation, reminds us of
the versatility of da Vinci's
invention. ,
The colorful hp-hour
presentation was produced
for television by Six Flags
Productions, in assoeiatkon
with Ed Hansen Proddctions. The music was
scored by country sInger
Casey nderson
•

The Building,
Supermarket

• a

This exciting chronology
, covers the increasingly
popular activity from the
earliest
designs
of
Leonardo da Vinci in 1495
to applications of the most
sophisticated parachuting
, techniques in our nation's
space program.
•
"Chute Out" documents
man's quest for flight and
safe
return,
from
imaginative
primitive
illustrations, to space-age
reality, from life-saving
immediacy to entertaining
leisure. Never before seen
footage from the archives
the !U. S. Air - Force
capture the drama of the
first "emergency jump" at
a W13 French air sholv,
daredevil barnstormers of
the early 30s, military
• training sites of the early
30s, World War I Russian
cargo drop, and World
War II paratroopers.
Modern use of parachutes

St. Loot4 MO. — LIOyd
Bri4ges will nprrate
"Chute Out`' a half-hour
documentary on the history
of parachuting cm Sunday,
July 3, at 4:30 p. m. on
WPSD-TV.

To Be Aired Sunday

Parachuting Documentary
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and foreign matter should
bc sufficient.
Patches of mildew are often found on the walls and
floor of a pool, and must be
destroyed before painting.
The simplest way to rid
your pool of mildew is to
scrub with a commercial
cleaner, preferably one
recommended by your pool
dealer. If you are unable to
find a suitable comMercial
cleaner or would prefer a
more econdmical method,
you can prepare your own
cleaning solution. Before
you begin, remember to be
ca-utious; mixing
chemicals is dangerous
unless you know exactly
what you are mixing and
what reactions to expect.
The solution recommended
t.he National Paint and
by ,
Coatings. Association is
made of one' quart of
household bleach combined
with three quarts of warm
water. Scrub the pool with
this solution and then rinse
with water. Be sure to wear
rubber gloves
when
working' with the solution,
as it can irritate the skin.
People with' allergies .or
sensitive skin are advised
to take precautions against
any skin contact with the
solution. One final, but
important warning: never
mix household bleach and
ammopia or a cleaner
containing ammonia. This
combination ciin give- off

Bob Head, Chairman of the Murray State Art Dept
stops to reflect on his decision whit judging prints at
the 8th annual Arts and Crafts Festival held last
weekend in land Betweer he Lakes, TVA's 170,000acre outdoor recreation id public demonstration
area located in western Kt ucky and Tennessee.
(TVA Photo by Mark Lyons)

Everyone who invests in
a• swimming pool anticipates years of enjoyment and healthful
recreation with friends and
family. The wise pool
owner knows that these
expectations can only be
met if he keeps his pool in
top condition. He also
knows that 'repainting his
pool, when necessary, is
one of the most important
elements in his maintenance program. A good
paint system can keep a
concrete
pool
from
cracking or chipping. If the
paint on a pool is in good
condition it will keep the
pool attractive and make
cleaning easier.
Repainting a pool is a
major undertaking, but
well worth the effort. If you
use a high quality paint and
keep the water at the
correct chemical balance
you will probably not have
to repaint for several
years. However, if it is not
kept clean, especially if the
water is net kept at the
correct chemical balance,
you may find it necessary
to repaint often. .
Good
surface
preparation is the key to
this painting project. The
condition of the old paint
will determine how much
preparation is necessary.
If it is in good condition;
scrubbing with a detergent
to remove all dirt, algae

Member FDIC

MURRAY

KY.

PEOPLES IBANK

Have a safe and Happy Vocation
i•

at hardware or pool stores.
and then rinse with water.
Ask for a 10 per cent
Allow the pool to dry before
rnuriatic solution. Pour the
you paint.
acid solution onto the
Consult your pool supply
concrete and brush the
dealer when buying paints
surface with long nancuen
and coatings for your pool.
brushes until the bubbling
Frequently used pool
stops. Protect yourself by
coatings include rubber
wearing rubber boots, based - solvent thinned
rubber gloves, and goggles
enamels, catalyzed epoxy when working with the
solvent thinned enamels
acid. Be sure the acid wash
and solution vinyl systems.
Is followed with an alkaline
They are all marked as
wash to neutralize the acid, "swimming pool" paints.

do it. All it takes is the selection of a new viewpoint
that fits your budget. The more you save, the faster the
addition of interest will help send you on your way.

Your Dream
Vacation Come
True

It is best to remove all of
the old paint when it is in
poor condition. A scraper
or power sander is fine for
spot jobs, but sandblasting
is the most complete
method. After sanding or
sandblasting a concrete
pool, it must be cleaned
with an acid wash. New
patching must always have
an acid wash. You can buy
the prepared acid solution

Anyone can
savings plan

vapors which are harmful
when inhaled.
Cracked, peeling or
powdery surfaces require
more
extensive
preparation. All cracks and
holes will have to be filled.
Caulking compounds are
best for cracks and small
holes. Large holes and
breaks require a cement
mixture, grout or a nonshrinking patching mixture.

Preparing Surface Of Concrete Swim Pool
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Swimming at Kenlake's Beach at dusk

Debbie arid Dick Hoffman are bofh licensed and cattiest pilots for excunion

rhe Princess passes the bletaikswater at kenlake Marina on its afternoon (rift

PRINCESS

-Sta

AM
14
g=4.11.4
4:41fpa
)

4.

Ill

r

The Engine
The Pump

• •Pt
ar-v.ania•

•111mMosallI

•

.001=fr

Dick Hoffman built the docks
and trucked them from Saugatuck

Akirrtiti:

FRANK GONZALES

StOry and photos by

Kentucky Lake now has a genuine `sidewheeler'
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Enjoying the many
of
plac
outdoor
and
recreation in this Iii
also in surrounding places
are the members of a local
camping club, The Twin
(fakers Good Sam Club.
Each third weekend of
the month will find families
of the club going to one of
the campgrounds in the
four state area for their
monthly campout. One
family is responsible each
month to find the place for
the club to assemble.
At the campouts,the time
is mostly free to each one
with usually only a potluck
supper, cookout, fish fry,
etc., planned, along with
the vesper worship services on Sunday morning
unless a worship service is
conducted at the campground.
The club members and
their families enjoy the out
of doors, the scenery,
walks, swimming, boating,
fishing, motorbike riding,
bicycle riding, games,
crafts, reading, conversation, sleeping,
loafing, etc.
Ned Wilson is the club
president with C. W. Jones
as vice-president and Beth
Wilson as secretarytreasurer. Members first
belong to the National Go6d
Sam Club and then are
eligible to join the local
club. For information
persons may call Wilson.
Pictured are scenes
taken at various campouts.

Enjoying Camping
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RI l• T...• Iletwo•ot Saab sod Ilr•ss Limtans)

Writ*
Kodiak. 5,0.A.,
Ii Mel
Atoms. K y
421144
K.(M)
474-2771

OWNER,
WOODY
WOODRUM

AURORA. KENT.L/CKY
. Pool • S
Laundry- Hot Showerfa (lean Rest Rooms
Blocked la Cubed ife--4trewood Playground - Lounge Game Room
Pets on Leash -- Within Walking Distance of Ky Lake
Far From Highway NO/Se Tenter!' Welrome

KOA KAMPOROUNDS

'5
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Marina Salim & ServicS
Nwy 94 E 763-3734

DARNELL

WE
NEED„YOU
YOU NgED US

FIFTH WHEEL

Hwy. 62-E

Princeton, Kentucky

502-365-5082

Murphy's Camper Sales

MINI HOME

Sales•Service

Murphy's Camper

N1111111.111111MIMMIIIMIIIII

I will stop and, give, aid to fellow campers where
safety and traffic conditions permit. I will not attempt to stop and give aid on turnpikes, freeways or
expressways, but instead will give three short blasts
on my horn to indicate that I am- reporting the breakdown- to the nearest highway patrol, toll gate or police
deptrtment
If I am broken down on the expressway, I will raise
the hood of my vehicle to indicate I am in need of assistance and stay with the vehicle until help arrives.
I will keep my recreational vehicle in sate condition at
all times and give speCial attention to brakes, tires and
running lights.
I will drive within the law and with consideration for
others.
I will watch following traffic on upgrades and pull off
the road as soon as possible whenever I.am causing
a slowdown.
I agrats, to observe, and cause to be observed all posted rules and regulations for the betterment of the enjoyment of outdoor recreational facilities.
I will leave my campsite in better conrlition than I
found it.
I will try to wear 'a smile (like Good Sam's) and promote the objectives of Good Sam wherever. I meet
other recreational vehicles.

The Good Sam Pledge

• BOATS
•MOTORS
• ACCESSORIES

Marino Solos & Service

DARNELL

OUTDOOR SECTION
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Giant 14 foot paddle wheels have 42 inch paddles.

The Princess passes under Egner's Ferry Bridge.

-

The Princess greets the river lug Evening Star.

Debbie Holtman plots the Princess into the secluded bays of the Land
Between the Lakea

1.1

A most beautiful sight from the deck of the Princess as the sun sets over the hotel at Kenlake

Thanks to the HoffmtIn family of
sidewtieelet. It is 64 feet, seven inches
Saugatuck, Mich., this delightful
long, 24 feet wide, and is powered by a
..double-decked sidewheeler's new home
SAAB diesel. The power train is most
base is the marina at Kenlake State
unique. The engine powers a gearbox
Park in Aurora. The Princess spent last
operating hydraulic pumps that power
summer as an excursion attraction in
hydraulic motors on each wheel. Each
the Michigan resort area of Saugatuck.
Wheel is 14 feet high and its paddle
The Hoffmans, Dick and Debbie,'had
blades are 42 inches wide.
been looking for a longeraseason area
"The Princess has six watertight
and had been invited to Knoxville, Tn.
compartments and could float with any
On their return trip they camped, quite _.• k two of them flooded," Hoffman said.
by chance, in the campgrounds at
'10'We have tried for the safest possible
Kenlake State Park. After an early
boat and meeting all the Coast Guard
morning conversation with a very
requirements she should well handle
zealous girk attendant they were
any situation. Building the Princess has
introduced to the Park's hotel, marina
been a labor of love for Debbie and I.
and the Land Between the Lakes.
We havt built it almost by ourselves
Shortly thereafter, Dick, Debbie, and
and seeing people enjoying it has been
daughters Anne and Kate, two family
well worth the five years it took us to
friends, two dogs and six cots and their
buB
r'
.i'
ilodthheD
c
belongings, camped on the deck and
Dick and Debbie Hoffman are
made the 725 mile, two-week trip down
licensed and certified pilots and their
the Mississippi and then to Kenlake.
son, Tom, is now serving his
The Princess is actually the fifth
apprenticeship.
excursion boat built by the Hoffmans
The Hoffmans bring to Kenlake a
and' all are still in service. The
most delightful attraction. They make
Princess, however, is the first
their home on Jonathan Creek.

of her own, The Princess
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Ph.
4742245

Ski Boat Rental

Fishing Supplies of
All Types

1.• Boat & Motor Rentals

Pontoon Rentals

Umiak* State Park

Raids 1, Mardis, Ky.

Kenlake
Marina

The following activities
are scheduled for the next
week
in
the
area
surrounding Land Between
The Lakes:
Singing on the Lakes,
July 1-2, Murray Football
Stadium, Murray, Ky.,8p.
in.;
Kaintuck Territory, July
3, Tom T. Hall concert, 2p.
m. and 5 p. m.;
Speedboat Races, July 23, Lake Barkley State
Resort Park, 12 noon
Saturday and 1 p. m.
Sunday;
Noble Park Fireworks,
July 4, Paducah, Ky.;
Daytona Shores Campground, July 1-4,,a special
music weekend with a rock
group, bluegrass music,
and square dancing; and
Kaintuck Territory, JulY
10, Happy Goodman
Family concert, 12 noon
and 3 p. m.

Regional
Happenings

Kentucky offices.

Safe Boating Week Proclaimed

Phrsonaj flotation devices
or PM's,(life jacket") are an
iissential part of water safety,
yet many persons fail 4o use
them. "lives which kould •
have been saved #oy PFD's are
lost through negligence.
Underwriters Laboratories
Inc. urges you to use personal
notation devices, and offers
the following information to
be considered when - purichasing such-equipment.
PFD's should be selected
fkir high quality and long
life., bearing the UL Listed
Buoyant Vest
Buoyant Cushion
Label -- which -means they
have been subjected to rigid
tests and found to comply
itith stringent U.S. Coast
Guard safety requirements
Also check the
Coast
Guard requirements for your
particular size boat, before
purchasing your PFD's.
, Flotation devices come in
vainoul designs, and —Should
be purchased with ychir particular needs in Mind. PFD's
(both jackets andbib designs)
have superior buoyancy characteristics — holding , the
Special Purpose '
Ring Life Buoy
Wearer upright with face
above the water. Type I & II in a well ventilate
d area — hot ted
or defective devig-iLs
devices are.designed to tarp the bottom
of lockers or should be destroyed -- cut _
a .weer from face down to deck storage boxes where
into pieces or burned so
a face up, position if uncon- moisture may atetimuiate,.
no one will use them.
scious_
Type III devices and away
from excessive heat
are designed to keep a con- and -sun. Avoid abusing the
UL advises' that PFD's
scious person in a vertical equipment, never
use as a be worn at all times when
ppsition but not turn wearer boat bumper,
etc_ Torn, rot- in or near the water.
Type IV is
face down.
delsigned to be thrown to a
,t
person in the water.
'Children's devices are designed for pefsons weighing
leas than
.lbs. Adults
should noier s' use a. PFD
safety and the'safety of
designed for children or Vire . Gov. Julian Carroll has
VOrSii
.1 Child CAI) •flp /la Of
declared July 3-9 "Safe
others,,who enjoy Ken1(11111 .S
. Boating Week" in' Kentucky's beautiful lakes and
Ring ,lire
buoys 4nd ttieky, in conjunct
•
ion with
Streams."
buoyant cushions are handy
national celebrations.
Information on boating
in -an emeitgency, — they
The Governor urged all saTety is available through
can be thrown to a ,person
who Ilas fallen into the citizens of the Com- the Kentucky Division of
water. Never wear a buoyant monwealth to acquire a
Water Enforcement, U. S.
cushion on your back — it basic knowledge of boating
Coast Guard, U. S. Guard'
cart turit you face down in safety. "All
who take part Auxiliary, American Red
the water.
Cross, U. S. Power
Care and storage of PFD's in boating activities should
mutual Squadrons and various
a
- is important. Make sure they recognize
• 9 are thoroughly dry and stored responsibility for their own
other agencies
with

Service of 'nderwriters Laboratories

Water Safety-PFD's' A Must

Think Safety!
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experience when you visit
the dining rooms of Kenlake
State Resort Park. A regular
menu is served during the
week.

HWY 94-E, AURORA

Kenlake State Resort Park

BUFFET: FRIDAY-SATURDAY - 5:30-9 *SUNDAYS 12 NOON-9

Delicious food served in a
beautiful dining room with a
beautiful view overlooking
the lake and soft organ
music...that's a perfect dining

Visit our newly decorated dining room

Jim Carpe ter of Murray, Ky, treats his 9-monthold son Robbie to a swim
while on a stream stroll in Land Between The Lakes. The child had become hot
while riding on his father's back during the exploratory walk studyin
g stream lift,
sponsored by Land Between The Lakes, TVA's 170,000-acre outdoor retreati
on
and environmental education area located in western Kentucky and
Tennessee.

OUTDOOR SECTION
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"Celebration"
complements the historical
theme of the caravan by
featuring
scenes
of
southern architecture,
agriculture,
industry,
people, tradition, culture,
recreation and scenery.
The five traveling
display vans and exhibit
tents of the caravan recreate major events in
sonthern history by tracing
the development of the
region
over .• .several
hundred years. The vans
are drigned so the visitor
will be taken back through

an original musical score.
The program is projected
on a large sectionalized
screen built into the side of
one of the caravan exhibits.
Music and photographs are
synchronized using a
computer.
time to the late 1500's,
when Indian villages onte
dotted the region. DisplaA
and sound effects 'have
been carefully combined to
isolate the visitor from the
outside world while recreating the movement of
history as it took place in
the South, from the distant
past to.the promise of the
future.
The caravan is open
Friday through Tuesday,
10 a. m. to 4:30 p. m. Small
tours are conducted every
30 minutes; large groups
should schedule tours at
the . Information Office
located at Golden Pond,
KY. There is no admission
charge.
.
The caravan is sponsored
by the Tennessee Valley
Authority
and
the
Kentucky Army National
Guard.

t

BUILT
TO STAY
T OUGH

Gaining in popularity every year, the Stepside
features a convenient side step between the door
and rear fender on each side for easy loading.

CHEVY STEPSIDEASPOWL

(TVA Photo by Cindy Laity)

wCelebration," an award winning audiovisual presentation, is the
highlight of
the Tennessee Valley Bicentennial South caravan on display at TVA's
land Between The Lakes. The caravan is open Friday through Tueaday from
10 a. m. unti
4:3011 m.There is no admission charge.

"""

OUTDOOR SFCTiOtt

US 641 South

See one of our Salesmen: J. H. Northman Nix, HugrWright, Jim Dalton d
Mickey Boggess

753-2617

Dwain Taylor Chevrolet nc.

Don't delay, come on out
& Check out these campers & Vans

We've gotsome
sharp ones.

CAMPERS!

GOLDEN POND, KY. —
"Celebration," an award
winning audiovisual
program featuring scenes
of,the contemporary South,
highlights the Tennessee
Valley Bicentennial South
caravan of exhibits on
display at TVA's Land
Between
The
Lakes
through August.
The
l0-1
/
2-minute ,
presentation, projected in
an outdoor theatre at the
caravan, won the Grand •
Awaid for multimedia
productions at the 1975
International, Television
and Film Festival. The
award is the highest honor
the festival award's; more
- than 2,000 entries were
received.
The production utilizes
Omo're than 900 slides and 15
projectors combined with

Celebration Unique
Feature Of Caravan'
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3 FREE HARTS
When you Buy
a 20 Piece
Chicken'Box

2 FREE KINUITS
When you Buy
a 15 Piece
Chicken Box

507 North 12th - Murray, Ky.

1 FREE PIM
When you Buy
a 10 Piece
Chicken.Box

A Free Quart of Coke!

.The Best Thing Next To A
Burger Queen Chicken Box.

(TVA Moto by Mark tynos)

"The Homeplace 1850" is the most recent development under construction at
TVA's Land Between The Lakes. The farm will be a re-creation of farm life as it
was in the 'I850s. Tours are conducted each Sunday beginning at 230 p.m. The
vintage complex is located just north of the Buffalo Range in the southern portion of the 170,000-acre public demonstratiqn area.

Homeplace 01 1850
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the tourist businesses on
both lakes toward the
races,and we look forward
to a spectacular success
next weekend."
Each of the 26 races is
being sponsored by a local
business. These businesses
are providing the prize
money to guarantee the
Those
purse.
total
k the
businesses sponsog5a
of
races are: The
diz,
Benton, Bank of
Bank of Marshall County,
Barkley Inn, Beech Bend
Estates, Eddy Creek Port,
Happy Holiday Travel,
Inc., Kenlake Marina,
Kuttawa Harbor, Lake
Barkley Enterprises,
Lakeside Camping Resort
& Marina, LBL Sports
Center, Leisure Cruise
Marina, Mack & Mack
Sports-a-Ftama, Milliken
Marine Sales, Paducah
Sun-Democrat, Paducah
Tourist Commission, Park
View Court, Sportsman's
Lodge, Sportsman's
Marina, Thomas Real
Estate-Twin Lakes Homest Rockcastlei Shores, Inc.,
Town & Country Resort,
Travelodge, Trigg County
Chamber of Commerce,
Uncle S. Q.
For further information
on the Kentucky and
Barkley region, write
KWW, Department N,
Route 7, Box 144, Benton,
,Ky. 42025.

area and providing them
with something to do while
they are here. We are
pleased with the support of

Kentucky:s Western
Waterland.
The
North -South

Championship Outboard
Motor Boat Races will be
held on Blue Springs Bay
near Lake Barkley State
Resort Park for two days of
professional speed boat
action. Racers will compete for a total purse of
$4,000.
The regatta is sanctioned
by the American Power
Boat Association and will
feature hydroplanes and
run-abuts of the Modified
Pro
Outboard
and
divisions. Twenty-eight
classes of boats • will
compete in the two days of
activities, with action
starting at noon on
Saturday and 1:00 p. m. on
Sunday.
According to race
committee chairmen Gary
Mize and C. A. Woodall III,
Cadiz, nearly 201) boats will
be racing in the weekend
events. Speeds of up to 100
miles per hour will be
reached on the one-mile
oval course as the racers
attempt to top current
speed records.
The activities on both
days are open to spectators, • and admission is
free.
The race is sponsored by
Kentucky's Western
Waterland, a tourist
promotion organization for
the Western Kentucky
Lakes region. According to
KWW• Executive
Secretary, Karen amen,

over .5,000 spectators are
expected to view the races.
She said, "Events of this
nature are important in
drawing visitors into our

Exciting Championship
speedboat races will be
taking place on Lake
Barldey JulY 2 and 3, it was
announced today by

Rkes To Be Held
On Blue Springs Bay

As' many as 200 hydroplanes and runabouts in the
Modified and Pro Outboard Divisions will be competing for $4,000 in prize money, July 2 and 3, in the
North-South Championship Outboard Motor Boat
Races at Lake Baridey State Resort Park. The public is
invited to view the exciting professional races.

SEVENTYSEVEN
SELLOUT

better we look.
Don't miss Our Bog

The closer you
look, the

Maverick 4-Door Sedan

Ranch•ro

Ford EPonolin• Van

4--

Ford F-100 Pickup

Pinto Stallion

Murray,Kentucky

Corner of7th & Main

We're easy to

Business With

Larry Scott
Paul Garland
Ed West

FORD

PARKER
FORD
do

Carlos Jones
Ron Wright
Wells Overby

SEE US BEFORE YOU BUY, TRADE OR
LEASE .

YOU WONT FIND A BETTER SELECTION
OR A BETTER DEAL ANYWHERE

Thund:

LTD Landau 4-000r Pillared
Hardtop

_

Granad• 4-Door Sedan

M.5lan Ii Ghia

Now AtParker Ford

Boat Races Planned At Barkley July 2 and 3
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availa\ble in dehydrated
4
1
packets — all at about /
their original weight.They
can be rehydrated and
ready for the grill in 10 to
15 minutes. Complete dinners—including dessert —
are also packaged at a
fraction of their original
weights.
Freeze-dried fruits and
vegetables are considerably reduced because of
their high moisture content. Ten pounds of fresh
apples, for example, can
be reduced to one pound
of dehydrated applesauce
mix. Many of the* fruits
can be eaten directly from
the carrying packets, although rehydrating generally improves the flavor.

ground meat and stews
are among the meats

Vernon Lile

Hwy 68, Aurora 753-2717

Real Estate & Auction

•

Call

Homes and Commercial

LAKE
PROPERTIES

Let Us Show You a
Great Selection of

In the wilderness they
can be pitched tent style
by stretching them over a
rope extended between two
trees. Additionally, the
Thermos All -Weather
Blanket, which opens to
84 by 56 inches, has grommeted corners* the aides
can be tied own with
cOrd.
Bivouacs of this type are
lighter and easier to set up
jthan tents, and provide
Immediate emergency
shelters. Or, in case of a
sudden storm, the blanket
or tarp can be draped
around the head and
shoulders for protection
against the elements.
When It's time to break

they can be used as waterproof covers for framed
lean-teis.

Your vacation home
needn't weigh more than
25 pounds — but it's in the
bag according to the backpacking crowd. Just as in
the city, the basic essentials are shelter, food and
water.
A plastic tarpaulin or
All-Weather Blanket pro-

for lunch or dinner, take a
tip from the early woodsmen. Beef jerky, flour and
buccaned meat provided
hearty meals for them.
The basic formula for
preparing these ifoods —
removing moistUde to save
weight.and bulk and preremains
vent spoilage
unchanged. But the methbeen improved
of shelter. Both are light- ods have portable feasts
e
provid
to
tly
compac
fold
and
weight
backpackers.
for easy carrying. Along for today's
pork chops,
s,
Steak
trails,
ed
travel
y
heavil

It's in the bag
light backpacking

fold
All-Weather !Hankins by Thermos are lightweight, easv
them
make
to
corners
ted
gromme
have
compactly and
to rig into immediate emergency shelters.
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better appreciate this
freedom that is our
birthright. Americans are
free to come and to go
almost anywhere in the
world. And they do. At
home, their days are filled
with work and their
weekends, in most cases
are filled with fun and
relaxation.
Americans have. always
loved sports, as they have
loved the great outdoors.
And a combination of The
two is almost irresistable.
Recreational boating is
just such a combination.
marks
4th
July
Independence Day. It also
marks the height of the
boating season. There are
more boaters than ever,
and they will qe out in
this lioliday
droves
weekend.
This July '4th, be
especially careful, both on
the road and oh the water.
Make sure your boat
complies t with current
State
and
Federal
regulations. Make sure you
have .the required number
and type' of PID's
(Personal Flotation
Devices), and make ,sure
you are up-to-date is your
knowledge of boating.
Remember, there are
50.5 million others like you
who will be out enjoying the
holiday weekend. Be a
courteous boater, and have
a Safe-boating Summer!
or. moreinformation on
Boating- Safety, call (toll
free I 800-325-7376.

for independence wt can

. When we take the time to
honor the years of struggle

Care On
July 4th
Holiday

GOLDEil POND, KY. —
Land Behieen The Lakes
offtcials have reaffirmed
family
the
that
policy
campground
established in 1964 which
prohibits leaving camping
equipment unattended
overnight . without
authorization will be
strictly enforced.
Dr. Frank Holland,
manager of the 170,000acre public demonstration
area in western Kentucky
and Tennessee, made tile announcement following
violations of the policy at
the family campgrounds
over • the Memorial Day
weekend.
According to Richard L.
of
Chief
Cottrell,
the
at
s
Service
ion
Recreat
public area between
Kentucky Lake and Lake
Barkley, several vehicles
were towed by TVA
personnel from the family
campgrounds after visitors
to the area violated the
provisions.

14 Pole-hos
24 Oz. Colt Slaw

10 Ras

$6.98

Prices Good Thru July 5

S. 12th Strait
, Hurray

1:11111100113

We Will Be Open
July 4

?pi. 69'
POTATO SALAD
79'
SUBMARINE SANDWICH
112 111. $1.19
PEPPER LOAF

FROM OUR DEU

17 Nes Chicks*

FAMILY
CHICKEN
DINNER

Big John Deluxe

PICNIC!

For Your

Roy Harmon

pon,

ges; cannot
I understand, informed-aur special privile
the
Specifically
be granted to any person or
would
they
nts
attenda
gate
:
,reads
regulation
group," Holland saK
in
"Camping is by , a first- 'take the chance,' and
Land Between the Lakes,
abusive
were
.
cases
some
...
basis
come-first served
did several of the
as
our
after
and
before
reserving is prohibited."
e
campground
privat
the
of
enforcement
Further, 'the regulation
rs in the area,
operato
ion."
regulat
"Camping
reads: •
'Land Between The reported a very' heavy
equipment left unattended
volume of visitor traffic
is a public outdoor
Lakes
ut
witho
overnight
the
three-day
over
the
all
recreation area for
authorization from gate
d.
weeken
1'
and
enjoy;
use'
to
public
at
moved
be
personnel may
the owner's expense."
"Such uncooperative
action on the part of a few
campers will hurt all
campers," Cottrell said.
"Some campers would like
to pull their vehicles into
favorite sites early in the
week prior to a weekend
and leave them unattended
— in essence, reserving the
sites. Although they may
pay the required fee, they
are depriving other visitors
use of the sites by these
Nave Tow Ways Waited
actions. Our policy is
hvh?
designed to give everyone,
a real LOG
whether local or from
long distance, an equal
or a ROUND ONE,huh?
opportunity."
house your dream horn.?
Dr. Frank Holland
How about making your prosint
about
n
concer
ed
indicat
753-4124
the attitude of the campers
Colt
who 'were violating 7 the
regulation. "Many of them,

Campgroun • Policy Redffirmed

OUTDOOR SECTION

Fishing is one of the
favorite pastimes of
visitors to the Land Between The Lakes,, TVA's
170,000-acre public outdoor aiea in western
Kentucky and Tennessee.
The Kentucky and Barkley
as
as
well
Lakes
numerous ponds and
streams offer unlimited
oppollunities.
fishing
Fishermen will also find a
floating ailing pier at
Devil's Elbow located just
off 11 S. Highway 68 in
Land Between The Lakes.
(TVA Photo by Mark Lyons)
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FDIC

Bank of
Murray

Our Rates Are Desirable

SEE US FOR A BOAT LOAN

No Matter What Your
Dream Boat...

Your OWN Sailboat....
Your OWN Canoe....
Your OWN Speed Boat....
Your OWN Cruiser...

+4,

OUTDOOR SECTION

I

Ur

Central Caster

OAS1"

TV Service Center

Wrier. c• Wiof We Sell

iape Players
ssilo,„„s'29950

Car

MB"

Radio

with AM/FM

7S3-S116S

Oak
era

a
'lie *

Portable 8-Track
Tape Player

For Your Outdoor Fun

(TVA Photo by144;rk [yogis)

Special activities such as "Stream Strolr are daily
.1appenings at Land Between The Lakes, TVA's public
outdoor area between Kentucky and Barkley Lakes. A
listing of these special events can be found in the
monthly calendar "Previev/' available at any of the Information Stations in the 170,000-,acre area.

1.11
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color slide presentation,
Center Station, 2 p. m.;
Sous& of Nature, July 8,
a 46-minute trail walk,
Center Station, 3 p. m.;
Beaver, July 9, a 1-42hour auto tour visiting

Pat.
look
close-up
a
mysteries of nature in a

movie featuring giant
Canada geese and a short
discussion about our flock,
Center Station, 3 p. m.;
Woodland Walk,July 4, a
45-minute stroll along a
quiet trail interpreting
sights and sounds, Center
Station, 4 p. 4;
Youth Day, July 5, a day
of youth ages 8-12, bring a
lunch and meet at Center
Station, 10 a. in., advance
required,
registration
telephone 502-924-5509;
Amphibian Ecology, July
5, a 45-minute slide
-'program and discussion
followed by a pond search
for amphibians, Center
Station, 2 p. m.;
Discovery Walk,July 6,a
search for interesting
plants and animals, Center
Station, 3 p.
Handloom Weaving
Workshop, July 7, bring FA
sack lunch, material fee $1,
preregistration by calling
Empire Farm,502-924-5441,
9:30 a. in. to 3:30 p. m.;
4- For Goodness Snakes4
July 7,.learn more about
this often misunderstood
group of animals through a
45-minute color slide
presentation with perphaps
a few surprise guests,
Center Station, 2 p. in.;
Nature's Secrets, July 8,

i

Return of the Winged
Giants,July 10, a 45-minute
movie featuring giant
Canada geese and a short
ussion about our flock,
ter Station, 3 p. m.

Wature's Rainbow, a 45minute slide program
Illustrating some of the
colorful wildflowers and
birds of Land Between The
Lakes, Center Station, 2.p.
mt; and

demonstration at Empire
Farm,1 p. m.to 4:30 p. tn.;

i' I
See many beautif°,
sights from the deck of the Princes

I 50children

No 1 1 -00 AM

Sunday

t 1 AM, 1:30, 3:30, 7:30 PM

Excursions Leave Daily

2.50 O,dults,

KENLAKE
MARINA .

Princess

a

Jamie Potts of Murray, Ky., istens to The Whiskey
Ridge Boys also of Murray as they performed at the
8th annual Arts and Crafts Festival in Land Between
the Lakes, TVA's 170,000-acre outdoor recreation and
environmental education area located in western Kentucky and Tennessee.

several active beaver
darns with a discussion
about the beaver, Center
Sefton, 9:30 a. m.;
Fresh Water Ecology,
July 9, an examination of
the water world around us,
Center Station, 2 p. m.;
Nocturnal Discovery
Walk, July 9, a 1-mile walk
searching for evening's
wildlife, bring a flashlight,
Center Station, 8:30 p.m.;
Broom Making, July 10,
brooms thade on a
— kiclter'r machine,

Kentucky Lake's Newest Attraction the

The following activities
are scheduled for the next
week at Land Between The
Lakes, TVA's public outdoor recreation area in
western Kentucky and
Tennessee: •
Erear Hunt Applications
Available July 1, all 'applications due no later than
August 10;
Children's Ecology Walk,
July 1, a 45-minute walk
studying plant and animal
relationships, for ages 12
and under, Center Station,
3:30 p. m.;
Nocturnal Discovery
Walk, July 1, tt 1-mile walk
searching for evening's
wildlife, bring a flashlight
and meet at Center Sation,
8:30 p. m.;
Wings of Morning, July 2,
meet at Center Station to
,observe early morning
birdlife, 7:30 a. m.;
Nature Games, July 2,
ages 6-12, Center Station, 2
p.m.;
Era of Iron Revisited,
duly 2, Center Furnace
provides the setting for a
step into the bustling past
of the limn ..rtis meet at
Center Fiirnafol, Trail
parking lit,
Night Vtsnal, July 2, a 1% hour drive searching for
elusive Wildlife species,
Center Station, 81.30 p. m.;
The Hosneplace, July 3, a
tour of the 1850 living
history farm now under
construction, meet at The
Homeplace entrance road,
2:30 p.. m.;
Return of the Winged
Giants, July 3, at I5-minute

Activities Scheduled In LBL

OUTDOOR SECTION

•

OUTDOOR SECTION

were picked up /by people
who thought they were
doing the animal a favor.
However, they probably
did more harm than good.

Tom Maxwetil and Shawn afocidioff both of Murray,
• Ky., has their Wedding pictures made the old way on
tin type by freelance photographer Lee Pasborg of
Poplar Bluff. Mo., at the 8th annual Arts and Crafts
Festival.
(TVA Photo by Tom Eblett) '

survive in captivity,
additional problems can

care' a wildlife mother
gives her babes."
If the animal does

149Rt.

$82.99

amp
NTT

111- Portable Grill
4.99 IN CTN.
3,7

45- Poly Pool. 161474

63 674 3
..

. 3.73

Holdt 14-Gallons. Folds for easy
handling. Rugged polyethylene.

ourraic FREEZER.

Bel-Ait Shopping Center

753-11391,_

99

5

REG.
$6.99

5'POLY POOL
47 5

140

6-0T. WOOD

177

12" diameter,
odiustable grid
hieights.

Poly tub, cyC010 C gear
‘frame. Ut listed motor. op so

SAVE $4.00

4-QT. FREEZER

4:1)ELECTRIC

A natural fIrst
for young an
glers

77

77
ROD &
REEL

Salit,Prices Gued .Thru Saturday at Over 600 Stores Throughout The South & Southwest.

'

10 per box, 6-bu

GRASS
BAGS

346

BOTH FOR ONLY

Metal stand with clips, gross
bag.

FAMILY SIZE

CABIN TENT
An
isi

TABLE TOP DRILL

GRASS BAG
STAND

38E.

REG. 57a

JUICE
DECANTER

favor; leave wildlife where
it belongs. Mom will be
right back!

2; with 6'2" center height; sloops four or more. Hos
1
' x 7/
2
/
91
front and rear screened Windows. Se 4t62 1
$9.99 • '
'CABIN TENT 159 it62e)
2
1
x 8/

W.3,172

USE OTASCO
CREDIT

35-01. Thermos Ice Chest $18.99
11.76

Poly chest w oh
dram. LIddou•
bles as a seat.

when observed in 4*
natural surroundings. Da
yourself and the animas a

infivieith
iunf
PECR13IALS

because they cannot make
it on their own."
Wildlife is best enjoyed

ST,,
HE.00
4811. ISCALC$4

arise, Wild animals can
Mechler said, "These
GOLDEN POND, KY. —
Visitors to Land Between carry diseases, the best
animals can never be
The Lakes, TVA's public known and most dreaded of
returned to the wild
which is rabies. Skunks are
outdoor recreation area in
especjaily dangerous in
western Kentucky and
Tennessee, can often iee this aspect because they
may carry thtarabies virus
wildlife babies concealed in
the brush. Sometimes well- for six to eight months
showing any
before
meaning people disturb
and even pick up these symptoms.
Next, wild animals
' animals, thinking they
. have been abandoned by seldom lose , their "wild
nature.'' An adult deer,
their mothers.
However,the best course
especially a buck in the fall
of action,according to John
breeding season, can be
dangerous.
Mechler, supervisor of extremely
wildlife management at These "pets" may attack
Land Between The Lakes, their owners, inflicting
is' to leave baby animals serious wounds. This often
the
where they are.
necessitates
First, the babe may not destruction of the animal.
In addition to violating
be.orphaned at all.
the laws of nature by
"For example, during
the first few weeks of a taking the animals out of
fawn's life, the doe will their natural habitat, the
wildlife "kidnappers" are
leave it hidden while she
violating the laws of?hen.
carries on her regular
According to state law,
activities of feeding and
possession of any wild
resting. She will return
animal,except with a
every three or four hours to
nurse her young one," special permit,is illegal.
the
Kentucky,
In
Mechler said. "During
. these absent periods, violator, if convicted, May
people may find the - be charged up to two
hundred dollars, or given 0
'orphaned' fawn. Many
times the mother may eyen
up to six months in jail, or •
i both. Tennessee state law
witness the 'kidnapping.'
sets the fine at up to fifty
':Second," Mechler
dollars.
continued, "a baby animal
In recent weeks, three
needs specialized care that
fawns -have been turned
nature has instinctively
wildlife
the
into
supplied to its mother. A
management unit at Land
never
could
person
Between The.Lakes. They
duplicate the'tender loving

Visitors Urged To Leave Wild Animals Alone
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$49.96

SAVE
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Not Exactly As Pictured.

NOSES
LOW
PRICE

LAWN
DARTS
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SAVE
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Reg.$1.21
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Not Exactly
As Pictured
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LUGGAGE
SET

38c

STYROFOAM
CUPS

SAVE
33(

ROSES
!APB
TOWELS

OUTDOOR SECTION

,

SAVE
I pi

Cracke
Jack

GARDEN HOSE
394

July Fourth

JUMBO
PIES

42'

SAVE

the more you oat,
the more you want.
Everybody's favorite

CRACKER
JACKS

Red
Green
Gold

•
Fireworks!!
For
The Foucth
of
July

•I

ROSES LOW PRICE

FAMILY SIZE

BON BPI
LOUNGERS
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OUTDOOR SECTION

